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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM

The Mao

people,

known

This group of refugees fled the

commonly as

the

Basolongo,

Republic

(UNHCR), allowed them to settle alongside the Congo

kilometers from Boma

on

the way to Matadi.

Many of those

number at Mao

Basolongo,
during the
as

it is

this

colonialists'

to the

Bakongo

Angola retumed to

wars.

ethnic group, which

occupation. Thus, they are now

seven

in

decided to remain in the

of retuming to their homeland after those historic

sub-group belongs

River about

generation that prevails

nowadays naturally replaced most of those who

Congo instead

(DR

High Commissioner

who left

their country, but others decided to the contrary. The younger

DR

of Congo

bound in agreement to the convention of the United Nations

for Refugees

origin in Angola.

repeated fighting in northwestem Angola during the

sixties and seventies. The government of the Democratic

Congo),

fmd their

Named

was

split

in three

found in three different countries

reported in the following:
largest ethno linguistic group in
Angola. Concentrated in Uige, Zaire, and Cabinda provinces, where they
constituted a majority of the population, the Bakongo spilled over into the
nation of Zaire (where they were the largest single ethnic group) and
Congo. Although the Angolan city of Sao Salvador (renamed Mbanza
Congo) was the capital of their ancient kingdom, most of the Bakongo
were situated in Zaire (CoUelo).
In 1988 the

Since

people

of this sub-tribe

entertain their

relationship

Basolongo have
may have

Bakongo

some

almost the

as

are

were

the third

disseminated in the three countries,

originating from the

same

slight differences

culture
in

as

some

same

ancestors. As

that of the Kikuku

to

such, the

people. However, they

aspects. Due to many of their cultural

similarities, they easily intermarry, in many cases without
new

they continue

spouses. Since their settlement in the Mao area,

any

adaptation problem

for the

they seem to have been forgotten for
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decades in the Christian outreach
the African
Mao

people

ministry plans

society is religiously innate,
was

group

Black African Local

"Trinity incamate

on

continually incamate

the

in Boma and its

the main

religious

group

Kimbangu Indigenous Movement,

Trinity made

(Melice 47). Curiously,

in the

following generations

Nguapitshi Kayongo who was

a

Dean of the

among the

fimctioning

which claims to have

of the three founders' relatives called

earth"

Because

surroundings.

by A.

a

Melice the

the members of this trinity

as

reported in the following by Leon

Kimbanguist Theological

School

on

the

Lutendele campus:

[Kimbanguism is] an oral tradition of the popular faith, seriously
by pastors and theologians in the Kimbanguist Church which
and
clearly
persistently made Papa Simon Kimbangu to be God the Holy
Spirit, Papa Kisolokele Lukelo God the Father, Papa Dialungana Kiangana
Jesus Christ who has come back incognito in our times, while Papa
Diangienda Kuntima was regarded as a reduplication or incamation of his
father Simon Kimbangu, that is, of the Holy Spirit (Kayongo 8).
discussed

Adapted to the African traditional beliefs
members, this

of the incamation of some

movement has been rooted in the

majority of the Mao people

people believe strongly that Kimbangu is the everlasting God who
people. Kayongo
of the

added that

Scriptures 'God,

the

Kimbangu' s

followers claimed that he

and the divine

majority of Kimbanguist (1 19).The

was

among the black

the main

object

only in his philosophers

belief in the human

spiritual Kimbangu movement,

Christian

but

being divinized

being humanized has imprisoned most of the Mao people in

spiritual ignorance that should not let the
to the

came

group. Mao

Lord, and the Everlasting one, the God of gods, the One who

was, who is and who will be. This conviction continues not

also within the

prominent family

a

deep

community be indifferent.

In addition

from time to time two other rehgious groups, the

Neo-Apostolic and the Mpeve Yanlongoi^iiQXdXXy translated by the Holy Spirit\rmm^iQXQ6.
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to the Mao

people.

firom the old

The first group believes in the

found in the New Testament.

as

exclusively given to them today.
one

As

adapted to the spiritual needs

emphasis

on

their midst.
still read

fit their

some

that is disconnected

such, contemporaries consider their message

of this

new

generation. The other group

has

a

as

the

strong

do with salvation in Jesus Christ,

of selected texts of Scripture, which

religious purposes.

impacts the

era

They assume that the apostolic mission is

Though they do not have anything to

people,

apostolic

trembling and fortune-telling as proof of the activity of the Holy Spirit in

worldviews that argue that
these

new

as

they distort to

convey messages that

Unlike the materialistic and the modem scientific

only things that can be

seen

do most of Afiicans, believe in the

and felt

are

real

invisible

spiritual,

they

theory

(Chapman 26),

reality that strongly

environment of the visible world.

Thus,

many among Afiicans believe in permanent

wandering spirits

that

affect,

mostly negatively, people's daily circumstances (Dymess 47) though they are believed to
produce positive results
do not have the

sometimes.

Living in this type

privilege of listening to

the

of religious

saving message

Christian not to be fearfiil of witches, sorcerers, ancestral

environment, people

of Christ, which

spirits, demons,

himself because all creatures in this universe must be submitted to Jesus
defeated the power of sin, death, and the devil
Because of their

teachers to say what their

own

desires

itching ears

are

led astray

by gathering

want to hear. As

turn their ears away fi-om the truth and turn aside to

Scripture for their own destruction (2

the

Satan

Christ, who

(O 'Donovan 1 13).

spiritual insecurity, people

search of what would suit their

or

assures

through their continual

around them

a

great number of

already prophesized, they will

myths (2

Pet. 3: 16). While souls

Tim

were

4:3-4) by distorting the
not

only being kept in
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ignorance but also being spiritually led astray,

the

evangelical groups

themselves in their various church services with either hundreds
attendees.
in town,

or

of Boma

delighted

thousands of

However, compared geographically to the location of other churches that were

Kikuku, located

in the northeast of Boma,

was

closer to these

people than were

all other Boma outreach groups.
This Kikuku

indigenous

students of the Boma

AlUance

church

planted

as a

result of the

EvangeUcal School of Theology (transformed in 2012

University of Congo)

were

villagers kept on entertaining an

neighbors

adult-infant

local members to get involved in

to the Mao. For

relationship,

indigenous

Such

endeavor

an

Their preparedness

trip

in

September 2007

November 2008.

such

a

to

brought the Kikuku church leaders

Unfortunately, having noticed the

the church found itself not

church has to work hard in order to

explains

similar situation while
that the

local church.

spiritual resources

and

to launch its first outreach

years until

people

over

only discouraged but also

frustration is just

against which the

Laurin

a

disinterest of the Mao

ministry of souls winning,

a

for

ministry.

exhausted. In the

Jeremiah had

appropriate

Mao, and five others followed throughout the

long period of time,

the Kikuku

In the last five years, the

church members to believe in their

to become involved into outreach

help

seminary have been preparing the

church members in many ministries

brought the

into the

decades, the school and

which did not

church-planting ministry.

leaders of this church in collaboration with the former
Kikuku

evangeUsm task of the

one

of the

challenges

proceed forwards. Prophet

ministering to the rebellious Israelites. Roy L.

prophet did not

abandon

despite the stubbornness

of the

people.

Jeremiah was faithful. Although he saw no visible results, although he
received no credit from his own generation, although he paid a great
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personal price, he was faithful.
fiustration must
shorten

Taking these words
team to reconsider

retum to the Mao

may be

our

as a

never

vision..

.

lead

us

.

.

We must remain faithful. The

feeling

of

in desertion. It must never be allowed to

(156)

.

challenge, this research sought to prepare the Kikuku outreach
contextual parameters of this abandoned mission in order to

today's

people with

a new

determination of reaching them until

a

local church

planted in their midst.
Purpose
This research aimed to prepare the Kikuku outreach team to know

possible

about who the Mao

with the

gospel.

people

Due to their

proximity,

cultures which resemble each other
must not

quickly lead one to

are

on

much

as

in order to have fundamental data to reach them

the Kikuku

many

people

well

as

as

the Mao share close

aspects. However, that apparent likeness

deduce that both people

No two individuals will

as

are

the

same:

leam, perceive, and interpret their cultures in

exactly the same way ^there is always variation. There is variation within
cultural contexts because differences in age, sex, gender roles, status
�

ethnicity, nationality, "race," or religion create different cultural worlds
for different people, even within the same group. (Walbridge and Sievert
xv)
Any field of research focusing

people to be reached must be
constituting the population.

on

the

aware

In other

understanding

of the socio-cultural context of the

of possible varieties within the individuals

words, though they may seem alike,

fundamental differences may exist and the Kikuku team needed to

through

its technical visits in order to have

the Mao

people really are.

Such

a

many elements

as

preconceived attempt opens

of success in future outreach. In the

prepare that outreach team

as

light of the preceding,

some

apprehend them

possible that reveal who

the way to the

anticipation

this research wanted to

through this ethnographic practice

among the Mao

people.
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Research

The

Questions

following three research questions helped to prepare the local

effective in the outreach to the
Research

church to become

un-evangelized.

Question #1

What is the

beliefs and

knowledge base

practices

of the Mao

of the Kikuku church outreach team

people before

and after the visits to the site? The

investigation focused on the knowledge of the team in those two spheres
Mao

people both before the

Research

of life of the

first visit and after the third visit.

Question #2

What factors led the 2007 Kikuku outreach team to failure in
Mao

regarding the

people before

contributed

and after the visits to the site? The

actively and passively to

the failure

reaching out to

question diagnosed all

experienced by the 2007

the

factors that

Kikuku mission

team.

Research

Question #3

What
The

strategies

concem was

should the Kikuku church utilize to

to find the

appropriate methods

order to reach out to the Mao

evangelize

the Mao

people?

that the Kikuku team needed to

use

in

people.
Definition of Terms

Nine terms appear

repeatedly throughout this project because they play key roles

in the content of this research.
Beliefs

Beliefs
or a

are

social group,

assumptions

and convictions that

are

conceming concepts, events, people,

held to be true

and

things.

by an individual

Zulu?

Case

Study

Somebody doing a case study research may put an emphasis
incident,

activity that involves

or

concems a

behavior
Effective

on a

program,

individuals in lieu of a people group. In

whole group of people, it is

more

case

the

study

preoccupied by its activity than by its

(Creswell 476).
Strategies

Effective

strategies successfully present the gospel to

consequence of having them accept Jesus Christ

as

a

targeted people with the

Savior and Lord

Evangelize
In very

simply terms,

have not yet received him
follows presents

interaction,

numerous

to open

aiming to have

as

to

evangelize

their

personal

is to present the

Savior. The

gospel of Jesus to those who

manner

of how to

evangelize that

strategies, ranging from a simple presence, through

proclamation. Evangelization takes

lost souls turned to Christ

social

the endeavors of all Christians

through the Holy Spirit.

Kikuku Church

The Kikuku church is

church is

an

Alliance church planted in the

being empowered in order to help

cultural context of the Mao

village

its members understand

of Kikuku. This

deeply the

socio-

people whom they plan to evangelize.

Mao
Mao is

who fled the

a

wide

valley in the Democratic Republic

fighting from Angola in the

sixties and

of Congo where the

seventies, found refuge.

Basolongo,

Zulu 8

Mao Mission Team

Taken apart, Mao is known to be the

name

of the

area

provided by the DR Congo

government for the settlement of the refiigees who fled firom the North West of Angola.
The Mao Mission Team is the group of people involved in the
church to reach the Mao

project of the Kikuku

targeted people group.

Outreach
Taken in the

church to go to the

evangelical perspective,

outreach

the mission

means

non-evangelized, present them the gospel,

decide for Christ in order to be

and

given to the

give them a chance to

incorporated into the Christian community and become

active members in their local churches. Once individuals believe in Jesus Christ,
must become active in the church. In Afiican tradition

practically in somebody's daily life; thus,
far fi-om church

activity.

one

a

belief must be

may not be

an

Even at this time of first contacts,

the outreach team arrange the

place

for

meetings during the

actions indicated their openness to the message of the

they

displayed

authentic Christian and live

some

people already helped

visit made to Mao. Their

gospel that had to be preached.

Refugee
The 1951 Convention of the United Nations

(UNHCR)

describes

refiigees

habitual residence and have

a

as

people who

although
one

or

or

of a particular social group,

or

political opinion. People

generalized violence are also generally considered as refiigees,

sometimes under

possibility,

outside their country of nationality

well-founded fear of persecution because of their race,

religion, nationality, membership
fleeing conflicts

are

High Commissioner of Refiigees

defines

legal mechanisms

refugee

as

follows:

other than the 1951

Convention, which,

as

Zulu 9

[Someone who,] owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for
of race, religion, nationality, membership of particular social
or
group,
political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality, and is
unable to or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the
protection of that country. ("Who We Help").

reasons

.

In such

desperate situation,

a

must avail themselves to

who have

no

humanitarian associations in

provide

capability to

.

save

charge of social intervention

for assistance for the survival of this category of people

themselves.

Ministry Intervention
In

conducting this research,

the church's

leading members,

students. This

I worked with my mission team,

four

intercessors,

configuration brought the

group to

four choir

a

consisting of four of

representatives,

total of eighteen

and six

participants.

The

research is meant to prepare the Kikuku outreach team to understand the worldview of
the unreached Mao

made the
its

previous

people

Mao

understanding their
In

knowledge helped both to

outreach attempts fail and to

strategies. Naturally,

community of the

group. That

such

an

to their

logical

outreach team,
a

a

reconsider

span of three months from June to

research. In the

periods during which scheduled activities
succession. At the

day, with the

team to

socio-cultural context.

outreach team. After the
first

new

people by visiting them with the aim of investigating and

preparing the Kikuku

short

the

investigation would practically require entering into the

August 201 1 seemed acceptable for such

split into

bring light to

reveal the factors that

beginning of June,

explanation of the problem,

aim of finding the

conceming the Mao people's

field, this length of time

occurred after another

was

according

I contacted the concemed Kikuku
I administrated

a

pretest the very

following: (1) what the Kikuku team knew

worldview before and after the three

visits, (2) what they
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thought would be the factors
after the

of the 2007

previous outreach attempts

to failure before and

visits, and (3) what strategies may be used to evangelize them successfully. The

pretest included participant-observation,

a

semi-structured interview, and

an

open-ended

interview.
After the collection of the responses, the outreach team and I travelled to Mao for
the first 201 1 visit

12 June 201 1. 1

on

with the mandate to visit the
the pretest. A
covered

villagers

and continued their

While

visiting,

enough time to

the whole

we

also

village,

into nine

spent

context in which

groups of two

the 3 items from

zones.

Each

one was

by greeting their hosts

they met their interlocutors.

at every group of villagers in order to have

village per visit.

This restriction

the nature of the circumstances met within

that excursion,
persons of the

cover

answer

the members had to start

dialogue according the

A maximum of ten minutes had to be

on

in order to know how to

plan was made that divided the whole village

by two persons.

depending

split the eighteen members into nine

a

was

subject to change

particular gathering. During

placed particular attention to finding the most marginalized

such

as

the disabled,

extremely needy for whom we provided as
words of comfort, prayer, and small

elderly dependents,
little

as we

the

sick, and the

could to assist them in terms of

gifts that included salt,

sugar, soap, used

clothes, and

medicine.

Elsewhere, the team had

a

special gathering that focused particularly on child

evangelism through dynamic Bible narratives with the use
mixed with

some

games that

might maintain the interest, curiosity,

attention of the children while other team members
Those in

charge

of pictures and

of this category had the

were

as

well

object lessons
as

the

covering the rest of the village.

responsibility of drawing

children to the

meeting
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place, creating a welcome atmosphere

throughout the meeting time till the
or

influence their peers

an

involvement

to

be interested in the next

to the

place. However,
the

gospel was

team members

the

every

might

meeting.

start

having

on

the third

the Mao

People's

were:

trip, which was

spheres

of time, such

course

way

or

place

in the

another, children

informal talks
come

for the

trips was to

conceming

to the

meeting

proclamation of

instmct the Kikuku

worldview and to discem the factors that made the

application of new strategies.
agenda,

same

a)

took place

before the first

on

19 and 26 June 201 1.

visit, b) after the second trip

also the last related to the research. The

questionnaire was repeated each time. Practically,
progress that took

one

some

not eliminated. The focus of those three

Moments for data collection

three

In

possibility of gathering people in one place

The two last visits with the

3)

In the

gathering.

point of wanting to know more by deciding to

mission fail in 2007 and allow the

and

encouraged to invite, attract,

then

were

naturally had an automatic impact on the parents who had the duty of

affected the indifferent parents who
ones

keeping them active

children's site, and

end. Children

getting their children prepared before

their little

at the

awareness

to

Mao,

same

this posttest helped discover the

of the Kikuku outreach team members in the

of concem.
Context

The Kikuku church concemed in this research is
of the Alliance Church that

belongs

Missionary Alliance Church.

subgroup

of the Boma District

global entity of the Congo

Christian &

Because of its location at the mouth of Congo

flows into the Atlantic Ocean,
this church is

to the

a

especially at the

strongly active was the

site of Banana, the Lower

first space in the

Congo

River, which

Congo where

to be in contact with
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Western

people.

Some

from

explorers

the river in 1482. After four centuries of exploitation

Belgium took over and
became

a

established his

Belgian colony.

independence

date

Cao reached the estuary of

Portugal led by Diego

Congo Free

The colonization

by the Portuguese, Leopold n of

State in 1885 until 1908 when it

period ended on

30June 1960, its

Since it became autonomous, the country has been led

(Downey 6).

successively by the following presidents: Joseph Kasa-Vubu (1960-1965), Joseph-Desire
Mobutu 1965-1997
Kabila

(Batsikama xvi), Laurant-Desire Kabila (1997-2001),

Kabange who was

158). Boma,

still

mling during the time

where this research

was

conducted,

colonial time. This Kikuku church has the
School of Theology

proximity has
People
stands for
was

a

privilege

(now the Alliance University

great impact

of this

on

the

the

other sub tribes

(Mamoudou Gazibo,

the first

of Congo

capital

of having the Boma

of Congo)

as

simply the Bakongo

belonging to

the

its

during the

Evangelical

neighbor.

This

of this church.

the sub tribe called the

name means

Joseph

of this research

spiritual experience

village belong to

of\ therefore,

given because

was

and

Bakongo

Bakongo

ya Boma. Ya

of Boma. This

precise

also exist and

they include:

title

Bandibu, Bantandu, Bazombo, Besingombe, Basolongo, Bawoyo, Bayombe, Bayaka,

Banianga,

and Bambala. All these groups

result of the colonization, the
are

found in

Angola,

During the
250

four church

territory of this tribe was split into

others in

time of this

people, including the

belong to the great tribe

Brazzaville, Congo, and

a

called

Bakongo.

three parts

third group in

so

that

As

a

some

Kinshasa, Congo.

research, the population of the Kikuku church was about

children. The groups involved in outreach

leading team members,

representative of church choirs,

four

ministry included

representative of the intercessory team,

and six students of the Boma

four

Evangelical School

of
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Theology changed into the Alliance University of Congo.
in Kikuku are,

impact of this

Many among the young adults

Mao

area.

or

the

consist

their livelihood
are

groups present

village

a

and raising goats,

pigs,

by fishing and hunting.

and hens.

A very small

employed in the existing companies

on

the moment the

long time, many of the

although some

Matadi fi-om Boma, Mao

of about 750 adults is

of Boma.

mostly of a population that fled fi-om Angola to Congo,

seventies, depending

Afi;er such

to their native lands

earn

and young adults

youth

people

in the sixties

specific

small church in this

They get their food mostly firom gardening

number of the

religious

Catholics, Kimbanguist, and traditional faiths. However, in spite of all

these groups, the

remarkable.

Other

do. Located

current

either

fighting reached their

population

do not

plan to retum

alongside the Congo River on the

valley had a population of 1,550 persons

in

way to

September

2007.People usually travel there only on foot or by wooden canoe. Traveling to Mao by
foot

requires both a sacrificial heart and a physically strong person because the road

passes

the

through

a

thick bush that makes this

village

almost

rainy season as the way is not regularly cleaned.

inaccessible, especially during

The joumey takes

an

average person

2V2 hours to walk firom Kikuku to Mao.
The Mao

population is mostly made of young adults, youth,

number of children, with
went there in the

a

reduced number of old

past, people

were

who sometimes
the

came

rhythm of the

time and the

to the

meeting place,

song music.

offering

as

the

people. Any time the

generally curious

not make any open decision to receive Christ. An

and

a

considerable

outreach team

about the Christian songs but did

insignificant number represented those

either to see,

listen,

or

else dance

according to

They behaved that way mostly during both the worship

villagers brought money and/or farm products. However,

two
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men

expressed a strong interest in the gospel and received the team cheerfully every time

they visited in 2007 though they did not openly decide

for Christ

by then.

Methodology
The research model is that of a

Practically,

group.

understand

some

the

procedure

of these

was

case

study that mostly deals with

a

targeted social

intending to make the Kikuku outreach team to

people's practices

in order to

respond to the purpose

of the

research.

Participants
The research

participants

included the

four selected members of the

following:

Kikuku church

committee, four representatives of the intercessory team, four

representatives

of the three active church

Boma

Evangelical

cross-cultural

School of Theology enrolled in Mission

ministry as

a

requisite

helped, through prevailing prayer,

preparation

choirs, and a selection of six students of the

to

of their academic
maintain the

Department who needed

duty.

The

intercessory team

spiritual readiness

for the invisible assault. The choir members

of the group in

played a key role

in

attracting

people, creating interest to join the audience. They also interpreted the gospel through
their

singing.

Most

rural,

as

well

dynamic, enthusiastic music.
of their

experience but also

mission classes,

focused

on

as some

urban, Afiicans

The students

were

selected

cannot remain

as

indifferent to the

participants not only because

for the fireshness of their various discoveries in

reading numerous scientific,

mission-related materials,

attending

writing papers

mission, and participating in mission class discussions. They developed

practical principles fitting with the outreach agenda.

some
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Instrumentation
This
from others

case

study naturally utilized the qualitative design.

by its

observation, the

field-based

semi-structured interview

assessment made at the

church members

plant a church
today.

The

activity.

of the Mao

were

among

protocol,

that these Christians had

out how

people, what factors

goal helped wipe

participant

open-ended questions.

A pre-

knowledgeable the Kikuku

made the 2007 Kikuku team fail to

away all elements of uncertainty and illusion

experienced in the past. By knowing who the Mao people were,

the factors of their

previous

understanding of the nature and imperatives
consider to face the

and the

itself

them, and what strategies may be used to accomplish this mission

This tridimensional

they could assume

distinguishes

instmments included the

specific

beginning aimed at finding

It

challenge

failure in order to correct th6ir

of the mission that the Kikuku church has to

of reaching out to the Mao

community.

Data Collection

Three research

questions

different measurements:
and

a

a

and observation

pre-test before the first visit,

a

collect the data at three

mid-test after the second

visit,

post-test after the end the third visit.

Pre-testing Observation:

administrating the questionnaire
the

helped to

knowledge

included

(1)

knowledge

they attributed the

pretest observation

to the

of the mission team

their

be effective at

A

survey

eighteen informants

prior to

of the Mao

done

people.

people's worldview, (2) the

Mao

by

for the collection of data

the first visit to the Mao

2007 outreach team failure, and

present to reach out to the

was

The

on

goal here

factors to which

(3) the strategies they believed could

people.
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Mid-testing Observation:

redistributing the
there

same

might have been

observation

visits,

a

mid-test was done

questionnaires to the eighteen ittformants
any

new

insights noticed in the three

helped considerably in the

Post-testing

third, there

time the

same

questionnaires

possible

innovative

was a

This instrument

areas.

In

addition,

enrichment of the data needed.

strategic testing trips,

at

posttest observation done by administrating for the third

to the

eighteen informants with the aim of observing the

that occurred in the Kikuku team

changes

by

to find out whether

ft)cus

Observation: Since the research used three

the end of the

areas.

After the two first

played a significant role

for the

conceming the three

focus

improvement of the expected

records.
Data

Analysis
I had to

implement three

data. Information that
information collected
from the

came

different methods in

through my participant

through the

observation had to be

interviews at all levels,

eighteen participants had to

for all three

dealing with the analysis

using

content

compared with

analysis.

reveal the material related to the three

questionnaires that included the pre-test, the mid-test,

of the

areas

Data
of focus

and the post-test.

Delimitations and Generalizability
The research concentrated

worldview of the Mao

plans

the

new

the

same

people, the

for its mission

ethnographic mle

on

the

preparation of the Kikuku church to know the

factors that made the 2007 outreach attempts

fail, and

Since many other people groups yet to be

reached,

success.

of living with the

informants, interacting with them,

penetrating their worldview by constant observation within the field applies in other
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settings (Creswell 199-200).

Once

applied,

the

principle of spiritual reproduction may

prepare fixture members of the Mao church to start
peers.

sharing the

same

message to their

Therefore, all churches elsewhere experiencing a similar situation

Kikuku mission team may draw

some

principles

from this

as

that of the

study that can be adapted to

their contexts.

Theological Foundation
The

experience

when the first human

of dislocation in

them firom etemal death

(Keil

eternally under God's

and Delitsch

expulsion firom the garden indicates
none

fi-om all the

an

107).

irreversible

post-Fall generations

the

wandering here

safety of their life

and there either

change

may

as a curse

due to natural calamities

The Bible talks about the church's

foreign lands
to read

while

as

either exiled

or

refiigees.

expulsion preserved

once

in human situation"

again

God,

live the sinless

as was

the

case

for non-reached

safety. Abram,

this great biblical

original

of Cain,

or

for

topic was

people living in

the basis for motivating the team

being both geographically dislocated and spiritually un-evangelized.
of experiences of peoples

(91)

series of biblical characters

books, articles, and all kinds of materials related to people living in

history is fiill

"[T]he

human interference.

concem

This

That

numerous

firom

or

curse.

Gordon J. Wenham corroborates,

life of the innocent Adam. From that point onward,
were

existence takes its roots fi-om the fall

beings were expulsed firom paradise where they could be tempted to

eat fi-om the tree of life and live

because

humanity's

leaving their native

figure who became the

started his alliance with God by having been asked

lands to

a

situation

The biblical

emigrate

for their

ancestor of the Jewish race,

to leave his

country, his people, and

his father's household in order to go to the land that God wanted to

give him as well

as
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his descendants
alien

He had to

(Gen. 12:1).

experience the miraculous power of God as

an

wandering from one territory to another, experiencing a life of a traveler in foreign

lands from

a

After

moment to another.

having

settled in Canaan, God told

descendants will be strangers in

prophetic

"Know for certain that your

country not their own" (Gen. 15:13, NIV). This

statement had to be ftilfiUed from the time of the entrance of Jacob's

descendants to
Pharaoh's

a

Abram,

Egypt where their life was secured by Joseph,

kingdom, to

the moment of their

captivity. Following the

a

prominent statesman in

exodus, under the guidance of Moses,

exodus event, the Jewish

Egypt, passing through the desert, defeating
resist them. Some of the nations driven out

people

all the

were

kings

"the

started

a

from

long joumey from

and their armies who wanted to

Hittites, Girgashites, Amorites,

Canaanites, Perizzites, Hivites and Jebusites" (Deut. 7:1) whose remnant people had to

flee, leaving their native
Land

as

the

planned by YHWH,

various factors, such

reality,

some

sovereign

as

war,

regulations

aiming

for the Promised

God.

and other natural calamities. Due to

have been established in many Ancient Near East societies

foreigners.

or

people considered foreigners

less

as

Before the

experience of exile,

the Jewish

important than themselves in many aspects

of hfe:

legislation regarding Israel's relationship to the foreigner in both civil

and cultic matters..
enter the

living

persecution, drought,

for the sake of displaced people

"The OT includes

and

were

time, people have been forced to leave their countries because of

Most of the

that

territories to the Israelites who

.

.

Foreigners were forbidden to be kings

temple (Ez. 44:7),

or

to

participate

in the Passover

over

Israel

(Dt. 17:15),

to

(Ex. 12:43)" (Conrad, 336).
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God

seemingly

the Mosaic Law
for

foreigners

a

time and that fact was to govem their attitude to the

Lev.

sojoumers had many privileges

mentioned the facts that

were

19:33-34),

on

Egypt.

in Judea to

demonstrates

gently with them by manifesting their

relationship (Deut. 10:19).

Egypt

at

implicitly by its

God

kept on reminding the

as

on

It

was

then their

God valued them in

the

king's

content that Christians must

early age.

an

evil

a

He and his caretakers had to

foreign

plan, Joseph

one.

care

for

refugees.

experience being uprooted

Matthew reports that after the

"took the child and his mother

warning of the

during the night and

Egypt, where he stayed until the death of Herod" (Matt. 2:14-15a). Surely,

Egyptian law had a regulation conceming the
In addition the New Testament

lifting up

every human

being to

a

care

for strangers that

one

not do for

God-given,

says,"[W]hatever you

of the least of these, you did not do for me." Christ

feed the hungry,

give

drink to the

helped this fleeing

valuable status.

of the least of these brothers of mine, you did it for me,

one

the

teaching on love gives deep spiritual significance,

The word of the Lord Jesus Christ in Matthew 25:40, 45

did for

care.

Christ, the foundation of Christian faith, had to flee from Bethlehem

from their country to live in

family.

lived

oppression (Exod.22:21; 23:9;

value strangers who lived among them just

The incarnated Jesus

left for

sojourners who

The New Testament message, which is the fulfillment of many Old Testament

prophesies,

angel

suffer

they also were alien in Egypt and beneficiated His

responsibility to

were

in the midst of the Israelites among

they had not to

the contrary, Israel had to live

love to the alien in their social
Israelites that

foreigners, but

given later has inclusive wording, reminding them that they, too,

among them. The

which

allowed the Israelites to be both mde and harsh to

thirsty,

invite strangers

[but] whatever you did

was

expecting them to

in, cloth the naked, and visit the
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sick and

prisoners.

This

spiritual teaching of love

person in need of assistance is

a

inner

an

open heart.

love, the practice

spiritual

human

motivation is to

beings (Heb. 13:2).

that the

one

20:35).

Christians

who

serves

of hospitality to strangers is also

East have been

lands

In

serve

fact of meeting

always accomplish their duty towards

as one

a

stranger's

world

history,

other

a

one

greatly

asked to receive
immediate

angels through

addition, the Lord Jesus Christ gave

using the practice

need, the

service to

mere

principle that says
who is served

(Acts

people with a joyful heart.

the old civilizations of the Near and the Middle

of granting

asylum to people fleeing persecution in

of the earliest hallmarks of civilization. References to it have been

the Middle East, such

as

the

Over three millennia later,

refugee

community is

Christ himself or the

found in texts written 3,500 years ago

Nations

Christian

wholeheartedly is more blessed than the

Investigating the

foreign

Apart from the

apphcable

Though akeady included plainly in the

emphasized m the New Testament where the
them with

basic rule for the treatment of any

summary of the whole biblical law that is also

for the church's attitude toward refugees.

recommendation related to

as a

during the blossoming of the great early empires

in

Hittites, Babylonians, Assyrians, and ancient Egyptians.

protecting refugees was made the

agency, UNHCR, which

was

core

founded in 1950

The human rage manifested in the time of persecution calls for

survival of the victims. Even church history reports the

mandate of the United

("Protecting Refugees" 4).
an

intervention for the

following:

After other periods of persecution Galerius issued an edict from his
deathbed in 3 1 1 that gave toleration to Christianity. Persecution did not
cease completely until the reign of Constantine, who issued the Edict of
.

.

Milan in 3 1 3. This edict, brought freedom of worship not
Christianity, but also to all religions (CaimslOl).

only to
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The UNHCR is just
God

a

representative of the remaining innate feeling of compassion that

provided in the human heart to

for the need of the true and

for any victim.

care

to the

They are examples

genuine liberation brought by Jesus

world

Christ:

The

Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to preach
good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the
prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to release the oppressed, to
proclaim the year of the Lord's favor (Isa. 60:1 -2a).
The

releasing power with which Jesus works in the life

kind of slavery remains the

passion for the lost, his
In order to

commissioner,

agenda given to the preachers

messengers also have the

spread this news

sent his

disciples

all

over

with this

the

same

simple

(Mat.

24: 14). The

responsibility of reaching people

permanent task but also

renewal of the local church is

as a

gospel.

victims of any
Just

a

testimony to

for Christ is

priority above

to

rely on

God. The

those who avail themselves of his

more

.

given to the

preacher of the gospel until the

time when mission activities may

disinterest, the resistance,

or

God

souls.

By

The

church

a

first, the purer become
this call of mission is

promised to be day after day with the

end.

Previously, only Westem people
a

places

Spirit completely. Responding to

another way of longing for God's presence. Jesus

church not

all other urgent activities. The

gospel reveal to the

the church

gospel

all nations. ."

mostly mingled with the motivation to gather

that arise in the process of preaching the

permanent need

Jesus had

motive in their mission.

evangelizing a church may discover its great need to depend solely on God.
challenges

as

and clear declaration: "And this

kingdom will be preached in the whole world as

a

of the

are

world, Jesus Christ, the great

of the

only as

of those who

the

could go

come

overseas

to

evangelize. Now has

from any nation to every nation,

hostility of the people to whom the

no

come

matter the

church presents the
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gospel.

Just

as a

fish does not have the

trapped in the fisher's net,
Christ to

sinners,

not the

in the

same

way, the church has to look for ways to

bring

contrary. The Kikuku church has akeady caught that vision and

believes in the empowerment of the
to

responsibility of looking for means to get itself

Holy Spirit to become equipped to respond positively

the commission.
Overview

The first

chapter brought together the plans

to reach out to Mao

understood
lives. The

as

and

the fkst

findings

mission based

people. Chapter 2 reviews

on

and

of this section of the research

a

by revealing how

expanded various principles

God's love for the whole universe.

sample,

analysis. Chapter 4

brings

the literature

of the

study as well

as

the instrumentation, and the

intervenes with details

on

the

Chapter 3

findings

aspects of the topic.

be

love

of outreach

questions,

the

of the data collection and

of the research.

Chapter

interpretation of the data,

application in the preparation of a team for outreach ministry,
some

can

includes the discussion

the research

manner

summary of the conclusions drawn from the

studies related to

God

ethnographer who continually comes where the subject of his

explanation for the design

population

needed to prepare the Kikuku church

and

possibilities

5

their

of future
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE

Insights
The

the Mao

People's Anthropological

Context

fleeing of the Mao people, who finally settled in the Mao Valley of the

Democratic

people

on

Republic of Congo,

in various countries

rulers had to

is just

one

example

fought for their fireedom

of what

was

going on

firom colonialists

fight each other for political position. Unfortunately,

dislocated firom one's land into

a

or

experience

of the whole

when national

this situation of being

foreign territory or moving from one's

another within the country is still the

in Afiica when

location to

world, including many sub-

Saharan Afiicans:

long-running conflict in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC) has been one of the deadliest in the last half century. More than 5
million people have died from causes associated with the conflict. Over 2
million people remain intemally displaced and there are more than
300,000 Congolese refiigees in nei^boring countries. Civilians in eastern
DRC continue to endure targeted attacks by all armed groups. Before
conditions can improve for displaced Congolese, the ongoing violence and
insecurity in eastern DRC must be addressed ("DR Congo").
The

Under the rule of the coloniahsts, many Afiican natives had to pay the ultimate sacrifice
of their

own

He did not

lives in

fighting

for

independence.

fight with material weapons but as

a

Simon

earth. Moved

which

was

the release of the

the

of those victims.

He

only presented

people not only firom

sin for etemal

well-being of this temporary hfe

by the passion for his country and forced to

politically, Kimbangu presented boldly

one

preacher of the gospel.

the message of Christ, which has the power to release

life but also fi-om any kind of oppression for the

Kimbangu is

on

contextuahze his message

revolutionary implication

Kongo people fi-om Belgian mle.

of his

preaching,
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While

arguing on the

historical event of the

social role of Christianity, Francis A. Schaeffer

Wesley and Whitefield revivals, which were tremendous

having brought thousands upon thousands
he added: "Yet
out

of the

even

secular historians

salvation.

personal

acknowledge that it was the
own

incite others to do

so.

as a

Spirit-filled person, he

Rather, he asked his followers

and remain obedient to the colonialists from whom he

Lumbu comments

on

him the

following testimony

Independence in the Congo because he was
the forces of the
Just

as

day and

truth allows believers to become indwelled

personality (John 8:32).

Based

on

at his

people's

could not react with violence
to abandon the sinfiil

lifestyle

Lebone

"He is often called the Father of

people to peacefiiUy resist

spiritual

freedom"

(Lumbu).
knowing the

the Jews who believed him,

by the spirit of freedom in mind and

Jesus' declaration, the Christian message

Kimbangu illuminated both the spiritual

coming

form of the French

first to encourage

teaching to

for

social results

promised deliverance.

seek political, economical and

Jesus revealed in his

in the

Following his statement,

(65). Though Kimbangu could not keep quiet while looking

suffering under colonial rule,
nor

to

Wesley revival that saved England from its

Revolution"

brings

and political

understanding

of the

presented by

people to

the

oppression of which they were

point of becoming aware

of both the violation and

victims. Report said that

"Kimbangu's powerfiil ministry was

Belgian colonial authorities" ("Afiican Religions")

viewed

who could foresee

as a

a

threat

by

destabihzing

fabric in the movement. The colonialists and their allies could not
power of the colonial

tolerate such

a

fatal

temerity:

repressive measures largely approved by the Catholic as well as
Protestant missionaries were adopted by the colonial government against
the "movement." The visible prophetic mission of Papa Simon Kimbangu
only lasted five months. He was arrested at Nkamba, judged and sentenced
Extreme
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October 3, 1921 by a military court, after a parody of justice;
the sentence was commuted into life imprisonment by King Albert I of
to death

on

Belgium. Papa Simon Kimbangu was deported to Elisabethville (now
Lubumbashi), 2000kmfrom his native village, where he died 30 years
later, on October 12, 1951 ("EgUse de Jesus Christ").
Martyrs who lost their lives for their native lands
African continent

as

well

as

of those of other continents. The

classified among those who had the

Portuguese, the Angolan people

people

and

in the

history of the

Angolan people may be

highest rate of death in war in the world during the

second half of the twentieth century. After

many

are numerous

fell into

spilled out masses

a

having fought for its independence
long period of repetitive

of refiigees into all the

civil

bordering

wars

from the
that killed

countries:

Yet, after independence, the violence was said to have reached unbearable
proportions. In both wars people died, but the war that grew really big was
the

one

Killing

between the MPLA and UNITA. The killing was big! Killing!
many people. In all accounts there was a strong image of

so

killing, omnipresent death
(Brinkman 7).

massive

In such

an

from the

and

piles

of corpses

everywhere

environment, people could not have any other altemative apart from fleeing

fighting.

In the process of escaping from their country, the Mao

people

witnessed atrocities that must have surely affected them intemally, having
consequences

on

complex realities
the basic

land. Thus, the cultural and

a

of the Mao

cannot be ruled out if one wants to be informed

people

foreign

insights conceming the inner feelings

territory as aliens. Naturally, the

of this dislocated

to be

some

people

group who

decades in

a

on

were

foreign

context in which this group of people has been forced to

might have created a resistance to

enabled them

sociological

their way of life in

uprooted from their native land of northem Angola, living

live

some

accommodative,

or

any attempt to introduce

new

ideology to them,

else caused them to test

new

trends. The

fleeing
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from one's native country has

resettlement elsewhere be

Therefore,

the

survival,

an

act of

anthropologist must study to understand a culture significantly to
the

many inhuman

emotional

In such

problems

a

of a

lifestyle

new

scenes

must

make them sometimes feel dehumanized and

original identity.

celebration; neither may the

pleasing situation.

a

interpret with any assurance
for their

been

never

displaced people group.

While

fleeing

definitely occur among the reftigees that

unworthy because of the

situation, these dislocated experience

a

lost of their

complex mixture

of

that result from culture shock and other frustrations of the situation.

Moreover, in struggling for survival, Ted C. Lewellen affmns that "the reftigee

experience

can

be modeled

decision to escape,
new

as a

series of stages

flight, reaching the safety of a

reftigees

find themselves will

never

losses in terms of family members, lands,
the contrary, this

new

collective worldview.

living

settling in,

as

refiigees

people

as

on

planet,

new

this

planet,

which is

experience

people

life conditions in

properties,

and

even

a

the national

different

identity.

On

personal and

some

aheady characterized by extreme anxiety.
feelings

compared to

of indignity,

other

The

depending on the inner

refiigees spread in some parts

do not fmd themselves in the midst of continual

political

insecurity.
The refiisal of the

their acceptance of the

a

Many committed suicide when they perceived the difficulties of

well may

the Mao

the

resettlement in

make them feel comfortable after all their

and unwanted life creates in them

reaction of each individual. However,
the

camp and

home, and adjustment and acculturation"(80). Generally,

which

Mao

starting with the perception of threat,

majority of them to retum to Angola may be

new

location, but their

status may not be

equal

an

indication of

to that of those

of
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who live in their native land. In October 2009, the

independence of Cabinda
Congolese immigrants
Congolese

firom

caused

fi-om

Angola has

a

brutal evacuation of illegal

Angola for political security.
become

a

yearly activity,

Angola for economic reasons.

retum to

the past. But when it

came

Unlike its

even

brought a

those whose ancestors settled in the

sad

Due to such

to the

experience

.

."

in the DR

(174)

do not

called

on

to create

plan to

as some

practice

the DR

neighbor,

of evacuating the

Congo stayed still

Congolese

in

lost

by quietly evacuating the Angola
Congo

in

in the fifl;ies. This situation

general,

have hearts of hospitality.

following: "Refiigees

legally, culturally,

new

of legal

and

must

materially as

stmctures in unfamiliar

their

settings fairly

people, living peacefiiUy

retum to their native lands while others do.

majority of the population

in the past, the

well

but the evacuated continue to

Decades after their settlement, many of these

Congo,

The

This

Lewellen notices the

and re-define themselves

settings change. They are
quickly.

Congolese who,

unexpected experiences,

constantly re-create

as

to the events of October 2009 in which many

their lives and properties, the government reacted

people,

guerrilla movement fighting for the

is young.

people were generally curious

interest in the Christian message. Some

Any time

the outreach team went there

about the Christian songs but did not show

investigations have revealed that they are

a

shame-oriented people group. They mostly find their value in fishing, hunting, and
traditional farming. Their
any spare time for

of the year,

men

complete

schooling

leave the

or

attending

village

for

hunting in the northem border areas
make

a

lot of money.

involvement in these activities does not leave them

a

church. Moreover,

few weeks to go

of Angola. As

a

during

some

specific

seasons

fishing on the Congo River or

result of this hard

work, they usually
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Unfortunately,

this economic power converts the young

depraved, polygamists,

and

they become very arrogant.

themselves the most valuable

a

provide

drunk, sexually

a

or more

month

they consider
while

being

using non-fired mud

they easily multiply their dwelling places to

for their continual need of wives. Some have started building with harder

materials, such

as

for their houses

as

stone, fired brick, timber, and iron

people use

in the suburbs. This

sheeting, using the

change makes

only a minority tries to organize maintain this standing in
percent of this people

people

of five

house may be built within

bricks for the walls and straw for the roof,

into

As for the women,

people by becoming mothers

less than 25 years of age. Since

men

are

are

illiterate. As is the

case

life. Not

for most Afiican

interested "in the underworld of spirits of all kinds.

of living, the central

disposition of persons

them

towards life"

.

.

same

materials

proud. However,

surprisingly,
people,

98

the Mao

which is the total mode

(Kiogora 55). Consequently,

they depend spiritually on dreams, animism, fortune-telling, fetishism, witchcraft;,
necromancy whose power is attributed to the devil but judged usefiil for their

intervention in human

community.

Some of those who

God do not hesitate to say that while
throw away the ancestors'
for

success or

fi-om one's

the ties of their
honor the

and

praying to the Supreme Being,

practices, people hesitate

to take such

community or to dishonor it as the morals

customs, traditions, rituals, beliefs and
issue:

one

does not have to

beliefs, which, they think, regulate the community life either

gospel impHes
a

practices

of each

their

a

conversion

risk because of breaking

togetherness. People know in their daily practices,

following on this

quick

pretend to pray to the creating

for misfortune. Since the decision to accept the

lifestyle

and

if they

are

acting to

society are embedded in

living. Joy Hendry observes

its

the
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Indeed, in several societies the sacred, as we might understand
to pervade all spheres of life, and religious practice, where there

...

is found

are

ascetics and other individuals who seek

found to be
In order to preserve the
new

very

lonely

and isolated

was

considered

a

Because the individual existence is

members of the Mao

reach the Mao

also could not

people
Basic

The greatest

personal salvation may also be
pursuit (19).

integrity of community life, nobody was ready to

Christian message that

hfestyle.

a

a

disturber of the traditional

of this work

people with the gospel.

deep preoccupation of the

rhythm of

only worthy while related to the community,

easily make personal

Theological Drivers

concem

decide for the

was

decisions

(Mbiti 200).

of the Mao Mission

the

preparation of the

The New Testament presents

local church for the

Kikuku church to

throughout its pages

vulnerable, in general, with

a

particular

consideration of the stranger. A distinction has to be made between tourists with credit
cards and passports

travelling willingly just to enjoy life by discovering,

various cultures of people around the
their usual location for

some

hospitality in both cases,
anxiety as well
The

as

the

globe

and the

potentially harmful

dislocated

displaced who

circumstances.

are

for

instance,

forced to leave

Though it would imply

people require the most compassion because

vulnerability felt due to the

loss of their ftmdamental

general teaching of the New Testament places

action of hospitality. Taken in its broader context, the

Christ's messengers and any visitor is in

of the

identity.

Jesus at the center of every

reception

reality the reception

of Christian strangers,

of Christ Himself (Matt.

25:43).

Early Church tradition had the practice
be manifested in

caring

for visitors and

propagation of the gospel had to be

of hospitality

as one

entertaining them. People

treated with

hospitality by the

in

of its

obligations to

charge

of the

host in the fulfillment
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of the Great Commission.

Testament

Being intimately tied to God,

history made early Church members

any

retrospective

eager to receive strangers with

expectation of possible angelic visitations (Heb. 13:2).Elsewhere,
that

a

Christian must not show partiality in

righteous

as

well

coming and the

as

for the

compassionate
persons

are

or

hostile

automatically done to him,

so

their

be it kind

clearly indicated

God provides for the

or

issue to his second
action

or

enjoyable

you?(Matt. 25).

unkind, good or bad,

Holy Spirit is

allowed to operate to the

point of making

the

good deeds have become

that these individuals
it

Their

as

accomplish them

they asked. Lord,

surprise

shows

when did

so

even

we see

familiar,

so

clearly that their hope did not depend

Jesus identified himself with

such

that any action done to those little

as

ones was

rendering

outcasts in

service to their Lord"

obedient Christian to become

spiritually in him.

a

on

help

their

Morris

good

639).

the dislocated in need of service and claimed
done to him:

giving drink to the thirsty, welcoming strangers
sick, visiting the

A look at

you in any need and

needy was not to gain any reward" (L.

people

spontaneous,

unconsciously.

deeds and that "their kindness to the

for the

performed

serving others.

surprise reveals

caring

an

(Matt. 25). According to the New Testament teaching, godly

Being spiritually filled,
and

caring for people just as

last judgment, Jesus Christ declared that any attitude

those in whom the

sacrifices and

Jesus

unrighteous (Matt. 5:43-47). Relating this

toward any of his beloved is

look at Old

into their

prison,

the

(Hendriksen 238).
servant of the

"[B]y feeding the hungry,
homes, clothing the naked,

righteous have

all

unwillingly been

Faith in Christ leads

automatically an

needy according to

the

capacity placed
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The Kikuku church is

incomes.

a

tiny rural church made mostly of villagers Uving with low

Daring to get involved in

would say

an

such

observer. John Funk's

reality of etemal

life revealed

a

demanding responsibility would not be rational
shortness of human life and the

explanation on the

through the biblical message may be

a

direct

answer:

only important but
extremely urgent. We do not know when the Bridegroom will knock,

This is the
when
we

one

reason

why the

Great Commission is not

will be taken and another left in the field. Even if God tarries,
long each of us has on this earth. We do not know

do not know how

when will be the last time that we have to witness for the

cause

of Christ;

opportunity to speak to that
brother, sister, father, mother, aunt, uncle, son, daughter, friend, worker or
acquaintance about the cause of Christ. We are each commanded to fiilfiU
the Great Commission; the Commission was not given for the benefit of

we

do not know when

we

will have

our

last

the redeemed but rather the redeemable. We need to be urgent in our
witness. Be strong, be bold, be courageous but most of all, be loving, for
the sake, for the cause of Christ, before the end of the age (Funk).
Those

be

having the responsibility of spreading the gospel

preached

are

asked to be

aware

as

well

as

those to whom it has to

of the briefiiess of the time available to them.

Once taken in the context of reaching the unreached, the text, "Be very carefiil,

then, how you live,
because the

days

imperativeness.
belonging

not as

are

evil"

and the

fragility of this physical
reason

who have the
human

belongs

are

human

all

opportunity

by both urgency and

comparison to

any other

worthy

life call out for human consideration. Once

of their existence,

they may behave in

any

the values that Christians

beings created in a godly image,

manner

see

in

for who Christ

due to

non-

died, and

provision of heavenly hope (287). Nobody has the right to value or disvalue

being because

to

most of every

is characterized

ignorance. Richard J. Gehman describes

Christians: They

a

(Eph 5:15-16),

The value of the human soul in

individuals ignore the
that

unwise, but wise, making the

it is God's

image that gives

him

a

natural

dignity.

That factor

people of the world without any discrimination of race, color, culture.
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social

class,

sex or

age.

God's love is for all the
valuable the human
no

matter his racial

Every man and woman deserves respect, service and because of

people

of all nations

being besides him is,
origin or his

(Rev 14:6-7). When

one

will work for the

planned by any of the evangelical

itself on the

groups

condition in which these

etemity once they depart from this
the unworthiness of such

a

wellbeing

of that person

today, nothing tangible has been

ministering in Boma in spite

spiritually marginalized individuals.

spiritual

understands how

social status.

Since the settlement of this group of people until

cries of these

one

Christian

people

life without

hope

life and presents God's

of the inaudible

community has to question

today and think about their

live

in Christ.

Lynn Gardner describes

provision in these words:

a godless world people are conftised, aimless, hopeless, without
standards. Life is without any ultimate meaning. Man is lost. Instead of
rejecting modem unbelievers with disgust, we need to reach out to them in
Lost men and women are not
love with the good news of hope.

In

.

.

.

garbage dump. Each person is important and
she is made of God and because Christ died for

worthless mbbish for the
valuable because he
each

God

one.

cares

make available

new

or

for

us so

much that Christ

life with God. No

came

to earth to

should say, "I

one

am

die to

worthless."

(133-4)
The Mao

other

people

people

group

of the world for whom Jesus died. As noted

God's creation and He is
were

created

dignity.

.

."

is, according to the biblical

our

creator.

Being God's

equally good and beautiftd.

(57).

Since the human

.

.

.

This

message,

as

valuable

by Elie A. Buconyori,

creation

son

community includes the Mao people,

According to

"We

are

position gives men and women their

for the salvation of whoever will tmst in

Mao traditional fishermen.

any

implies that all human beings

the divine value

in them has to motivate soul winners. God's love for the world is manifested

giving of his

as

the Christian

through the

him, be they Afghan fighters

beliefs,

one

is

hopeless

no

matter

or
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his
a

or

her

high

or

low social status when he

loving relationship with God,

aware

of his

cams

lost the fundamental

the whole

reason

to gam the whole

a man

to start from the basic

existence.

ignores the indispensability of living in

Ignoring the

Creator

world,

says the

for which he

or

she

was

created. Jesus said: "What

world, yet forfeit his soul?" (Mark 8:36). All the

the

issue, the Bible

hearth"(Gen 1:1).

says, "In the

being

day God had finished the work he had been doing;

of God's

concem

plan

it

has

of human

This creation text is concluded at the start of the second

seventh

rested from all his work"

good is

beginning God created the

"Thus the heavens and the earth

aware

either not

Bible, by missing union with God, has

chapter:

be

implies

question of the origin of humanity and the significance

Giving light to

heavens and

she

loving provision for humankind or just consciously rejecting the divine

offer. Whoever

for

the Creator.

or

(Gen. 2:1). As

a

were

completed

in their entire vast array.
so on

the seventh

By the

day he

member of the created world, everyone needs to

for the human creation in order to behave

accordingly during this

temporary life.
The Fall of Humankind and the Universal Need for Christ
An

change

understanding

from the

intervention
The

as

pre-fall

of some tmths of the biblical

state to the

explained in these

Original Perfect Condition
The

post-fall one

anthropology conceming the

leads to

an awareness

of God's

sections.
of Humankind

people to whom the gospel has to be taken have a historical background

succinctly presented

in the first

chapter of the Bible. Unfolding the

condition of Adam

and Eve before their fall into sin

helps provide spiritual light to human beings conceming

the entrance of sin in man's life.

Any person with

such

a

preoccupation may be greatly
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informed
in

by reading what is reported in these

lines: "The Bible reveals that God created

special act,

as a

special creature, different from all other creatures

(O'Donovan 87).He

was

then

man

a

In search of more

a

earth"

on

privileged being that could dialogue with God.

hght on humanity's origin,

Alan F. Johnson and Robert E.

Webber paraphrase the creation text:

Genesis 1 declares that on the sixth day after the creation of the world and
all the basic life forms in it, God said, "Let us make man [ 'adam] in our
fish of the

and

over

in his

in

our likeness [damoth], and let them rule [radah] over the
and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth,
all the creatures that move along the ground. So God created man

image [zelem],
sea

image, in the image
created them [1:26-27] (190).
own

More than this

took the

man

relation to
was

high position above the created beings

him; male and female he

of the earth, "The Lord God

and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and to

2: 15).Geoffrey W.

Bromiley declares that at that time Adam

of all human

possession

of God he created

God,

then such

is

for it"

(Gen.

perfect man in

faculties, in perfect harmony of body and soul and in

to woman, to

a

"

care

a

fiiU

right

himself, and to the natural world around him" (48).Man

perfect being living in wonderfiil harmony with his

Relating the human being to God,

creator.

Alan F, Johnson and Robert E. Webber

explain

[H]uman beings derive their origin by a dkect act initiated in the divine
counsel ('Let us make man. '). Thus, man's highly personal nature is
immediately signaled. The man and the woman are not the product of
impersonal time plus chance events. Rather, they are the act of personal
agent who thinks so highly of these creatures whom he made into his own
image that he addresses them as covenant partners and agents like himself
.

who

are

.

commissioned to effect spiritual and moral purposes in the earth.

Our first and most unportant quality, then, is that we are theocentric through
and through. Our origin, nature, and purpose of existence are a continuation
of this work, intertwined with God (190).
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Christians have the

assurance

that

recognizes

that "We

are

divmely dependent

beings" (Johnson and Webber 190). Hugh Montefiore says, "Humanity is made
unage of God, and mental activities focused

what it
a

means

to be made in the divme

on

the brain play

a

humanity's

the

major part in defming

image" (49). Knowing this initial condition plays

crucial role for any person determined to get involved in missional

fact that

m

entire condition has

ministry. Despite the

aheady been marred by sin, the good news has

a

supematural power to bring back God's intended value in people through Christ's
sacrifice

(Morris 262).

The Free WUl and the FaO

Unless Christians understand the

Fall, they will

remain

unaware

tragedy brought to the human race through the

of both the

biblical narratives say that humans sinned
declared:

"[B]ut you must not eat

obligation and urgency of evangelism.

by acting willingly in opposition to what God

from the tree of the

knowledge of the good and the evil,

for when you eat of it, you will

surely die" (Gen. 2:17).

state of humankind: "It must be

kept in mind that Adam and Eve were

That while

possible

they were

sinless

for them not to

the needed

light on this

young Jewish

beings,

sin"(130).

was

A look

issue. Described

of innocence,

as

the

on

as a

sensually seized by the

this first

free moral agents.

sin, just as it was

to

righteous biblical character,

captivated by the

would call it, this young

kept on rejecting

a

handsome

repeatedly coveted by

era,

continual sexual solicitations of this

in her seductive look. On the contrary, he

explains

Joseph's ventures may contribute towards

sin. If Eve could be

dispensationalists

Wilham Evans

yet possible for them

slave, living during this post-Eden sinftil

Potiphar's wife, Joseph refused to
era

it

The

man

woman

fruit

during that

should be

completely prepared

all her harassments and

ran
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away,

taking advantage

remam

of his freedom either to get

faithfiil to his God

by avoiding the

trapped in this seducer's

evil. Prior to his

fleeing from the

snare or

seducer's

hands, Joseph answered the woman decisively in these unnatural reftisal words:
then could I do such
that it did not

a

wicked

despite his

disobeyed the

that the fiiiit of the tree

gaining wisdom,
with

her, and he

physical
fatal

or even

be with her"

divine
was

she took
ate it"

(Gen. 39:10).

slave status under his harasser.
a

prescription as

face-to-face

the

some

'

say:

spite

of their

'When the

Adam

woman saw

the eye, and also desirable for

some

to her

From that very moment, the

changed negatively as

in

according to

fellowship with God,

scriptures

and ate it. She also gave

(Gen. 3:6).

He acted

Unfortunately,

good for food and pleasing to

condition of mankind

scene

shows

happen once but many times: "Though she spoke to Joseph day after day,

sinless condition and their privilege to have
and Eve

"How

thmg and sin against God?" (Gen. 39:9). Narrative

he reftised to go to bed with her
his free will

to

husband, who

spiritual

Dennis F. Kinlaw

as

well

as

was

the

interprets that

in these lines:
But when

we

had the

privilege before the fall,

we

forfeited it

by choosing

way of life contrary and hostile to the character of the life of God.
Whereas God is "Being for others," we chose to "creatures for ourselves."
Whereas "beings-for-others" is the way of life and all good, "being-fora

oneself contains within it the seed of all that is evil and is the
death
Man's

preference to

of

(127-8).
act for his

beginner of human race
what

prelude

personal interest neglecting his responsibility

resulted to death

of the

punishment because he opted for the opposite

of

God, in his divine love, wanted him to enjoy in this created world.
One side portrays

God yet

people who, living in a sinless human community, visibly saw

willingly disobeyed him.

heard about God but decided

to

The other represents

a

post-Fall

remain faithftil to him. In

spite

young

man

who

of the force of the

only
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temptation before him, Joseph decided not to betray his God by defiling his holiness. Far
from

considering Joseph as

both situations. No
to

one

a

sinless person, the

point here is

forced Adam to make such

a

to

emphasize the free will in

choice, but he deliberately decided

disobey God:
By rejectmg God and his

ways and choosing the path that could bring
about destruction of all of the good purposes of God, humankind found
themselves alienated from God and under divine wrath. The

harmony

marking humanity's relationship to
(Kinlaw 18).

God and to

That violation of the first agreement between
human

community unable

miserable condition, the

to

produce the holy life

man

desired

one

another was shattered

and God made the

by God.

global

More than that

loving social link between people became naturally impossible.

If As Henderson makes the

following statement:

Ultimately, helping people face up to their moral depravity means helping
they are being held to is not the national moral
average but God's moral perfection. And compared to that plumb line,
we're quite off center. It is not about appearances. Nor is it about how we
fare compared to others. It is how we line up with the character of God
and his perfect moral standards made known in the Bible (170).
them realize the standard

None then

can

unattainable

naturally pretend to reach

through the

deeds of fallen

people

philosophies

required level

of perfection because it is

fallen condition. J. S. Whale observes that the outward

are

naturally in contradiction with the inner sinful

unable to fulfill the purpose for which
escape from this

God's

deadly situation,

to minimize

or even

to the human conscience. Their

of persuading mankind not

they were

created in God's

content that is

image (43). Trying to

thinkers of the nineteenth century brought in
to mle out this

some

pending judgment that never gives peace

thoughts played and

only to forget

good

are

still

playing their destmctive

about God but also to live both

a

free and

role

an
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unaccountable life. Some of the most

Nietzsche,

prominent observed here

are

Marx, Darwin,

Sartre and Freud.

Marx, who considered himself as humanist, denied God and believed that man is

just a physical being without a spiritual dimension and firom whom would therefore be
ethical standards apart fi-om what would fit in

required no
classes. The

logical outcome

total end at death and

of such

creation but

nothing has to be expected beyond that event.

not

is

originate

Nietzsche,

that God

His researches

came

was

as a

creating power,

there in the

man

he is fi-ee fi-om ethical

the existence of God

as

an

an

is not God's
Since

amoral life because there is

does

man

The third

one

influential
man

to

no

bad

good

this stream of thinking

thoughts hold that God never existed and that non existence

nobody.

man

is free to live

The last selected for this

study is

psychologist who refiises to acknowledge the reality of God.

feels

or

the creator, sustainer and the ultimate ruler of the

from all condemnations of all kinds. On the contrary,

argues that

man

requirements.

century also contributed

however he wills because he is accountable to

Freud;

God but lost his faith

beginning but finally died after the long period of worldwide

entire universe. His atheistic

fi-ees

conclusion the

outstanding

brilliant German philosopher whose researches resulted to the conclusion

to worry about. Sartre of the twentieth

ignores

of no social

Another

product of evolutionary processes.

responsibility. Consequently man may live

that

self-revealing biblical

brought him to the

into existence

fi-om any
a

society made

thinking presumes that a human being reaches his

thinker is Darwin who fu-st beheved in the

along the way.

a

guilty not because

He

of the existence of a certain God to whom he is

answerable but because of the traditional

morality of his

environment. Were not his
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cultural

sphere

by the customary principles,

framed

he would

experience

a

total free Ufe

(Gardner 132-3).
The purpose of these

thoughts advocated by the

guilt that every human being feels within because
no

above thinkers is to get rid of the

of the sinftil nature

over

which he has

long as they would succeed to remove the concept of God from people's

power. As

mind, they think they may have solved their spiritual inner trouble; but that very etemal
and supreme God they want to get rid of has
3:1

chosen to act

l)though they have

stubbomly.

philosophical pretentions that aim to
that permanent

depravation J.

guilt.

All the amount of scientific

escape from God will

In his reflection

S. Whale writes the

already set etemity in their hearts (Eccl.

on

never

make

man

as

well

as

free from

the Reformers' doctrine of the human total

following:

Cormption does not and never did mean that the stream of human history,
instead of being crystal clear, is solid mud; but that is impure, cormpted in
Total

every part of its course; that even the purest ideals and the most disinterested
achievements of individuals and societies are. .tainted by sinfiil self-interest and
.

pride (42).

Man has become

his outward life reveals

change.

intrinsically evil in such a way that the misconduct observed in

simply his

inside

cormpted condition that may never naturally

All his effort pretending to achieve

unattainable because the

unclean, and all

requirements

our

scripture

righteous

of God's

acts

holiness,

a so

called

good

conduct is

obviously

says that "All of us have become like
are

none

like

one

who is

filthy rags" (Isaiah 64:6). Compared to the

of the human

may attain such

a

spiritual

status

the fatal choice done

by these

first

race

because the sinfiil nature.

Elsewhere, Wilbur O'Donovan
human

beings

in these

comments on

words, "God held Adam responsible for his decision.

It

was

in
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choosing to disobey God that Adam committed sin.
mankind and
�

decided to
altered
entire

a curse on

the world we live in

.

God pronounced

(Gen. 3:17-19)" (91).

He

a curse on

deliberately

identity. Any misunderstanding of the result of sin in human race may damage an

etemity.

Then

come

the arguments of Paul Helm who

sin in the

Jonathan Edwards'

a sense

in which all the human

sinned

him, and that Adam's posterity, being "in" him, shared his guilt, and

as a

consequence is bom with
race

"original sin." Sin was transmitted through
by propagation not by imitation (169).

The outcome of this deliberate choice of the human
cannot leave indifferent those called to

that human

beings

are

race

remains

extremely dramatic

and

get involved in outreach ministry. O'Donovan

fiiUy responsible

for the condition of this world and for

misery in which they live, including sickness, death, unhappiness, hatred, tribalism,

wars,

and

immorality, crime, violence,

life observed in the

The Need of

a

calamities of nature

completely cormpted

(91). Compared to

hopelessness,

through Fall required a solution.

all human

naturally

beings.

the

desperate

The need for

humanity had to be

a

life in which humankind put himself

savior took its roots firom the

fi-eed. Irenaeus

giver.

opposite side,

The first

was

considered

that of the redeemed

writing of Louis Berkhof:

one.

as

bondage of

(130-200) developed what was

recapitulation theology in which Adam through whom death came was

Christ the life

it

the

Universal Redeemer

Characterized by

sin fi-om which

even

garden before Adam and Eve decided to disobey God,

shows that the Fall has

the

race

"in"

the human

explains

explains

following lines:

When Adam sinned there is

as

.

disobey and started the cormption firom which every human being took his

writing on original

the

.

known

contrasted to

the head of the fallen race; the second

More

hght

on

this issue

comes

through the

on
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In Christ

as

the second Adam the human

race

is

once more

united to God.

recapitulation of mankind, which reaches backward as
in which mankind reverses the course on which it
and
forward,
The central element in the work of Christ is His
entered at the fall.
obedience, whereby the disobedience of Adam is cancelled (65).
There is in Him

well

a

as

.

.

.

From the Old to the New Testaments,

none

among human

beings qualified to bring

salvation to the condemned world because "all have siimed and fall short of the

glory of

God"

causing

(Rom. 3:23).Originating

them to repent

from God, this grace influences individuals' will

through faith in order to be transformed.

as(l) prevenient, through which God
her miserable

divine

sinful person to consider his

or

and cooperates

repentance,(3) su fficient in causing the person to remain in

a

life, and (4) efficient by making people capable to will and act according to the

expectation( Johnson
Then

and Webber

deliberately decides

God's unaccountableness illustrated

sovereignty to

sinners receive both grace and

to choose

intellect because he caimot

as a

the fallen

human

who

The mystery of the

reality that cannot be apprehended by the human

man as we

race

the crowds that flock to the

clay in his hands.

and the offender. Since the

Adam and his wife and clothed them"

well-being of the

where the potter has the

explain how an offended can initiate

harmony between him
rescue

and leave the others unsaved.

some

by Paul in Romans 9:21,

make any pottery he wants with the

salvation of humanity will remain

intention to

218).

by God's predestination and election,

salvation because he

broken

awaking the

spiritual condition, (2) cooperating, by which God helps

with individual will for
virtuous

starts

God's fourfold grace is described

a

plan to restore the

fall, God openly manifested his

read: "The Lord God made garments of skin for

(Gen. 3:21).He was deeply concemed with the

betrayed his holiness.

evangelism campaigns

Salvation is needed not

at stadiums

nor

only by

only by the masses
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that overflow mega churches, but also
God revealed the

planning.

by the hidden people

members of the church should

earth

a

valid

Christ

appeal

live

came

for

everybody,

for the salvation of all souls
savior. The sad

opportunity to accept the

forgotten groups

forgotten in ministry

needy and hidden Macedonians to Paul while he was

preoccupied by others (Acts 16:9-10).

on

almost

mostly in places considered

as

and for that reason, the

by giving

experience reveals

unnecessary

by the

every person

that the

church

planters.

The Great Commission

No restoration may take

because he controls every

place in a sinner unless

single

life

human partners to ftilfill his mission
of God and Human

Mystery

The God-man
One wonders if the

message

or

earth.

as

discussed in this section

Partnership

life that starts

Great Commission contains

a man

instances in the biblical

mysterious

a

must be attributed to the

dependency on humans'

salvation is another mystery that goes

after

in the Great Commission

to God's action in the sinftd heart. The

power and his so-called

possible

Curiously, that almighty God looks

on

cooperation in the

new

God intervene to make it

tmth.

evangelist's

paradox between God's sovereign

actions to

proclaim the message

beyond the reach of human rationality.

narratives, the sovereign God tried to negotiate

a

of

In many

mission with

a

limited individual. Most of the time, God found himself stranded by the radical refusal of
the

people he intended to
In

dealing with

imcommon

way and

Moses to

rescue

spite

the

presented clearly his

sending you to Pharaoh
Moses

commission in

to

of the divine value of the mission.

Israelites, God revealed himself in

case, after which he said: "So now, go. I

bring my people the Israelites

spoke back and asked God,

"Who

an

am

out

of Egypt"

am

(Exod. 3:10).

I that I should go to Pharaoh and

But

bring the
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Israelites

out of Egypt?"

(Exod.

3:1

1).

convincing genealogical arguments.
asked,
to

"What if they do not beheve

you'?" (Exod.

4: l).Similar to the

To this hesitant

attitude, God countered with many

Moses found God's
me or

hsten to

me

sayings to be unreliable

and say, 'The Lord did not appear

bargaining used in the AMcan markets,

multiplied his persuasive words mixed with miraculous signs to

God

obtain his interlocutor's

agreement. Surprisingly, Moses responded to God's captivatmg strategies with
answer:

"Oh

Lord, please send

unpleasing response,
making Moses

someone

God became angry but did not

do his command

A similar incident

.

.

.

6: 15). He

the

My clan

(Jer. 1 :6).

give up until he had

is the weakest in

answers

to God says, "But

In

succeeded in

Manasseh, and

I

am

Lord, how

the least in my

required funny prerequisites that God had to meet prior to

said to God: "Ah,

resentful

(Exod. 4:13). Reacting to this

happened with Gideon whom God wanted to utilize

Sovereign capitulated in

a

(Exod.4:20).

Israel out of Midian's hand. One of his
Israel?

else to do it"

and

order to have his mission

Sovereign Lord, "...

spite of that reaction,

the sender did not

speak;

pull back until

save

can

I

save

family" (Judg.

his acceptance.

accomplished.

"I do not know how to

to

As for
I

am

God,

Jeremiah, he

only a

child"

Jeremiah got

involved in the mission.

Elsewhere, God commissioned Jonah to preach to Nineveh, but he

ran

away firom

the Lord and headed for Tarshish just because his hostile heart could not agree with the

divine grace offered to the Ninevites, whom he

(Glaser 254).
whom all

In

spite of Jonah's decision to

humanity receives

innate value

stereotyped

as

escape fi-om this

etemal Jewish enemies

mission, YHWH, fi-om

(Keidel 36), fmally made his message reach the

repenting people of Nineveh through this unsympathetic

and disobedient

prophet.
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These events teach that in outreach

"[h]e works

as

conversion is

he

pleases

ministry,

God remains

in his renewal of the human heart.

beyond our ability to

control"

In other

and

words,

(Rebecca Manley Pippert 186). However,

these narratives reveal that to reach any people he has

targeted in his

calls and sends those whom he wants to go for him just
in the

...

tmly sovereign,

as

divine

plan,

God

Pippert continues to explain it

following lines:
So

approach this stage of calling seekers to make a decision knowing
by our power and clevemess we cannot induce conversions. Jesus
makes it clear: "Apart from me you can do nothing" (Jn 15:15). Yet he has
chosen men to be his instruments in his work of making disciples. (186)
we

that

As

such,

a

godly compassion will move

lost. The immediate

the heart of the church members for sake of the

implication of that deeper feeling is to

take their

reaching the non-evangelized with much

seriousness. Their

discrimination in of region, race,

age,

demonstrate

clearly God's

comment

John 3:16

the

on

gender,

or

responsibility of

ongoing will not

social class. These

suffer of any

scriptural

scenarios

love for humans that inhabits the commissioned. In his

conceming the

divine

unspeakable love,

Edwin A. Blum writes in

following terms:
God's motivation toward
or

was

(cf
This

people is

love. God's love is not limited to

a

few

group of people but His gift is for the whole world. God's love
expressed in the giving of His most priceless gift ^His unique Son

to

one

�

Rom.

8:3, 32) (282).

loving character of God reveals

that immeasurable love, God

because he desired then

itself throughout all the pages of the Bible. Due to

repeatedly exhorted Israel to

well-being. Jesus,

the

damnation of the sinftil but for salvation. This
love of God for the sinner

was

choose life and forsake evil

gift of God for the world,
redemptive

came

not for the

sacrifice that shows the

slain while the beneficiaries

were

perfect

still involved in sin
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(Rom 5:8). Against
without

all human

procedures,

God both loved

considering their damnable wickedness.

daily life, that divine
Spirit who

dwells

spiritually in them (Rom. 5:1-5). Thus,

community to tell

other

inner

basic, missional

to the rest of the

of the

planet. Thus,

(2)

every

every

Christian

by the Holy

evangelism activity must

love, which motivates

as seen

every member of

in Acts l:l-llb

nature of the church is to

following subdivisions

the commission,

practical in the

people about the free gift of God.

Basic Characteristics of the Commission

The

In order to be

character of love has been shed in the Christian hearts

fundamentally be thrilled by that powerful
the Christian

first and chose them

people

spread the gospel from Jemsalem

argument in this reflection is supposed to fit into

in order to demonstrate

the fruit of the commission,

(1)

(3) the

the

supematural provision

one

for

imminent retum of the

commissioner, and (4) the application of the commission.
Jesus

taught many things

to his

disciples

and to the crowds

earth. These lessons may be summarized into the
There is

following title:

Kingdom of heaven.

our

confession is not found in dreams and visions

or

great

assurance

"Jesus

our

substitutionary sacrifice

through faith alone (Penner 56).

appeared at intervals to His apostles

same

Kingdom of God or

the

for

came

our

The

and lived

sin and

really was

logic by quoting

alive

again,

in

a manner

following:

"The

a

sinless

imputes

his

F. F. Bmce says,

which could leave

risen from the dead"

C. H. Dodd in the

for

disciples needed a

conceming the authenticity of the message they spread.

their minds that He

the

account

as a

on

"cunningly devised fables". Rather,

it is found in the facts of the incamation of the Son of God who

righteousness to

lifetime

plenty mystery in biblical Christianity, but the basis

the

life and then laid that life down

during his

(33).

no

doubt in

He continued with

kingdom of God is
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conceived

as

coming in the events

proclaim these facts,
God"
term

in their proper

life, death, and resurrection of Jesus, and to

setting,

is to preach the

Gospel

of the

this message, Ian Howard Marshall writes the

(35). Referring to

Kingdom of

following:

"The

kingdom is used mainly of the action of God in intervening in human history to

establish his rule"
all rule

their

of the

(129).

In

a

world full of leaders, great leaders, and super leaders, who

politically for a limited moment and leave their thrones to their successors,

concem

is this temporary

kingdom,

which has

no

focus

on

the

spiritual

all

condition of

humanity.
The

kingdom of God embraces people's earthly and spiritual

disciples were

commissioned to

proclaim this kingdom as the unique saving message for

the whole world: "Salvation is found in
4: 12).Practically, what

for his
The

and

Supernatural Provision
More than the other

and

teaching,

no one

else. ." except Jesus Christ
.

happen in the believer's heart is the coming

spiritual restoration

a

change

of life

of God

multitudes, the twelve had the privilege of receiving Jesus'

opportunity to

their master performed in front of them. The

listen and follow him every time and

of Palestine to meet various kinds of people,

and material needs. The

disciples

teaching and witnessed most of the

judgment,

reign

style.

Jesus had to travel from Galilee to many towns,

physical,

of the

(Acts

for the Commission

they witnessed all the miracles

crowds did not have the

dimensions. The

villages,

giving

were

and

everywhere.

throughout the countryside

solutions to their

enormous

spiritual,

among those who heard most of the

Jesus' miracles.

Surprisingly,

and his cmcifixion, the cowardliness of the

at his

arrest, his

disciples clearly demonstrated that

the responsibility of spreading the gospel because they all
they did not yet qualify to take
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betrayed their master for their own safety.
could not be bestowed with the
crucified
it

was a

it

was

spiritual

stumbling block because they were

foolishness because of its

nonsense

miraculously in order to be

death

they witnessed

a

few

deceived

(1

Cor.

of the

Jews and the Gentiles. To some,

by this

so-called

messiah;

to others

1:22).

the

able to witness.

Proclaiming the name of Jesus,

whose

days earlier, would arise the opposition of those who had been

bound to the traditional Jewish

religious beliefs. Doing

so was a

risky enterprise.

disciples might have been tempted to retum to their native region to stay

far fi-om Jemsalem,

being

instability, they

disciples were told to wait upon the heavenly empowerment to strengthen

them

Naturally,

and emotional

complex responsibility of spreading the message

Christ, which was fiercely opposed by both the

The

after

In this

a

city reputed in the killing of God's witnesses (Mat 23:37). Only

filled with the

Holy Spirit were they e

able to

preach:

[T]he power of the Spirit was going to make them Christ's witnesses.
[I\n Greek the word for witness and the word for martyr is the same word
(martus). A witness had to be ready to become a martyr. To be a witness
means to be loyal no matter what cost (Barclay 4).
...

Once filled with the

talk

Holy Spuit,

witnesses of Christ's death and resurrection

boldly conceming what they have experienced,

divine power is

even

are

ready to

to the cost of martyrdom. This

especially for the demonstration of God's mighty hand through his

humble servants.
Jesus also instmcted his

disciples

in the

followmg: "[AJnd you will be my

witnesses in Jemsalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth"
1 :8b). Those

the

(Acts

waiting for the Holy Spirit were all Galileans. Their origm is mentioned in

following question posed by the God-fearing

Galileans?"(Acts 2:7).These

various

people who

Jews: "Are not all these

came

men

speaking

fi-om different nations to celebrate
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the Pentecost in Jerusalem heard the

the

saving message

started in the

disciples

in their

city of Jemsalem

own

languages.

and continued to

The

expansion

of

spread to the other

parts of the globe.
The Imminent Return of the Commissioner

Jesus mentioned his

that

to

firom the East is visible

comes

Man"

the

(Matt. 24:27).
ears

glorious

of the

as a

disciples (Acts 1:10). Rather,

second

bring forth

in the West,

even

The message of these two

reported in numerous portions
retum

repeatedly during his ministry:"As lightning

retum

a new

of the

coming. Indeed,

beginning

for

an

men

it

in white

simply was

he will

come

to

etemal world.
over

put

The very

believing people

day Jesus ascended,

declaring the following:
into the

in the

sky?

same

This

same

a

two

men

neither

new nor

seen

of reaching out to unreached

was

Some texts talk of his

end to the

concems

cormpted world and
in

mind,

not

only the twelve tribes

tribe, people and language"(Rev.

in white confirmed his pre-cross

they said, 'why do

you stand here

(Acts 1:11).

by the church,

sayings by
looking
come

back

Christ's imminent

which has the great

responsibility

people groups.

Because the belief in invisible and
must avoid to

talking about evangelism.

strange

the world to make the salvation message

him go into heaven'"

consideration

Son of

confmnation of what

Jesus, who has been taken fi-om you into heaven, will

way you have

one

an

of "every nation,

"'Men of Galilee,'

retum has to be taken into

philosophy,

was

coming of the

Having this promise

known to every people because the Bible says that it

7:9).

will be the

gospels by Jesus himself

commissioned Christians should msh all

of Israel but also the

so

supematural realities

get trapped in the

snare

As in other parts of the

is fimdamental in Afiican

of the universalistic view while

world, people in Afiica believe in
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various divinities with the
presence of a supreme

all

men

and that all

are

expectation

of taking part in the

coming

The Universalists argue "that the death of Christ avails for

being.
saved

regardless the

elements of their personal faith"

422). Dealing with the misunderstanding

of the Corinthians who

wamed that neither ApoUos,

nor

nor

Cephas,

commented that Paul showed "how
as

sole Head of the

"The Christ

great love
Christian

or

origins

Ancient Near Eastem World

the

expansion,

as

more

well

as

territories

was

Wesley Lowry corroborates,

Lord and Son of God, had out of his

needy race

of men

reached

conceming the

surrounding areas.

by the gospel

The exclusive

concem

(392).

In the

and entered
of this

particular

development of Christian faith, including

fall, salvation, and the spread of the gospel.
all

over

the world does not have to be assimilated to the

of immigrants who leave their countries for any personal

business elsewhere in the

tourists' ventures

contrary, it is the
of the

were

of honor

part of that

None else but Christ

Charles

the Mediterranean

history of the Christian faith.

Preaching the gospel

experience

as

to take away any

from the Bible itself and the literature

work is to present the fourfold historical

humanity,

or

down to earth to die for the sinfiil and the
its

groups, Paul

cmcified for them. Calvin

{First EpistlelS).

redemption of the whole world as

theology has

therefore in the

was

Church, sole Teacher, sole Master;

Messiah, known in the Church

come

process of its

he

spht into

(Chafer

unworthy it is to wrest firom Christ His place

honor fi-om Him and transfer it to men"
cmcified for the

etemal joy in the

or

or

collective

planet. Moreover, evangelism has not to be equated to the

to those who

proclamation

enjoy picnic moments

far fi-om their homes. On the

of the salvation message that

believing sinner of any class.

As

a

changes

self-developing body,

the entire situation

the church has been
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bestowed with supematural power both to increase quantitatively and
experience
continual

qualitative innovation.

The

development comes

sustains the church to stand firm in this

spiritual assembly on a rock in

such

from

perverted world as he promised to build that

(Matt. 16:19).In the following words, Allan Coppedge finds
divine intervention without which

no

Christ, the head who

way that the evil powers will not

a

a

way out would be

overcome

in the above event

a

it

total

possible:

God's solution to human
His word to

people

problems begins with a mediator who bears
and leads them to Himself This mediator is also the

by whom God supematurally works the miracle of redemption,
making it possible for people to be free to belong to Him fiiUy (21-22).
one

In other

words, Coppedge simply underlines that the power to

spiritual threat of slavery to sin,
not

originate

etemal

death, and their inability to

from the church but from the One who

members remain

thoroughly dependant to

overcome

serve

God.

.

"the

.(21) does

planned to build it.

Authentic church

God who makes them bold to

accomplish their

greatest task of evangehzation that consists

on

the

spread of the gospel to

all the nations

of the universe.
The Primitive Church

When it
two

comes

Response

to the Commission

to the involvement of the local church to the

complementary views

are

observed in the Christian literature

expansion

of Christian faith. One of them attributes the

time Jesus

began to proclaim the gospel,

to the new faith

(Walker 21). The

movement at Pentecost events

choose the

conceming the

beginning of the church at the

disciples,

and bring many adherents

other view argues the church started

(Hurlbut 16).These

because the 120 followers in the upper

already commissioned to witness

great commission,

room were

two views

are

as a

far from

world

competing

already church members. They were

from Jemsalem till the ends of the earth. However,
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according to their master's order, they were not to depart from Jemsalem until they were
empowered during the Pentecostal experience. This particular effect had to illuminate
their minds for

a new

view of God's

kingdom in their hearts,

the

convincing words

and

deeds to create faith in their listeners.
After the

believing Jews

Spirit outpouring

and those who

at

Pentecost, Peter preached in front of the various

gathered

at Jemsalem. The

key topic

of that

public and

spontaneous proclamation was about the cmcified, buried, and resurrected Jesus through
whom God

prepared the redemption of sinful humanity.

instmcted the

disciples before he

of Acts to present the

ascended to

daybreak of the

church

was

chapters eight to

peoples

its

expansion to the regions

seven

chapters

to his

beloved

of Judea and Samaria
was

Theophilus.

as

The

reported from

carried to other various

of the Roman world.

recognizes Philip

whose blood was not considered

as

the

one

purely Jewish.

who took the

The

the tmth reached the

gospel to the

Samaritans

rapid increase of converts

accomplished through his testimony required the help

sent

Jesus the commissioner

history record for which he undertook

twelve of Acts. Later on, the Christian faith

Acts 8:5-25

traveled.

as

heaven, Luke used the first

rigorous investigations before presenting his findings
second step

Just

of Peter and John.

By God's grace,

Ethiopian eunuch through Phillip's explanation of the gospel as they

Trying to convince the disciples

by the Holy Spirit to Comelius,

of the universal nature of the

the Roman centurion, in order to

and God manifested his presence among these Gentiles with the

same

gospel, Peter was

preach in his home,
manifestations that

and
occurred upon the day of Pentecost. Earle E. Caims thinks, "the Ethiopian eunuch

Comelius

were

the furst

gentiles to have the privilege

of receiving the message of Christ's
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saving grace" (63).
figures

In this matter of the

expansion

of Christian

targeting all colors,

races was a

the

two

that New Testament narratives present to the readers.

The contemporary church may take these two witnesses
in

faith, both are the

gospel.

all

imitate

paradigm to

as a

classes, all people. The attitude of the disciples towards the

response to their Master who told them to go to the whole world and

All the

people have

that great need of salvation whether

or

not

preach

they are

aware

of their need.
Christian
both

a

community has

challenging issue

and

Christian

ills, unreached people

groups do not

non-evangelized as

church. To be healed

long

for

Spirit-filled

criticism; rather, they are in great need of the loving message of Jesus Christ for

the renewal of their whole
therefore

imperative responsibility for today's

an

of their traditional and cultural

to consider the involvement to reach

our

mandate not to stand

catalyst in the cities,

to

By so doing. Christians
world that

identity. Larry L.
on

change them,

desperately cries

transformation that rehes

Hadaway write,

"It is

the sidelines and criticize but to become
to raise their values and their

sense

a

real

of caring"

(19).

accomplishing their responsibility of the light for the dark

are

with God and may not live

Rose and Kirk

for.

People without the gospel

godlike

life

as

are

Kinlaw verbalizes

exclusively on the

somehow disconnected

conceming the principle

of

divine power:

If we shut ourselves off from God, we will diminish ourselves because we have
separated ourselves from those holy things that originate in him alone and for
which we were made. To separate ourselves from our source and Center means

ourselves. The only power that can save us from collapsing in
ourselves is the presence of the Holy One, which alone can free us from the

to

implode

on

resulting bondage (117).

on
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Connection with God may
have the

only be attained through faith to the gospel which Christians

responsibility to preach. Therefore, telling

priority of a missional church because no
presentation of the gospel to those
God made

a

loving plan for the

about salvation remains the top

other church

activity may be

in need of it. Till now,

some

people

lost that aims to their renewal of life

the crucified and the resurrected Christ. The church must take its
the

All that is

'

'

people know that

God

now

offers to every

man

salvation

as

valuable

do not know that

through their faith in

responsibility to make

through Jesus

required of any man is to accept what God has provided in Christ.

Christ.

If a

again of the Holy Spirit" (Thiessen 204).

nightly dialogue with Jesus, Nicodemus

asked the

question is
Charles

still the greatest

preoccupation of the

of being born

.

.

man

faith accepts the offer of life, he is bom

meaning

the

as

In

.

by

a

again. This

soul that wants to get in touch with God.

Finney expands the meaning of this concept in the following terms:
To be bom

again

is the

same

thing,

in the Bible

use

of the term,

as

to have

creature, to pass from death unto life. In other
is to have a new moral character, to become

a new heart, to be
words, to be bom again
holy.. To be bom of God,
a new

no doubt expresses and includes the Divine
and
includes
it
also
expresses that which the Divine agency is
agency, but
employed in effecting, namely, making the sinner holy (219).
.

The

.

Holy Spirit follows

up the work he

believer. The belief m the continual

People groups
activities and
care

so

on

and perfects holiness in the

transforming power of the Holy Spirit must dwell the

heart of those involved in any outreach
Focus

began in regeneration

project in order to expect positive outcome.

Pauline Outreach

differ in terms of world views,

forth. In order to reach out to any

Strategies

lifestyle,

social

specific group

position, living

of people, Paul took

of any particular consideration related to the context the group.
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Travelled with Specific Planned

Searching the
Paul

a

capital

of the

specific

area

empire,

another. For Paul,
the

field of outreach

through the writings

having

Targets

of Caims

a

particular look at some strategies

provides more needed materials.

of focus in his

Paul used

ministry,

plan.

In order to

gospel tried to put repeatedly in his

He considered

depart from Antioch to Rome,

semicircles, allowing him to

reaching that capital was

move

from

one

way. Had he not had fixed Rome

the

place to

challenge to the barriers that the

a

of

enemies of

as one

of his

targets for the progress of the gospel, Paul would have quit his missionary work to spare
his life. He faced

deadly dangers

message of the Lord. At his

persecutor
my

name

"

from time to time while

conversion, while he

the Lord said to

Ananias, "Go! This

before Gentiles and their

kings

how much he must suffer for my name."

Taking this
must possess

a

command

specific

as a

specific people

are

the church

is my chosen instrument to carry

people

of Israel. I will show him

are

involved in

they aim in order to

evangelism ministry

avoid

outreach team has determined to

help

to concentrate all

wandering minds

evangelize

the efforts and

to be reached out.

Un-Evangelized People Groups

Paul gave

planters

zone

as

9: 1 5)

all who

group, this determination will

initiatives towards the
Prioritized the

(Acts

focus towards which
an

man

still known

and before the

paradigm,

due to various circumstances. Once

was

spreading the prophetic

priority to the unreached people groups

experiencing two

evangelism groups

sad

practices.

and the other is the

denominations have

as a

pioneer. Nowadays,

church

One of them is the exclusion of other

competitive evangelism system.

not leamed to believe that otiier churches

are

Some

genuinely proclaiming
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the authentic

gospel

of Jesus Christ.

divine approbation in what they
to

are

They continually think that others

doing. Thus, they use various un-evangelical methods

address the group. Others still believe that the

but did not do

so

properly.

do not have the

preceding groups have planted churches

In many cases, these groups boast and have

apart from the negative critics against those who reached

a

no

other message

field before them. To the

contrary, Paul believed in the authenticity of the work done by others though he did not
have to compromise with heresies and misbehavior.

Nothing is wrong if a church planter can start a church beside
established

as

long

as

the

new one comes

with

some

the

strategies

gospel

will

and take

Sometimes

strategies

of the

certainly help

advantage
a new

healthy spiritual

new comer

of it to decide

working with the

positively for their etemity.

church is needed in

a

churched

area

of the

because of the poor

people.

In many cases,

gospel are not preached to make the believers

foundation.

Coppedge states,

preaching, personal conversation,

or

writing,

"All

Lord and Christ"

(133). Everything in

manifested by

a

particular church,

help people

designated roles

every preacher's message must then focus the

Paul considered that the mission had

already been established.

start with solid

must include the elements that

person and the work of the Jesus who acts in the believer

the church has

even

evangehsm, whether by

understand the life, death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus and His
as

expand

group of people be open to the message of

existing churches to meet the needs

the basic elements of the
and

a new

aheady

different methods that may

the message to the un-churched and the unreached. This
relevant

another

In

through the Holy Spirit.

already been accomplished in places

case

of a great

Paul would not go to

necessity to respond to

duplicate

where
a

need

the work of others. As

a
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preacher of the gospel, he strongly wanted to

By adoptmg the

gone.

people

new

to

this

same

groups with the

principle

of focusing

quickly. Unfortunately,

mission

on an

many streets in the modem cities

were

were

reached

the message. Once he had

who also needed to receive the

gospel,

the message could

lifestyle

of these

people category to

some

living

minor

as

art,

through strategic

areas

different

opposition

centers. In

case

of a

place where

fi-om the Jews, he turned to the Gentiles

influence the rest of the

the fact is

originate
people

centers

quickly expand to the countryside by the dynamic
population.

Even if there

generally known that most trends affecting

fi-om the center. Centers have got

of various cultures

religion, folklore, tradition, culture,

to retum to their

cultural

exceptions,

in remote

play in drawing

such

of pioneers shorten their vision where

saving message. By touching the people living in

with the

to

paradigm that challenges the actual

a

present, Paul started by preaching in the synagogues where his audience was

receptive to

those

fiiU of church buildings

Centers to Reach New Areas

Many new areas

may be

Paul is then

are now

already started.

Targeted Strategic

Jews

continually busy reaching

majority of the congregation works according

planters who refiising to pay the price

others have

team will be

nobody had ever

un-evangelized group, many of them may be reached

belonging to various congregations.
church

vision, the

If the

gospel.

start new fields where

a

meaningfiil role

together for their exchange

in 1991 conceming the massive

cities, Linthicum paraphrased Fox
the third world will be home to

m

the

areas

and trade. Because most the visitors have

homeland, they end up carrying back what they have acquired in

setting. While writing

in

followmg

statement

eighty of the ninety-three

coming
"

cross-

of people in the

By 2020 it is projected

cities"

(18).

This mention
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simply means that more people would prefer to
considered centers

as

his

evangelism targets,

hve in cities to rural

the

same

areas.

Just

as

Paul

principle remains adaptable to

our

twenty first century during which the high achievement of technology makes it possible
to

multiply the building

of cities all

over

the world. In order to face the

challenge of the great commission with much boldness, the today's

imperative

church needs to focus

its activities in cities where thousands of millions of
peoples concentrate
With its great influence
that draws

a

city spills

As Paul did

people's behavior,

whole country towards

where and movements
the

the

on

over

are

bom.

into the

it, the focus

.

.

a

a

city plays the role

certain direction

as we

(Niemeyer 13).

of a locomotive

read "Cities

are

processes

Cities set the trends for the world. What takes

place

in

surrounding country and beyond" (McClung and Moala 60).

on

centers remains then very

strategic nowadays

for the purpose

of speeding up the outreach process.

Equipped

the New Converts for the

Paul
church

Ministry

quickly equipped the new gifted converts

activity.

in order to get them involved in

While scholars did not yet talk about the "three -self formula

(R. Pierce

Beaver, B-67), Paul knew that he could not leave the churches newly planted without

people who
considered
them

could carry

on

forming solid,

the

ministry. Therefore, Paul,

autonomous churches

self-governing assemblies.

physical

assemblies. He also trained
become

people

personal

in

self-propagating assemblies.

content of all

new

preachers'

by preparing elders

He established and

and social needs with their

in that very

early epoch,

and leaders to make

taught Christians

endeavors in order to be

to meet their

self-supporting

preaching and evangelism ministries
Christians in Berea

messages

as

were

so

they could

able to scmtinize the

they were deeply devoted to the study of
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Scripture.

As

already mentioned, Paul, by God's

rooted churches in which members

are

whole measure the fulhiess of Christ
forth

by the waves

not

so

grace, wanted to establish

infants but mature,

that

Scripture-

having attained to the

they would no longer be tossed back and

and blown here and there

by every wind of deceitful teaching

(Eph.4: 13-14).
Worked for Financial

Independence

In order to avoid

being

economic freedom and the

making so
so

that he could

burden to the

flexibility in his

new

churches, Paul had to work for his

continual

supply his personal needs

he did not have to

doing,

a

depend solely on

a

trips.

and

help those who were

group of donors

offerings

that had to be collected in conditions that may

receiver.

Writing to

them to

the Corinthians

Paul exercised his art of tent

or

conceming their help

or

not be

for

in need.

By

wait upon the church

dignifying

needy brothers,

to the

Paul told

give generously but not reluctantly or under compulsion (ICor. 9:7) because he

knew that

some were

acting that way.

For

one

such situation, Paul

work with

preferred to

his hands and provide for both his needs and those of the others. He could remain in the
mission any time he wanted because he
hands did not

mean

receiving gifts

that Paul refused any

from churches

gratitUde:"[W]hen I was
need..
sent"

.

.

I

am

in

as

able to meet his

ministry

he reminded the

Thessalonica, you

amply supplied,

(Phil. 4:16-18).

members

was

now

He knew that

me

aid

punctual

Working with his
was

also

in these words of

again and again when I was

that I have received from

a

need.

assistance because he

Philippians

sent

own

Epaphroditus

assistance could

come

the

gifts

in

you

from the church
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However,
his

Paul refused within his heart to

rely on churches' donations

dignity and that of the gospel he was preaching. Thus,

declarations

on

he made

some

for the sake

firm

this issue to the Thessalonians:

[W]e worked night and day m order not be a burden to anyone. We
were not idle.
nor did we eat
anyone's food without paying for it. On the
we
worked
and
contrary,
night
day, laboring and toiling so that we would
not be a burden to any of you.
(2 Thess. 2:9; 3:7-8)
...

.

Paul is

a

.

great model in this outreach strategy that aims

Depended

on

Paul

the Guidance of the

repeatedly had to

act

set

were

according the guidance

on a

nor

a

different

any other member of the

specific mission,

rebellious

depart

of the

from Antioch

Holy Spirit.

by his

own

community planned to

disobey the

Old Testament, did. In another

preach the word to

the

province

send these two

sudden order

incident, the

of Asia.

again,

the

On the contrary,
news

a

to the Macedonians

on

Jonah, the

Holy Spirit

Thus, they continued their
enter into

night vision revealed that God wanted them to take the good
(Acts 16:9-19).

All of the

sudden, they acted according to the

Though they knew the correlation between the saving word

soul, they could not

the first two occasions. Paul's

the missio Deo and had to

people

Spirit did not grant them permission.

vision without any hesitation.
and the sinful

as

same

joumey elsewhere, and, coming to the border of Mysia, they wanted to
Once

plans. Prophets

ministry that God wanted to bestow on them.

but God did. Paul did not

prophet of the

did not allow them to

Bithynia.

Acts 13:2-4

eamestly praying and fasting when they were told by the Holy Spirit to

apart Saul and Bamabas for

Neither Paul

produce responsible preachers.

Holy Spirit

and 16:6-7 demonstrate that Paul did not
and teachers

to

go because the

move was

Holy Spirit did not allow them to

inspired by the belief that he was

depend completely on

do

so

involved in

God. The consequence of such

a
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confidence is the manifestation of God's
servants

for his

principles

that

own

glory.

Such

a

powerful hand through his humble

devotion to God's

and devoted

ministry contains valuable

bring Caims to highlight the following:

principles that the apostle followed served him well in the
development of churches that were organized centers for the continued
preaching of the Gospel. He did not leave them without continued help,
for he made a practice of revisiting the churches that he founded in order
to encourage and to strengthen them (Acts 15:36). One does not wonder at
the rapid growth of Christianity under such sane, yet, inspired leadership
(68).
These

The

guidance of the Holy Spirit is

just as the

at the basis of the

promised his

Lord Jesus

followers before

expansion of Christian testimony
ascending at their presence.

Revisited and Wrote to the Established Churches

Writing to
was

also

a

the established churches

Pauline strategy. He

inspired epistles, plus

other

was a

master in the

correspondence (e.g.,

of the pen,

before

writing

Tim. 4: 13) must also have used literature in

(John 20:30-3 1). Many people
experience the touch
the

use

and the

in various

1

and needs

writing a number of
Corinthians, he had

He who desired to have books before his

aheady written to the Corinthian church).

martyrdom (2

conceming their various challenges

places

evangelism, just as John did

of the Roman

Empire

could not

spiritual enrichment provided by the gospel if not through

writing method used by Paul.

Strategizing through Spiritual
Human

strategies inspired by God are worthy in

apply this concept of salvation
regenerate heart.
with two

In

so

doing,

opposite tendencies

in real

one

is

life,

one

Power

outreach

has to take the

evangelizmg.

among those who

ministry.

gospel to the non-

The issue of evangelistic

are

active in

In order to

reaching

means

others. One

deals
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disagrees with this practice while the
on

those who argue

other supports the

negatively on means

use

of strategies. Green reports

in these words:

Once

our lives catch fire with
Christ, then we will inevitably evangelize:
shall not need any instruction on techniques.
If we are not thrilled
with Christ and being changed by Him, we can have all the techniques in

we

...

the world and get nowhere

(22).

People holding this opinion

argue that what matters in

Spirit-filled preacher whose

life is

fiiUy submitted to

coexistence between the revived hfe and the
needed. He argues that the

good news boldly.

thrown in

and eamest prayer,

simply believes that such boldness
Holy Spirit but not
This

disciples

killing

so

from

govemors and

are

they go to

may

discourage them by intimidation,

and after

it

only originate

preaching.

retuming to their

again" (26).

that God's power

Once

fiiends and

This stream of thoughts

from the empowerment of the

exclusively and not strategies made the

point of going in streets,

in the

kings without fear. Being confident

preach, teach, persuade,

instmctions

techniques.

logic implies
brave to the

no

failed to stop them fi-om

prison for Christ's sake, "they get out,

engaging in deep

God. Green does not talk about any

strategies but says

Even the authorities' attempts to

and

wam, and

through them. Undoubtedly,

it

in

desert, and in houses, facing

God, they could not keep quiet to

bring many to Christ's hght, which was shining

was

the sheer

became the most attractive magnets for

spiritual power in these Christians'

drawing people to Christ,

not

hves that

strategies (Green

26-27).
One of the great

reached people

was

a

did not need any techniques, yet they announced the

disciples

slapping, stoning, imprisoning,

reaching the un-evangelized is

figures who argued on planning

Wilham Carey.

Ministering in

a

for the

reaching

out

of non-

Calvinist environment, William
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whose heart

Carey,
the

thrilled for the

was

without your help"

man.

When God wants to convert the

(Dayton and Fraser 268).

This

rejection of all Carey's strategies to reach the

outreach

(2)

to

use

methods to reach

un-evangelized people. Unfortunately, his project met a radical rejection in these

words: "Sit down young

the

lost, revealed his dreams

mmistry, people need to have

a

and

(3)

outreach

ability (the

statement

lost. To have

an

clear idea of (1) the task

the context within which the mission will be

people),

rough

heathen,
was

strategies

and

wam

attitude in

show

(mission definitions),

accomphshed (an understanding of the

force of evangelism). In this case, the life the

by whom they work according to

emphasize the submissive

enough to

effective action in

evangelism team and its programs must continually be submitted to
come

he will do it

the Lord from whom

the biblical criteria. In order to

reaching out to the unreached, Dayton and Fraser

mission teams with these humble words:
We cannot take the

proud attitude that our education, civilization,
organization,
history hold all the answers, or even the best answer to
the future evangelization of the peoples of the world.. We must approach
our evangelism with realistic awareness that we know
very little about
how to sow the seed, or water and harvest the crop (293).
and

.

The Lord empowers those who
them his divine force to

completely depend on him in order to bestow to

help them in the church planting ministry.

While the first group

rejects the necessity of using methods to reach out to the non-reached,
contrary acknowledges the value of that practice
famous book

key tool

for

advocating the use of means

teaching the

.

"even

as

the second

exclude

one

argued that a mariner's

lost of the world. He then went out to

position from

the

upheld by William Carey in his
compass

Serampore

another in order to preserve the

was a

and

demonstrated how God could work" (Dayton and Fraser 280). This debate should
to

on

not aim

validity and the advantages
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of both sides.

against the
to work

beings

Practically,

divine

both tendencies work

activity within the human messenger.

through human methods

could not do otherwise

like the

use

alongside because means

believers

as

On the contrary, God is

of means, William J. Martin

Talking about those who

thinks, "This feeling may be rooted in

perception that programs have been overemphasized at the expense
Holy Spirit" (120).

The mistake here is to

they are supposed to work together.
place

at

Rephidim where

through Moses'

place both values

This tmth is

by Aaron

at two

do not

a

of the work of the

opposite extremes, yet

fully illustrated in the fightmg that took

Israel defeated the Amalekites.

intercession assisted

pleased

rely on him to accomplish what human

with the best method.

even

do not go

People depended on God

and Hur while Joshua and the troops

were

fighting through God's power (Ex 17:8-16). Depending on God does not exclude the use
of strategies in every Christian
Of course without the

made

ministry.

Holy Spirit all, explanations

unproductive machmation, but once

because the

Holy Sphit chooses

to work

submitted to God,

disciples

serve a

Bible reveals that God is

a

super

as

God works

strategic

Lord

according:

out to the Mao

team to

strategies

people group,

make relevant

very effective

and Fraser

to reach the

the

strategies.

same

deal with

"A careful

Once

reading of the

and timetables"

redemption of
(Martm 120).

humanity. Christian ministers

un-evangelized.

methodic God

281).

lost for Christ

God of plannmg and order. His program for the

through logical planning to

need also to prepare

they become

effectively to win the

humanity came complete with goals, strategies, resources,
Just

strategies will remain man

through them (Dayton

surrendered to God's power, methods will act
because his

or

can

In this

challenge of reaching

guide the Kikuku outreach
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The

struggle to reach the

lost

ones

works hand-m-hand with the reaction of the

receiver of the message who has to get converted from the old to the

analysis

of the word conversion found in the

writings

new

life. A clear

of William G. I. Shedd says the

following:
Conversion consists of two acts: 1.

2

Repentance. Faith is turning to Christ
as the ground of justification and away from self as
ground. Repentance is tuming
to God as the chief end of existence and, away from the creature as the chief end.
Faith and repentance are converting acts; the first having principal reference to
justification, the second to sanctification; the first to the guilt of sin, the second to
its corruption (Vol. ii. 529).
Unless

hears, he

one

or

she

Faith;

neither believe

can

nor

repent. Systematic theology

reveals its

dependence

preaching,

listeners "were cut to their heart and said to Peter and the other

on

practical theology to

'Brothers, what shall

we

responsibility was

present the gospel

to

repentance. More light

do?' Peter

on

the

second concept of systematic

use

save

the lost. After

having heard Peter's

replied: 'Repent...'" (Acts 2:37-38).
to them and theirs

of strategies may also

theology regeneration
-

as

was

come

apostles,

His

to react to it

from

pursued in

a

by

reflection

on

the

Shedd' s reflection:

"regeneration" has been used in a wide, and in a restricted sense.
It may signify the whole process of salvation, mcluding the preparatory
work of conviction and the concluding work of sanctification. Or it may
denote only the imparting of spiritual life in the new birth, excluding the
preparatory and the concluding processes (Vol. ii. 491).
The term

This concept may not have

the

a

precise chronological point because one

starting moment of the process

"The

Holy Spirit employs

not in

regeneration.

sacraments, and

The

means

was.

He continues

on

the issue

cannot tell when

through these words:

in conviction, in conversion, and in sanctification, but

appomted means

prayer" (Vol.ii. 506).

of grace", he says, "are the

The word has to be

appropriate methods, makmg sure that the

word, die

preached in all

its fulhiess with

essential for people's salvation has been
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presented faithfully. The

sacraments must be administrated with

inspires reverence of the Holy God,
concentrates

on

the results that

God's

approval.

only the

and prayer needs

Offered to God for

divine power

brought Anthony C. Thompson to
Strategic planning

can

attain

make this

a

respectful

order that

genuine planning that

a

effectiveness, these means produce

through the mere strategists.

This

logic

revolutionary statement:

organization on the path to success. It is the
an organization is going over the next
or
how
it's
to
more;
year
going get there; and how it will know if it got
there or not. More specifically, a plan identifies the mission, vision and/or
values of an organization; goals to work toward the mission, strategies to
achieve the goals, and action planning. (Thompson).
steers

an

framework that determines where

.

.

YHWH, the unique God presented in the Bible, has always been

spite

of his

omnipotence (the almightiness)

knowledge)
planned to

as

discussed

save

by Wallace Smith,

create Adam and Eve

fill the whole world with

as

Planning

he still makes

the earliest human

everytiiing they needed to

the fallen human race, and his

fiiiition.

and his omniscience

is not then

nature of God. He created

a

man

act in this world. He

but he wanted first of all to

(Gen. 1 :28-29).

He

planned to

project took generation after generation to

human-mvented concept but it
with the

God. In

plan-making

(the perfect and total

plans to

beings,

live

a

akeady

ability to identify a problem,

come

to

exists in the very

to

analyze

it and

plan for a solution procedure.
Since the message of the

needed to know how

They are classified

all the

nations, strategies

particular outreach may be effective for a targeted people

among the other

he commissioned his

started life with

a

gospel has to be taken to

disciples

perfection,

sm

are

group.

people of the world about whom Jesus talked when

to go and
at the fall

preach the good news. Though the human race
spoiled everything,

and salvation

was

prepared
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for

everybody in the world.

The Kikuku church

can use

this infomiation to

effectively for the planting of a church among the Mao people

plan

group.

The Greatest Commandment

All of the

given by YHWH

prophetic
for the

the

reframing

of this

teaching

came

questioning his authority (Mark
on

taxes

well

Commandment,

religious thinkers, including the

him

as

as

the Mosaic Law

regulation of the Israehtes'

summary called the Great

The

messages

(Mark 12:13),

in

a

that is

ethics

are

(Deut. 6:5;

Lev.

19:18)

condensed into the bibhcal

loving God and loving one's neighbor.

long, polemical

discussion between Jesus and

chief priests, the teachers of the law, and the elders

1 1 :27), the Pharisees and the Herodians

and the Sadducees

trying to trap

asking him deceitfully on the resurrection

(Mark 12:18).
Finally,
answers

Then,

a

Pharisaic

lawyer who noticed the

confidence of Jesus in

providing good

brought in a question pretending to know the most important commandment.

came

Jesus answered with these words:
You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul,
and with all your mind. This is the first and greatest commandment. And
the second is like it: "You shall love your neighbor as yourself" On these
two commandments

hang

all the Law and the

straight to the hypocritical hearts

Prophets (Matt. 22:36-40).

of all the

questioners who

saw

This

sharp

then-

the
spiteful thoughts revealed. According to Matthew's Gospel, the very essence of

answer

Law and the

went

Prophets

Prophets, used in

one

is to love God and to love others. This

other

place in Matthew's Gospel in the passage

defmition for love: "Therefore, whatever you want
this is the Law and the
movement from

a

expression,

Prophets" (Matt.

lower level of life to

a

7: 12).

men

on

the Law and the
the biblical

to do to you, do also to

Everybody works hard to make

higher one,

from

a

good

them, for

a

status of life to a better
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one

and from

acceptable conditions

of life to

more

acceptable

ones.

Every Christian has

got that great responsibility of both willing the uplifting of his fellow and getting
involved in the process of the
An mcredible

community.

change towards

evangelism power is released through a lovmg

m

common,

glad and sincere hearts, praismg God,

Consequently,
47).

Based

among

such

on

people

thing as

God

and

in whom the barriers of the world

through spiritual power,

evangelized.

This

on a

are

the

evangelism context,

fellowship

abolished.

same

love will be

�

brother in need,

Committee

^physical, emotional,

Christian

mental and
or

or

old age is to exist"
a

sincere love.

community to reach

spiritual..

creed

out to

expressed by the

"[o]ur ministry embraces
.

.

The

reftigee

is my sister

(Mat. 25:40, 45)" (Lausanne

7).

When the believer

one

considers his old

spiritual

condition in which he

separate from Christ, excluded from citizenship in Israel, and foreigner to the
of the

places

Among Christians no

the love for neighbors is

of race, nation

regardless

takes

expressed to the un-

that Christians have for their entire situation because

the whole person

daily basis (Acts 2:44-

group where members live in

loving power must excite the

others. Taken in the

or

the group

nationahty, slavery, freedom, gender, youth,

Once united

in heart

meeting every day, eating together

that truth, Wilham J. Martin states, "Christian

race,

were one

enjoying the favor of all the people.

kept on bringing converts to

(95). Naturally, people prefer to join a social

concem

Christian

Luke reports that the behevers in the Pentecostal church

and mind and had all their belongings

with

better situation.

a

promise,

without

hope

and without God in the world

(Eph. 2:12),

was

covenants

the love he

experienced to become a new being will motivate him to present the same saving
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message to those who

are

still in

members and their passion to reach the
message of the

on

of

Theology

Caring for the

Outcast and

Displaced

enlightened by the gospel may remain indifferent m front of any inhuman

treatment inflicted to

reaction

un-evangelized will help them to proclaim the

gospel diligently (Aldrich 202).
A

None

The mutual love of the outreach team

hopeless slavery.

his

fellow countryperson by

a

John D. Hannah

people's slavery,

oppressed brethren by killing

stranger. Commenting

on

writes, "Moses protected one of his
sand

(110).

seeing his people's pain because

was

moved with

compassion towards the sufferer,

and

a

just indignation

at the

"he

Moses

wrongdoer bound to

avenge

the blood of a brother"

(Robert Jamieson, Exodus 2:12, 2�** col.282).Most human beings

have this

feeling.

same

natural

Dislocation continues
restlessness that

throughout history because

of the human

continually keeps people inwardly guilty due to the

spiritual

lack of peace within

themselves, between their spirits and God, and between neighbors. Though

philosophies

such

and thus is "well

total

as

Pelagianisme

argue that

humanity was not affected by original

depravity that brought man under sin's power.

'have

or

on

a

the

result of that inner distortion, sin

not "for all have smned and fall short of the

3:23). Taking advantage

system "based

As

sin

reigning totally over him and producing death power within him

whether he likes it
Romans

some

morally and spiritually" (Evans 132), Scriptures strongly declare

has enslaved man,

'

Moses'

Egyptian and hiding his body in the

an

could not remain at peace while

a

of humankind's

pride, selfishness,

given themselves

over

lust and

vulnerability,

glory of God"

Satan

brought up

a

world

greed" (O'Donovan 191) because people

the services of other

gods (money, power, prestige,

.

.

.)
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rather than centermg their

life in the

city's

worship

of the Lord God

(Robert C. Linthicum

42).
Since sinfiil desires will
move,

leaving their usual

satisfaction. The
nations and

never

be

settlements to go elsewhere either for

prophetic

messages talk about wars,

kingdoms, famines,

"There will be terrible times

m

and

rumors

on

the

safety or flesh

of wars, tension between

earthquakes (Matt. 24:6-7).Second Timothy states,

the last

days (3:1).

situation may seem, the church has been

responsibility to

hilly satisfied, people will always be

face this dislocation

No matter how

threatening this

given not only the power but also the

challenge with boldness.

The focus must be

on

both

the disturbers of social peace and the victims of disturbance. However, the church

responsibility is
Being

aware

under the

not to fertilize tensions of animosity

of the

yoke

manipulative machinery of the

existing within

oppressors to maintain their victims

of any kind of slavery, the church must

those inhuman stmctures

as

social communities.

courageously stand and denounce

stated here:

Thus Christians should mobilize themselves to petition through all
available channels including legislation, the media, intemational church
�

organizations ^to redress the causes of the injustices
which compel refugees to flee. Letters can be written to political figures
who control the decision-making process. Under certain circumstances,
and humanitarian

�

.

.

demonstrations and marches may even be used to call the attention of
those in power to the plight for refugees. (Lausanne Committee 11)
Such

a

responsibility is

followers of Christ

as

indeed very risky but must be

John the

Baptist dared to

Herod's misbehavior ended up to

a

Evangelical

though his

audacious reaction

against

martyrdom.

Put in this research context, the Mao

the Boma

act

implemented sacrificially by the

people have the right to receive

churches in which the Kikuku church may play the

care

from

pioneer role.
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As

already mentioned, though these people

have

acquired total self-support in terms

partially secure.

That partial

un-evangelized.

The basic

to

respond to

the

as

refugees,

of fmances and

after

concem

a

long stay, they

foods, making them feel

security does not solve their spnitual

condition of bemg still

of the Kikuku church in relation to the Mao mission is

long-time challenge

this is time for churches and
the

settled

of the Boma church "because

para-church agencies

unreached, and to launch new efforts

eamestly for the

to pray

achieve world

to

we are

convinced that
salvation of

evangelization" (Stott 23).

Unless the church acts for the benefit of the lost its faith is useless.
The

Wesleyan Understanding

of Personal and Social Holiness

Though the Methodist movement is basically similar to evangelical doctrine, they
do not

completely agree

in terms of perfection and predestination.

"Wesley believed it possible
to his

neighbor-and such

for

a

Christian to attain

right mling motives-love to

attainment would free from sin"

quotes the Wesleyan thought

on

the two

senses

Conceming perfection,

(Walker 461).

of Christian

separated these two

Christian life identified

meaning

of teaching,

senses

by Apostle John in

one

Reve' M. Pete

perfection: "They are

from outward sin and purified from inward sin. He identified inward sin

and evil tempers. He

God and

of perfection

as

evil

thoughts

according to stages

1 John 2:12-14". In order to have

must observe the continuation of Wesley's

a

thoughts

free

of

complete
in the

following:
[This

attitude

was

just]

an

aim rather than

a

frequently completed

achievement; however, it may have appeared to

some

of his followers. No

positive than he that the salvation evidences itself in
life of active, strenuous obedience to the will of God (Walker 461).
man was ever more

a
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Trying to explain in details the Wesleyan thoughts conceming the new birth,
Bainton
occurs

gives

in

some

details in the

somebody's

conduct

Roland H.

following lines illustrating practically the change that

through the spiritual renewal performed by Christ:

[W]hen the love of the world is changed mto the love of God; pride into
humility, passion into meekness; hatred, envy, malice into a sincere,
tender, dismterested love for all mankind. In a word, it is that change
whereby the earthly, sensual, devilish mind is tumed into the "mind which
was in Jesus Christ." This is the nature of the
that is bom of the Spuit." (358)

Once

one

abandon his life to Christ

by faith,

automatically the new life that obeys

the

God's love

m

new

birth: "so is every

his heart

one

produces

spiritual guidance provided by the Holy

Scripture.
While the fu-st focus of perfection is the restoration of the

himianity and God,

the second focus

translated his emotional love

chapels, examining

prescribing

and

concems

the

through a practical

philanthropic sympathies,

orphans.

and the

one

the

financially superintending schools'

sick,

to fumish schools and

coarseness

and

based minister,

poorer

members,

(Walker 469).

Wesley's interpersonal relationship

indifferent before the inhuman

practice

of slave

spoke

out

on

looking in its

Methodism, imder

to

provide work,

and to

As

a

to

overcome

care

for

the

pragmatic biblically

message could not leave him

trading,

which he had to

visited the British colony of Georgia in North America. There he
slaves froml736-37.He

forward

shock treatment for mental illness, to

inexpensive reading lessons,
lower classes

bmtality of the

aid charities, and

was

shared this trait.

Wesley's leadership, pioneered the use of electric
assist

by forming societies, opening

The Methodist movement

evangelicals

between

interpersonal relationship. Wesley

commissioning preachers, administering

for the sick and

relationship

the issue. He wrote and

came

even

see

when he

into contact with

preached against the
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practice, instigating public protests, particularly in Bristol,
at

ports

the time. His

slavery made him

passion

for all the slave

angry to the

Believing in

God is

a

one

of the foremost slave trade

traders, the slave

owners, and the victims of

point of putting himself at risk (B. Carey;

touch that will

never

"John Wesley").

leave the believer ungodly. The hidden

agreement between humanity and God and the intimacy that takes place within the
human heart ends up

divine action

producing

visible

a

operation in somebody's
of the

understanding

testimony that everyone

life. Dennis Bratcher

can see

to confirm the

emphasizes Wesley's

practical life:

Wesley came to realize that a religion that does not impact how
people live their lives in the "nitty-gritty" of day to day experience is not
much of a religion. When a person allows the transforming presence of
God into their life, He will begin "re-creating" the person from the inside
out. Growth is a vital part of the ongoing Christian life. That growth is not
only personal and intemal. Genuine heart rehgion will always [original
emphasis] result in a tuming outward (Bratcher).
John

Those who would stay mdifferent to the condition of dislocated
in

a

refugee setting, have

to

one

of the three forms of the

by its

focus either

than

group. When

a

on a

either in exile

or

reconsider their understanding of the Christian lifestyle.
Research

As

people,

program,

an

dealing with

a

Design

-

Case

Study

ethnographic research,

event,

or an

a case

distinguishes

itself

activity that involve individuals rather

group, this research

auns on

die activities

accomplished by members (Creswell, Educational Research 476)
Qualitative
For

restricted

a case

to

research is

Method in the Case

a

an

Study

study, John W. Creswell writes that the collection

of data is not

particular method. Following the principles of a qualitative study,
in-depdi exploration

of a bounded system based

on

this

extensive collection of
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data

(Educational Research 476).

the research

subject.

This

The mtent of case

activity includes in-depth interviewing

participant observation of a situation.
reveals how
In

spite

conceming
involves

people

In

slight elements

in

descriptive (Parhasarathy).In an ethnographic

their

(Hayes)

and that

"[c]ase studies

called informants instead of simple

than just

a

written

it

case

study

understanding the context and taking it into account when

exploratory,

more

and continual

of difference in the arguments of scholars

situation"

are

of

image

(Research Design 199-200).

interpreting die

the data

entire

study in field research, they aU recognize in general that "[a]

spending time

or

an

attempting to capture the whole picture,

describe and structure their world

of some

a case

study is to have

worldview, which justifies their behavior.

for their cmcial role both in

assessing the

qualitative research method was

In

to

case

the

providers

a

of

forth

wider content of

phenomenon and working together

chosen because of its

of the

topic,

the

flexibility in collecting and dealing
using this approach. First,

according to

the norms,

identifying the participants

and the site. Since the researcher is

social circles, second, he

she must ask permission to

or

study,

Considering the nature

collect the data

explanatory,

addition, they are called participants

with the data. The researcher needs to take five steps in

Creswell writes that in order

as

daily explanations

concemed

with the researcher for the needed outcome.

be

respondents because they bring

but reveal in their

answer

can

access

to determine the nature of the data to collect. The fourth

entering

one

has to start

into

by

people's

that site. The third step is

concems

the constmction of data

collection forms, and the final step pays great attention to the administrative and the
ethical considerations in

qualitative approach,

collecting the

data

(Educational Research 212). Describing the

Fiona presents its distinctive character in the

following:
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Qualitative research provides the opportunity to mvestigate and express
diversity and richness of social life m a manner that is different from

the
the

experimental, quasi-experimental, and survey approaches that have
traditionally tended to be employed in quantitative research. Qualitative

research is able to work with mtricacies and differences of social
meanmg
m ways that permit a nuanced and
complex understandmg of the reasons
that social actors do the things that
they do. Consequently, research
conducted using a qualitative framework addresses different
uses

different

questions,

methods, analyses,

and

and attempts to draw different
conclusions than research conducted from withm a
quantitative framework

data,

(56)
The

diversity of methods helps the researcher to get mformation

perspectives

for

a

considerable amount of the needed data. The

structured-interviews. While

from various

study also used

semi

trying to get information from eitiier the respondents

informants, the researcher can decide to conduct observations

as

or

the

part of a qualitative

study.

Being

a

Participant

When I
was

watching.

began my observations,

At this

consent. Even in

I informed the

Observer

the

me

to the

people

I

point, I briefly described my study and gained the participants'

cases

participants

practice helped to

the senior pastor introduced

avoid

such

as

this

about this

one

where the research is done in

a

church

particular work and gained their agreement.

setting,
This

superficiality and allowed their hearty involvement. During the

observation, I remained relatively quiet and inconspicuous yet fiiendly to anyone who

approached me. I certainly
relationships

did not want to

with me, and, later,

we

discourage people

became

from

mutually confident.

developing

In

taking field notes,

considered dividing each page into two columns. On the left column
observations (e.g.,

making notes, drawing maps),

preliminary interpretations

as

and

on

the

explained by Leedy (145-46).

were

right column,

I

recorded my
I wrote my
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The interviews

yielded a considerable

amount of usefiil information when

properly conducted. Questions to get information may be related to

any of the

following

domains, including facts (e.g., bibliographical information), people's beliefs and
about the facts,

perspectives
behavior
reasons

(i.e.,

desirable

people thmk should be done in certain situations),

what

for actions

feelings, motives, present and past behavior,

or

and conscious

feelings (e.g., why people that engaging in a particular behavior is

undesirable; Leedy 146).

or

Obtaining information on past events requires the memory as the
one we

still have to take into account unfaithfiil memories of a human

For the most

on

part, they recall what happened based

real facts. In

a

qualitative study, questions
few central

revolving around a
at the

same

time in

a

questions.

introduced my issues and
that everyone

participants

more

people

guided the

either

discuss

a

more

wanting to

informative than

tiian

examme

the

beliefs rather than

more

than ten

for

one

participants
or

twelve

to two hours. I

ensure

These focus groups

(1)

tune is

lunited; (2)

alone; (3) interaction

among

individually conducted mterviews; and, (4) the
or

point of preparing the research design,

die research had to

or

conversation. I led the discussions make to

talkmg in a group

though

being in general.

interview many

particular issue

having difficulty interpreting what he

At diis

source

open-ended or semi-stmctured,

each. The focus is necessary when

comfortable

may be

researcher is

When

their attitudes

participated while I stayed focused on the topic.

included about six
feel

are

on

focus group, Creswell suggests that not

people gather around the researcher to

people

standards for

she has observed
the

(Leedy 146).

previous understanding was that

population as much as possible as explained by Leedy:

in
Having been akeady selected on the basis of the criteria given chapter
an experimental treatment, and
one, the group was observed, submitted to
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again. Practically, the first observation was done through
question. The treatment was the second step during
which was given the teaching. Then came the third question as a post-test
with purpose of observing the change that had occurred to the respondents
after the teaching. (225)
observed

once

the first research

This

design is

a

logical principle used in ethnographic research, which is known

to be concentrated in fieldwork that includes

collecting means (Wiersma 278).
data

objectively and reliably.

group

The present research used three instruments to collect

These

means

included participant observation by the focus

the standardized interview with semi-stmctured interview

participants,

and the

observation, interview, and other data

open-ended interview questions.

Selecting subjects to be part of the sample is not only a complex
a

delicate

the

questions,

one

reason

that

of any

requires

research abilities. To avoid any

exercise but also

ambiguity on this enterprise,

sample must openly clarify the manner of its

choice

as

Leedy explains:

carefully chosen that through it the researcher is
population in the same
were
the
researcher in fact to inspect
seen
relationship that they would be
the total population. (199)
The

sample

able to

One must then make

see

sure

should be

so

all the characteristics of the total

that his

the researcher is trymg to get

population representative will

avail the result the result

objectively

Informant Selection

Much confidence

comes

from the components of this

sample

tmstful criteria of choice taken into consideration. To attain these

population

for the

in order to set

due to relevant

or

qualities," [T]he

study must be carefully chosen, clearly defmed, specifically delimited

precise parameters

Using these instmctions

for

ensuring

discreteness to the

population (Leedy 187).

in tiiis research context, the mission team had to include die

spfritual, technical, intellectual,

and material

means

needed for this Mao outreach
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purpose. This

variety of participants helped measure

toward groups of people,

organizations,

attitudes that reveal

and institutions.

predisposition

Measuring attitudes raise

questions related to feelings, actions, and potential actions (Patten 33).

My research plan was to have three

observmg

and sometimes

researcher is called
a

a

taking part in their activities.

participant-observer,

population from who

successive visits inside the

will

come

the

Such

hi this research

answers to

an

population,

mtentional

in-group

design, die researcher observes

the research questions. As confmned

Creswell, sharing experiences alongside with the research population is

strategies allowed by scientists to collect information

in the

one

by

of die

quahtative research:

To truly leam about a situation, you can become involved in activities at
the research site. This offers excellent
opportunities to see experiences
from the views of participants. A
participant observer is an observational

role

adopted by researchers when they take part in activities in the settmg
they observe. As a participant, you assume the role of an 'inside' observer
who actually engages in activities at the study site. At the same time
you
are participating in activities,
you record information {Educational
Research 222)

In the above case, the researcher does not

targeted site
more on

of study.

Rather, he is

their world view and then

simply read or hear about the population of the

in then midst for

a

I not

understand

only

listening to provide data related to

understanding of the Kikuku outreach team on the beliefs,

of the Mao

moment to

practices. Applied to this research,

observed but also conducted interviews in addition to
the

determined

attitudes and the behavior

people.
Summary

Various biblical
with

as

well

as

theological principles have been displayed alongside

multiple understanding on the nature

of the

challenge facing the

church

conceming
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the outreach to
any dislocated people group. As Creswell
new

ideas drawn from all the

sources

summarize every

survey that

postmodem church

particular targets

socio-spiritual

with its milhons of dislocated

have lost both their critical

they may open themselves

to any

in that particular situation but
as a rescue

message of the tme
meanmg,

laws.

populations

particular outreach agenda for these victuns.

have to msh

it and presentmg

and

reftigees

around die world needs to

Due to dieir

vuhierability,

thinkmg and then objective judgment.

spiritual message pretending to

offer

As

some

a

result,

way of survival

a

actually leading them to then own perdition.

Churches

team to such groups of people in order to offer them the
pure

hope

in Jesus Christ for

a new

hfe that

graciously provides

for

freedom, identity, and value (Kung 296).

calamities and many other human-made

actions have to be

applauded, encouraged,

world should know that

refugees,

on

earth

no

no

the

or

and

these cannot to be taken

safety of the victims.

even

matter the numerous

matter its

Various natural

tragedies long after humanitarian operations.

Such interventions contribute to the survival

Nothing

hterature

Therefore, the

Evangelism is up to now the priority of church commitment.

among the

a

to

of the church. All the

including: widows, orphans, mdigents, ahens,

need particular consideration in the biblical

refugees

the

gives much understanding of the issue {Educational Research 110).

vuhierable social groups,

a

technically,

point, researchers use procedures

study, providing a clear reference to

The dislocated people groups need to be

have

that

consulted make the constmction of the actual

written summary of the needed substance. At this

help

explains

as

These world

promoted. However,

the Christian

philanthropic agencies intervening
substitutes for the

gospel message.

high value will replace the saving message

of the

gospel

in
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someone's life. While

church have to be about

Openness
a

to

several domains, both the focus and the

helping in

sharing the gospel to the displaced.

God's love makes

one

excited for outreach

ministry.

genuine heart for the outreach ministry, the messenger must have

intimacy between God and the gospel presenter.
love would like to present the
has

a

great desire

without Christ is

spiritually dead,

humanity is under
Christ's
who

can

curse

found, the

same

unique

restore peace

not

accomplished through

mediation makes

between the

and restored to holiness and

reason

a

Lord is one"

Jesus

a

sinful heart.

Knowing that

saving gospel.

evangelism indispensible.

Since he is the

not

a

only

sinful man, that exclusive role of

men

will

eventually be

saved

foundation in biblical

postmodem religious improvement as

pretention of the ignorance because
variety of gods (Exod. 20:23;

YHWH insists

hi dieh

Everyone

of the

on

Jos.

the Old and

24:15).

In

bemg the only God worthy of

repeated in his teaching: "Hear,

(Mark 12:29).

others

that motivate Christians to share their message to

the New Testament literature is full of a

multiplicity of gods,

Since God

his omissions but because

happiness" (Tallman 208), has no

scholars think. Rather, it is just

worship just as

or

spread the news

holy God and the

theology. Holding belief in polytheism is

of that

favor of God's

fallen Adam. God's holiness may not be

the non-Christians. Universalism, which believes that "all

spite

experiences the

spiritual

passion is transmitted to the

because of his deeds

drives Christians to

Christ is then another powerful

some

inner

an

reality to those who have not yet tasted it.

through the

don'ts and the dos

by the

Whoever

In order to have

children who devote themselves for the sake of their God.

of the sinful nature mherited
attained

same

to have the lost

through his loving

priority of the

time, the aposdes

O

Israel, the Lord our God, the

were

confronted with die

reality of
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gods (Acts 17:22-25; 19:24-25) but did not change their unique message of Christ as

only mediator between
could hear here and
the

God and humans

die

(ITim. 2:5). No matter what messages they

there, they could not compromise

Leshe

as

Newbigin explains it in

following lines:
The world into which the fnst Christians carried the
gospel was a
religiously plural world and as letters of Paul show in diat world of
many lords and many gods, Christians had to work out what it means that
in fact Jesus alone is Lord (157).
-

-

Though the

creation may reveal

just mdimentary compared to
content.

Therefore,

with God

the

the

unique message

gods,

in Africa

gospel has

throughout the

not

pretend to be

given

aware

people

created in God's

m

touch

any clue to such

entire content of Scripture to be the

and the sinftil person. Victims of spiritual

hijacks

spiritual powers need to hear

of freedom in Christ.

of the

group has to be

an

object of a whole plan starting

spiritual reality before passing to

outreach action. God claims every

and

as

mapping, targeting, socializing (bemg acquainted with the concemed),

becoming

races

well

other mediators, and other

Any un-evangelized people
from the

as

the message of the

unique mediator between the holy God
other

revelation is

understanding that man receives through biblical

altematives. Jesus Christ is presented

are m

possibility of a supreme being, this

if people around the world

through otiier faiths,

whose faiths

a

of the world

are

They all

concrete contextualized

single person through the

Church's action. All the

equally valuable before their Creator they are

image (Miller 188)

God addresses them all.

a

are

equality because the biblical gospel

and must be concemed with outreach
accountable to

fits all

and

all

ministry. Thus,

God; they have all dignity and

(Wright 422-4). Nothing would move

a
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preacher towards

a

non-regenerated human bemg except the fact that he

image of God and has spiritually the
In

human

reaching out,

one

same

must have

a

strength nor may power produce

sinful nature

onlyfrom

originated

God. Two

value

total
a

so

also the

by the expectation of God's

it is obvious that the truth

ministry have

a

total

on

on

the

planet.

Just

truth. No

as

the

preacher of the gospel will
On the contrary, the

intervention in the life of the sinner.

power encounter

dependence

the

holy divine nature originates

pretend to accomplish a certain spiritual renewal in others.
is motivated

on

dependency on God's power. Neither

out of this

come

any other person

she is the

godly change in somebody's life.

from humans' nature,

principles

as

or

requires that those

preacher

Elsewhere,

involved in outreach

supematural power of the Almighty God for their

victory in daily spiritual battles.
All the Christian

unreached is not

an

body must be involved in

exclusive task of a

outreach

ministry. Reachmg out to the

particular or a specific group

of churches. On the

contrary, all local church members of all nations and all continents of the world have
be

dynamically involved in the proclamation of the gospel as

an

duty for both its vitality and its expansion. Through diis action,

opportunity to be told about Jesus
in the wholehearted

personal

Christ in order "to

comer as a

people's

die hearers

respond to hun as

are

given

all the universal Church

an

Savior and Lord

(Johnston 371).

In

depart from every comer of the planet towards

global activity diat mcludes

Tmst in God's

mdispensible church

commitment of repentance and faith"

odier words, outreach missions must

every

body.

transforming power motivates the evangelist to expect change

miraculous
lives. It also overlooks human resistance. Rather, it expects

for any sinner who receives die message of die

gospel,

as

it

was

to

die

case

for die

in

change
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Ninevites. Just

as

Craig Van Gelder reaffirms that assurance in the following,

church should expect to change
out of new nature"

engaged in

(155).

outreach

Such

as

a

ministry to

the

confidence in

go to the

fi-om this divine and miraculous offer
God's

preacher. Roland Allen explains
themselves to the message of the
mitiative without

power is in them

as

mature Christian church

The

matter their

spiritual

"The

a

new

condition.

hfe

m

them benefit

Believing on
to the

people who
the

living

anyone

great motivation

Spirit of Christ is

open

spirit of initiative.

Christ, with Christ they should not fail to have

If

it. That

responsibility of caring for itself and

by reaching the un-evangelized.

Here is then the exhibition of a

clearly demonstrated by the intrinsic power of a self-

dynamic

church has got the

having them

un-evangelized m order to help

how God creates the

gospel:

about transformed lives

spiritual power encourages

the Kikuku church must take its

all adult churches

propagation.

bring

by the gifi: of the Holy Ghost" (146).

Practically,
act

no

to

in the sinner's life who believes will be

hnpulsion

they had no

Spirit works

"And the

of self-propagation becomes fimctional when the

planted

capacity of reaching out to others, presenting them the message,

decide for Christ, and

letting them become incorporated into the

local

community.
The death of millions of lives in the world

and

indispensable

of life

etemal
lost.

on a

daily basis

shows both the urgent

character of outreach mission. Furthermore, the belief in the

beyond death

and the

contmuity

expectation of both the everlastmg joy for the believer and

punishment for the unbeliever must motivate the

church to

plan for outreach to the
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and

As

one

of launching

of the

evangehcal

Purpose

churches in Boma, the Kikuku church has the

evangelistic incursions to the unreached site Mao people group

some

last quarter of the year 2007. Because all

previous attempts failed, I decided to

research with the purpose of preparing the Kikuku
the Mao
to

people

expect

are, the

success.

obligation

This

reason

for the last

chapter describes

in the

conduct

church to understand who

indigenous

failure, and a new approach to apply in order

the research

methodology utilized in preparing

the Kikuku church team to fulfill these three purposes.

This
northem

people

group fled

Angola in the

Refugees,

Congo allowed them to settle

as

the

same

seven

refugees

m

culture

as

a

fighting repeatedly taking place

Having

on

the river way to Matadi. These

people

Bakongo ethnic

having

the

that of the Kikuku people with whom

cultural. However, both

people

are

Republic

Valley located alongside the Congo

subgroup belonging to

sunilar because

in

subscribed to the instmctions of the

the government of the Democratic

the Mao

kilometers from Boma

Basolongo,

from the

sixties and seventies.

United Nations Charter for

about

as

group

of

River coast
are

known

ahnost the

they intermarry usually without any

one

group

originated from Angola,

whereas the other is made of Congo natives.

Unfortunately,

no

attention

was

paid by Christian movements to the spiritual

situation of this dislocated and hidden people group from the time of their settlement in
the Mao

area.

On the contrary,

religious movements

they have been taken as spiritual hostages by various

among which may is

Kimbanguism,

which claims

a

Black Afiican
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local
the

of the three founders' relatives

trinity made

following generations.

Apostolic

and the

strong emphasis

To this movement

are

who, they

continually incamate

added two others known

as

Mpeve Yanlongo, which translates literally as Holy Spirit.

on

trembling and fortune-telling.

Their interminable

present the message of salvation in Jesus Christ but have

mysteriously the

say,

causes

and

reasons

of the

a

the Neo-

It has

speeches

particular focus

in

on

a

do not

revealing

suffering experienced by some people with the

pretense of providing supematural solutions.
In most cases,

some

unwanted

family members

are

though they may in many instances simply be the victims
fortune tellers seldom
because

exclusively gifted for the purpose
Though they read

some

messages that fit then

people,

the so-called

either himdreds

or

religious purposes.

evangelical

defend themselves in court

selective and

of delivering those enslaved

selected texts of the Bible,
In

spite

groups of Boma

pretend to be

by spiritual

they distort its

of this

sorcerers

of marginalization. These

stigmatize people with the power to

they fear being reprimanded. Thus, they must be

declared to be

dark powers.

content to convey

sphitual tragedy within the Mao

delight in then church worship with

thousands of attendees. One of the Christian groups

witnessing diis

situation is the Kikuku Alliance Church, located at the border of Boma where it faces the
Mao Mountains.

As

aheady worded earlier,

the purpose of this research

team in order to be able to reach the Mao

people

as

well

as

points. However,

people are the

people.

Due to then

was

to prepare the Kikuku

proximity,

the Kikuku

the Mao share similar cultures, which resemble each other
that apparent Idceness must not

same

quickly lead one to

on

many

deduce that both
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Any field research focusing
targeted for outreach

population.

In other

must be

on

aware

understanding the

socio-cultural context of people

of possible varieties within the individuals of the

words, though they may seem similar to others, they still have

some

fimdamental differences. The Kikuku team needs to apprehend through its technical visits
elements that reveal who the Mao
way to

success

outreach team

people

in ftiture outreach. As

through

an

a

are.

preconceived endeavor opens

the

ethnographic study of the Mao people.

study focused on three questions

to prepare the Kikuku church to

provided

a

result, this research wanted to prepare that

Research

The

Such

at this level assessed

Questions
that flowed

logically from the problem how

evangelize the Mao people.

The three research

(1) the Kikuku team's knowledge

of the Mao

questions

people's

worldview, (2) the factors suspected to have contributed to the 2007 outreach failure, and

(3) the

team's

Research

proposed strategies

beliefs
The

people boldly in

future.

#1

Question

What is the

to reach the Mao

knowledge base of the Kikuku

and practices

of the Mao people before

church outreach team

regarding the

and after the visits to the site?

investigations helped determine the knowledge base of the Kikuku mission team

concemmg the Mao

Research

Question

people's worldview.
#2

What factors led the 2007 Kikuku outreach team
Mao people

before and after the visits

to

the site? The

to

failure in reaching out to

question sought to diagnose

suspected factors that might have contributed actively and passively

to the failure

the

all
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experienced by the 2007 Kikuku mission team in its attempts

to reach out to the Mao

people.
Research Question #3
What strategies should the Kikuku church utilize to

The

evangelize the Mao people effectively in order to plant a church there.
Population

While
the best

with four

included the

of its

team to

four

interest

(4)six

following: (1)

who

for its

launch

an

representatives
m

were

joming the

inquiry must focus

developed

(p. 82), diey all

who represent the

confidendy and keep

on

prevailing m prayer;

attracting people, creating

interpreting the gospel through then smgmg; and,

msights acquired through readmgs

some

practical principles

to

Widi

and class discussions,

help the team have more light

respondents belonged to the sub-tribes that make up the

from which

came

clear

Evangehcal School of Theology's mission department.

needed in the process. All the

Kongo ethnic group

a

and determination of the

of three active choirs for their role in

audience and

of the

selected group of the Kikuku church committee

at the center of the church activities with

invisible assault

students of the Boma

these students

a

spiritual impact on the readiness

the freshness of diefr various

4.1

Creswell says that the

strength and its weaknesses; (2)four members

intercessory group

global

Participants

dealing with qualitative research,

participants

knowledge

and

understanding of any phenomenon studied (213).The components

participants

(3)

the Mao people?

question helped discover appropriate strategies that may be used by the Kikuku

mission team to

on

evangelize

originated the word Congo.

As

clearly indicated m Table

from five sub-tribes. The various ages of diese

participants
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ranged from 23

to 61 years old and their duration of stay at Kikuku

fifty-one years.

In

short,

a

total of eighteen

Design
This

collection:

case

(1)

a

standardized survey

mission had remamed

as a

participants took part in this research.

of the

Study

proximity to make use

questionnaire, (2)
and

(4)

a

m

the

garden,

same

experience with these villagers,

of some informal talks with die

Description

of the

At the

people
the

in

oblige

concem.

him

advantage of

various
in

settings

houses,

walk

together

After every talk with these groups,

the

procedures

that

insight,

including the

as a

participant

guide the researcher in data

her to leam about the culture of the

people.

Project

beginning

of the first attempts of the Kikuku church to visit the Mao

2007, 1 was the senior pastor of this church. Two

Asbury DMin program,

2009. In October 2010, 1
two

or

m

had

occasions, I tried to make the conversations revolve

ethnographic designs,

collection must

I took

participants

an

The Mao outreach

during which I had to

mission team, I used my field notebook to note the needed

observer. In

mterview,(3)

evening conversations

and any hazardous occasion

with the concemed. At all those
around the Mao mission

semi-stmctured

participant observation.

that included visits to create space for familiar talks,
break time

a

of data

pending challenge for which the Kdcuku church members

permanent guift. Sharing the

this

from four to

study applied a qualitative design that included four means

open-ended mterview questionnahe,

a

was

incoming pastors.

years

later, while working

I transformed this church mission into

was

transferred to

I then had the

a new

a

research

in

church, leaving the field of study to

obligation of explaining my project to

to remain in touch with the Kikuku church for the

topic

on

them in order

continuity of the research.

Both pastors
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recognized die issue and promised to cooperate with me in order to maintain

participants, avoiding all risks
The

of research

mtermption.

senior pastor talked with the research

new

participants

about the

resuming the aheady-existmg mission project of the Kikuku church.
on

2 June 201

1,

1 wrote to the official

cooperate with the Kikuku church leaders

not motivated

m

expressmg the

willmgness to restart the

began and stopped m 2007.

input to

academic

by an

2009 this ecclesiastical

purposes. I

challenge as

enterprise. Only after its
an

logically the

The first

socio-cultural

become

an

academic

by the researcher.

In addition

research
to Mao

as

2007

and the academic

of evangelism.
on

4 June 201 1 in the Kikuku

explamed to them how the
church members

as

six students of the mission

old church

the

to

project had

participants guided

department of the Boma

The presence of the mission students focused

involved in the research
on

were

m

story of the Mao mission to the participants

study with the Kdcuku

Theological Seminary.

information

principles

I retold the

refresh their minds about the issue and

people

issue to reconsider outreach for academic

meeting with the participants took place

temple. During that gathering,

Mao

failure did I consider in

hoped for a possible breakthrough based on both sphitual

test

With that assurance,

hi diat fnst official contact, I had to

However, the fnst attempts of the Kikuku church to reach die
were

possibility of

authority established at Mao by the Boma

jurisdiction to represent the Congo government,

outreach mission that

the

access to

my partners in the data collection and to

on

two

goals:

to

get

put their academic

ethnographic study into practice for future ministry. I explained the

problem and purpose of the project.

At diat time I also confirmed the dnee

scheduled for the dates of 12, 19, and 26 June 201 1. One of die

reasons

trips

for diose
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successive

trips was the presence

leave for school break

at the

seminary in October 201 1
The

participants

hours. I handed out the

of the students involved in that mission who had to

begmnmg of July 201 1 They could only retum to the
.

rejom the

to

were

focus group.

told in advance that the

questionnaires related to

meeting would last about two

the three research

block administered before the first 201 1 visit intended to
base of the Kikuku team

might have

same

scenario

administration of the

insights

same

noticed in the

was

a

repeated after the

(3) the

Mao mission.

second

trip to

the Mao

people by the

block of questions. This mid-test intended to find out

knowledge

worldview, the assumptions

on

of the Kikuku outreach team

which factors

they attributed to

failure, and the strategies they believed could be effective
Mao

factors that

contributed to the failure of the 2007 Kikuku outreach team, and
for

first

determme(l) the knowledge

conceming the Mao people's worldview, (2) the

strategies believed to be currently effective
The

questions. The

at

on

the Mao

new

people's

their 2007 outreach

present

to reach out to the

people.
Thirdly,

I had

a

posttest that took place after the third visit using the

intended to observe the

same

possible innovative changes that occurred in

instrument. This

one

the Kikuku team

conceming their knowledge of the Mao people's worldview,

assumptions to which they attributed dieir 2007 failure,
could be effective to reach out to the Mao
The exercise

was

not

a mere

people

Mao

strategies they believed

group.

repetition of a method. Rather,

focus at each level. The pretest revealed the

conceming the

and die

people's worldview,

the

I had

a

particular

knowledge of the Kikuku outreach team

the factors to which

diey attributed the 2007
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failure and the methods they thought could be used by then before the fresh first visit of
the site. The mid-test that took
place after the second trip revealed
a

result of the

of all the

repeated

encounters

strategic trips

with the Mao

aimed to reveal the

people.

possible

those three observable facts for which the outreach

The posttest that

innovative

was

some new

elements

came

as

at the end

changes that occurred on

preoccupied.

Instrumentation
I had

a

group of eighteen members with whom I worked

as a

to listen to them and share information about related to the research

conversing with the people
mission,

I

and

gained some insights

conceming the

Mao

participant-observer

topic.

While

observmg their way of hfe in the perspective
into the

knowledge

people's worldview,

of the Mao

of the Kikuku outreach team

the factors to which

they attributed the 2007

failure, and the methods they thought could be used for success. These investigations
used

a

well

as

series of standardized, semi-stmctured, and

open-ended mterview questions

as

participant-observation.

Reliability

and

Validity

Throughout various steps
principles

of the research, the

drawn from other sources,

needed value. The

consistency of the materials

especially on the

and the

outreach theme involved the

composition of the population had an mtrinsic dynamism that was

predisposed to provide balanced elements in the responses as

it included church

elders,

choristers, intercessors, and students for the credible, reliable, and valuable purposes. The
aim of this

variety was

to maximize the

findings" (Creswell 195).

possibilities

of

"accuracy and credibility on the
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Of the

chose

eight primary strategies frequently used to

member-checking.

accuracy of the
or

accurate"

seemed to

as

and

participants

(196).

quahtative research,

explained by Creswell, "detemiine[s]

quahtative fmdings through taking the

themes back to

are

This strategy,

validate

final report

the needed

determining whether these participants

passion whose reality in the

credibility because of the nature

the

specific descriptions

or

feel that

In the context of preparing the Kikuku outreach team, this

respond to

I

of the

they

strategy

participants'

field matched with the written report.
Data Collection

Four

major sources helped to

standardized survey

questions

questions,

that all assessed the

collect the data. First

semi-structured survey

was

questions,

participants' knowledge base

worldview before the 201 1 visits of the site, the

the pretest made of
and

open-ended survey

of the Mao

assumptions

to which

people's

they attributed the

2007 outreach

failure, and the strategies they thought would effectively work currently to

reach the Mao

people.

The second instrument

was

the pretest but administered after two visits. This
three factors
It

on

repeated the

my

same

brought new

questions but took place
one

revealed many

insights

content

elements to die

was

as

same

the thhd instrument.

after the end of the third

more

same

strategic plaimed

into the focus

areas.

personal participant observations based on those three aspects

the three research

The fourth

contained

m

questions.
Data

I

one

which the first instrument focused. The posttest

series of trips. This last
one was

the mid-test with the

Analysis

implemented three different methods

of analyzmg the data, hiformation received

widi information collected dnough die
through my participant observation was compared
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interviews at all levels,
to reveal material

using

content

conceming the three

including the pre-test, the mid-test,

The data of the

analysis.
areas

of focus for all three

questionnaires

and the post-test.

I made observations at three levels. I first

before and after the mid-test. Second, I

compared the informants' elements

compared the

mid-test to those revealed at the posttest.
of the situation to the current

eighteen participants had

same

elements received

during the

Third, I compared then primitive understanding

one.

Ethical Considerations
After many years at

Kikuku, I have become

point that many identify me
these

as one

of this sub-tribe. However, I

people not only a pastor but especially as

misunderstanding,

I deal with it

project was concemed,

none

respondent. Everything was

very familiar with the

prayerfully in

a

Christian. In

of the outcomes of this research
both

people

human
with

groups do not behave the

being becomes

dignity.

Lmda S.

an

have

a

negative

the researcher's

same

way

object of research,

influence
manner

the

those

Sievert say,

They have to

Once

a

respondent
must

always

that then work does not

No matter his

feel

this

field researches related

respondents may disqualify him

if not resentful.

as

agreement

an

"Anthropologists

ensure

with

threat to any

working with animals.

people they study" (96).

of treating the

participants unresponsive,

as

working in

issues, trying particularly to

on

As far

the researcher has to value the

Walbridge and April K.

be concemed about ethical

prevail.

was a

care

to the

of any

intelligently and carefully arranged with

not to take any information outside the circle. Those
to

always take

case

order to let peace

villagers

good mtention,
or

her and make

respected, considermg their
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privacy for the
of the

social

harmony between the researcher and the targeted population.

qualities of a field researcher must be the ability to value participants.

Harry F.
but discrete"

Wolcott corroborates

through this thought:

(285), trying to respect the

sought to be objective

anything I would not want them to

do to

(285). Likewise, confidentiality was strictly applied throughout the tune of the

research

project.

All

revealed to the Mao
either for

sources

gardening, hunting,

include

couples

whose wives

valley,

either

of fmdings

people who

couples

Mao

"I have

Golden Rule. In this case, the person involved in

research must bear in mind "not to do to others
me"

One

a

or

some

young

else

people

which

that focuses

on

not

Mao wife. The

only to

none

of both sites

same

is

of them had to be

villagers

intermarry.

m

the

bush,

Some of the Kikuku
seen

in Mao with

proximity between

some

Kikuku and the

This mixture of members of

kinds of relationships has strong ties between both
in terms of confidentiality.

through faith in Jesus Christ,

emotions of excitement will

brings,

a

require great consideration
salvation

and

fishmg in the Congo River.

firom Kikuku. Due to the

community through various

peoples,

kept unknown,

sometimes meet with the Kikuku

Kikuku husband and
come

were

an

enterprise

at the end of the research all

openly be displayed because

the redeemed but also to the

Being

preachers

of the joy that the

of the

good news.

new

life
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and

Purpose

This research aimed to prepare the Kikuku outreach team to know

possible

about the Mao

people

contribute to reach them

continual circumstances of failure
Instead of tuming around the

try to plant

as a

challenge

a

church among the Mao

bringing me to

for which the church must be concemed.

scenario year after year, the

same

consider these

church, with the

responsibility of evangelizing the un-reached people had to question
involvement in its efforts.

doing,

of having

a

Finding

church

those concemed

out

why the Kikuku church

planted among the

Mao

people

is

is still

a

its

approach of

failing to

genuine

by the mission will research the manner by which

situation may be worked out to reach these

people

with the

the un-reached Mao

Lord Jesus Christ.

such

as a

once

strategize

for the future.

difficult

challenge

of

response to the Great Commission of the

they were prepared

as

could

those who would first leam the

people's worldview before criticizmg dieh mappropriate approach

order to

a

By so

gospel message. Reacting to

Assumption was that die Kdcuku evangelism team members

succeed in the Mao mission
Mao

people

face the

concem.

this concem, this research aimed to prepare the Kikuku church to face its old

reaching out to

as

effectively with the gospel. Many attempts were undertaken for

The 2007 attempt also failed in its mission,

challenge

much

in order to have fundamental information that may

years before the 2007 Kikuku outreach team to

people.

as

of the past in
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Practically,

the research

trips by the Kikuku
visits

was

executed

church team to die Mao

people.

helped the team experience the advantages

That intentional research exercise
values of the Mao

guidance to

their

cultural context
reached

church and its

series of three

pre-evangelism

Those three technical consecutive

of a social presence in

brought the team into

daily lifestyle. Elsewhere,

brought

some

people's worldview.

Before

a

a

a

targeted field.

deep understanding of the

core

people that constitute their basic traditional beliefs, which supply

present team and for

an

repetitive

considerable

These

acquired in the Mao

awareness

insights that brought to the

socio-

surface this

un

prerequisites were needed to pave the way for the

first time, I had to narrate the old

outreach attempts.

one was

to

Strategically,

refiresh the memory of the

involved in the endeavor in the past. It

was

of the aspects that I did not grasp

through my narration.

that

eventual rebirth of the Mao mission project.

travelling the

purposes. The first

some

through

also

a

experiences

of the Kikuku

this narration focused

villagers who

had

on

two

aheady been

significant moment for them to clarify

properly that could then be presented effectively

The second purpose

was

to

help the

students who also served

as

respondents, receiving information on the historical background of the mission m order to
become

acquamted widi die origms

of the task and the vicissitudes

Kdcuku church thus far. After havmg noticed how much
members

were on

the issue, I

experienced by the

more aware

aU the team

proceeded by administratmg them the questionnahes in

order to allow them to express

or

write dieir reactions to

as

well

as

their

opinions

on

each

query.

Three basic research
die

knowledge base

questions

formed die foundation of die research: (1) What is

of the Kikuku church outreach team

regardmg

die beliefs and
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practices of the Mao people before and after the visits
led the 2007 Kikuku outreach team to failure in
and after the visits to the Mao

utilize to

to the Mao

reaching out to the Mao people before

people? (3)What strategies

should the Kikuku church

effectively evangelize the Mao people? Logically, these three research questions

aimed to the purpose of preparing the Kikuku outreach team with
Mao

an awareness on

the

people's worldview, seeking out the presumed factors contributing to the failure

the

previous

the

appropriate strategies

outreach efforts,

especially those

that must be used

successfully with the gospel.

of the year 2007,

The first instrument, the pretest,

The third data collection time took

place

of

and, finally, finding out

presently in order to reach the Mao people

data before the first visit. The second data collection

last

people? (2) What factors

was

provided the

first block of

done after the first two visits.

after the team's third visit, which

was

also the

trip.
Research Timeline

The

pre-visit data gathering included my observations

from both mdividuals and die group. At this stage, my

administered the three research

what

of the Kikuku outreach team concemmg the Mao

might be the factors

outreach team, and what would be
utilize

respondents to whom I had aheady

questionnahes had to give dien opmion on what they

thought was the knowledge base

people's worldview,

that contributed to die failure of the 2007

appropriate strategies that the Kikuku team

presendy to evangelize the Mao people effectively.

to the three series of questionnahes were

second time related

to the

same

and interview responses

On this first

provided before die

series of questionnahes took

should

occasion,

answers

first visit to the field. The

place

after die two first

which brought
successive visits. This administration took place after the second visit,
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more

light to the

using the

same

visits. This

issue. Then, the final administration concluded the

three

strategic

the outreach

project.

questionnahes
exercise
It also

after the thnd
discover the

helped

investigation's cycle

trip, which completed all three research

respondents' previous understanding of

helped me note the transformation that was taking place in

the visitors' minds.

Participants

Participants with then distmctive categories
Respondents
came

center of the

in

The last group with six

church activities with

a

The other

clear

knowledge

important

three active choirs whose basic role

former Boma

Evangelical

was

group

consisted of

The first selected

strengths

class discussions

were

at the

and its weaknesses

represented the intercessory group

was

to attract the

made of four

representatives

people, creating interest

of

in the

Six mission students of the

Since October 2012, diis school has been transformed into

freshness of then various

people

School of Theology were also counted among the research

named Universite de 1' Alliance

au

a

university

Congo (Alliance University of the Congo).

Widi the

insights acquired through reading, paper presentations,

throughout then academic experience, these

practical prmciples that brought more light
die

seminary.

of its

interpreting the gospel through then singing.

respondents.

total of twelve

respondents

at the local

with the Mao mission. Four members

spiritual impact.

visited and

a

from the Kikuku church committee with four participants who

relationship

for its

villagers.

belonging to the mission department

came

clearly presented in Table 4.1.

from four different groups. Three groups with

from the Kdcuku

students
group

came

are

respondents belonged to die

to

students

developed

and

some

die outreach team for its future work. All

sub-tribes diat make up die Kongo edmic group. As
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clearly indicated in Table 4.1, they all came from five
these

participants ranged from 23

from four to

fifty-one years.

to 61 years

respondent was

opinions
a

with

a

involved

in which each
express one's

data. In short,

people

which also contributed to the

personal observations,

procedure helped testify the capability of the respondents

suitable results that focused

to reach out to the Mao

on

and have

a

the

preparation

of the Kikuku church members

biblical church planted in their midst.

Table 4.1. List of Participants
#

Age Ranges

Gender

Church

Group

Sub-Tribe

Yrs at ]

21-30 years

1
2

23
30

F

Chorister

Mukongo

7

M

Mission student

Mboma

4

M

Mission student

Nianga

4

31-40 years
3

31

4

32

M

Mission student

Yombe

4

5

35

M

Mission student

Yombe

4

6

38

F

Intercessor

Mukongo

29

7

39

F

Chorister

Mukongo

25

8

39

M

Mission student

Mboma

9

39

F

Intercessor

Mukongo

33

10

40

F

Chorister

Mukongo

22

39

4

41-50 years
11

41

M

Mission student

Nianga

12

41

M

Elder

Yombe

18

13

45

M

Catechist

Mukongo

33

14

48

M

Deacon

Mukongo

39

15

49

F

Intercessor

Mukongo

38

M

Intercessor

Mukongo

50

51-60 years
16

53

for

participants took part in this research and from whom I received

process of data collection. That

provide

variety of ministries

background that provided for a rich and helpfiil

information that also included my

to

particular duration of stay at Kikuku

by that time greatly helped each of them to

distinctive

total of eighteen mixed

old, and then length of stay at Kikuku was

The varied ages, the

each one, the difference of genders, and the

sub-tribes. The various ages of
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17

57

M

Deacon

Solongo

31

M

Elder

Mukongo

48

61 yrs- above

18

61

Research

What is the

beliefs

knowledge

and practices

investigation

questions
with

a

concemed the

knowledge base of the

Data collection

at three different

came

stages-the pretest,

to the historical

that took

place

when

different

mid-test and posttest. The research started
on

the narrative and

and students. This narrative introduced the students

opportunities to

respondents
were

based

study insights

answered
on

conceming the

from responses to the three research

minds. The mid-test

after the second visit while the posttest followed the thnd

contact, the inquiries
then mission

villagers

regarding the

to the site? The

background and refreshed the mind of the villagers'

Respondents had three
question,

outreach team

Kikuku outreach team

pretest that took place before the first visit based

conversations I had with the

first

of the Kikuku church

of the Mao people before and after the visits

people's worldview.

Mao

base

Question #1

the

deal with three

according to

then

trip.

questions. Except for the

imaginations

villagers' experience.

before the first

Students considered both

and the elements of my narrative for then first round

answers.

Figures represented m
on

(2)

the Mao

Table 4.2 mclude die

knowledge base

of the

respondents

people's worldview at the three testing pomts: (1) before travelmg to the site,

after die two first visits, and

(3) after the durd

one.

Smce I could not

study in

die cultural and traditional values of people in this lunited research, I focused
areas:

Mao

people's beliefs

on

God and

death, then

common

behaviors.
family life, and dieir other subsequent social

on

detail all
diree

motivation for startmg

Afiican

people believe generally
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in

a

creator, but after

in the former

a

Angola,

considerable moment of the dissemination of communist

many people

ideology

there, especially the youth, dismissed the existence of

God.
Pre-Visit Work

on

One could

the Mao

People's Assumed Worldview

easily observe the

agree to travel to Mao. Just to avoid
to take

part of the

negative

team in

attitude made

retuming to
resulted in

an

same

me

disappointing me as their former pastor,

previous numerous attempts

questionnaire,

to

plant a local

expressed especially by the

disappoint experiences they had in the past with that

Mao mission. Even within the twelve church members who

majority was very skeptical

realistic to retum

dissipate

on

such

in front of the

a

pesshnistic

third of the whole team with
also among the

experiences

about the

doubtful venture. I

barrier to the whole work in

as

project

and

be

thought

it

a

part of

was

not

personally started feelmg my eagemess

These reluctant members made

a

a

total of the two

number twelve out of eighteen. The students, who

were

respondents but who did not participate m the previous unfortunate

of the Kikuku church,

came

with

an

die students'
encouragmg. One wonders whether

illusion

new

agreed to

attitude of tiiis the group, which presented itself as

perspective.
a

church

talking with the respondents during the pre-

I noticed the reluctance

who remembered all the

the team, the

agreed

some

understand that the team members did not feel comfortable in

series of failures. While

a

expressed by the respondents to

of their lack of conviction to become involved. This

old site where the

assessment survey

villagers

spite

discontentment

optimistic

optimism,

I had dien

an

was

somehow

optimism might only be based on

diey had not yet experienced what die villagers

pave die way towards

attitude that

knew.

Anyway,

in order to

obligation to help die reluctant members

of
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the group to have their perception

changed positively. Among the

in order to get their
acceptance

was

the three

canoe.

trips was

a

motorized

the information
That

discontent members who felt somehow
secure means.

work hard in

Change

could not

on

both

havmg loving hearts

and

some

following attitudes

or

highest score to

the lowest, the

for God and

a

black people, the death of the
hate and

or

beliefs showed the

on a

supreme

elderly,

beliefs had values rangmg

50

elderly with

percent before the

50

for the

on

the past

experience

group members

highest representation

on

the

of the Mao

from 100 percent to 50 percent. From the

being,

came

from the

and

villages havmg only one

death, child
chief Other

decreasingly from 83.3 percent to

trainmg in fishing

training in domestic

duties for

percent. Otiier attitudes

first visit included children

following

the mediation of Kimbangu for

the rewards of one's deeds after

widow's autonomy with 83.3 percent, informal

for the

of the

compassionate feelmg

These included sexual extravagance with 83.3 percent, widower's

care

a

overnight, but I had to

requirements

assertions of 100 percent

rejection of sorcerers,

with 66.6 percent, informal

of traveling via such

students, they were very attentive both to my narrative

seven

categories: people's high beliefs

during

sight (Gardner 4).

people's worldview with figures ranging

attitudes

sacrificial

insights provided through the discussion of the whole

matter. The

illiteracy,

and minds

trip, respondents based then assumptions

of the church members. As for the

of travel

enhanced the morale of those

uplifted with the happiness

happen m then hearts

lost who have great value in God's
Before the first

saying that the means

good news

exhorting the hesitant members to the

mission based

elements of negotiation

or

dependency versus
and

girls with

beliefs whose

as a reason

50 percent.

huntmg for boys

61.1 percent, and
scores were

below

of marriage with 33.3
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percent, age pressure

as a reason

school with 1 1.1 percent,

possibility of death

through prayer withl6.6 percent,
percent (see Table 4.2).

of marriage with

and wives

33.3percent,

at any age

being more

encouragmg children in

with 33.3 percent,

contacting God

active than husbands with 16.6
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Table 4.2. Team Knowledge

on

Mao

People's

Worldview

Pretest

Mid-Test

Posttest

Difference

Difference

Difference

Scores

Scores

Scores

Pre-Mid

Mid-Post

Pre-Post

Beliefs
N

%

n

%

N

%

N

18

100.0

18

100.0

18

100.0

0

3

16.6

6

33.3

9

50.0

3

18

100.0

18

100.0

18

100.0

possible at

6

33.3

8

44.4

14

Only elderly people

18

100.0

18

100.0

11

61.1

14

18

100.0

6

%

n

%

%

n

Beliefs about God

People believe
God

in
the Creator.

as

People contact God
fhiough prayer.
Kimbangu talks to

16.6

3

0

�

0

77.7

2

11.1

6

18

100.0

0

77.7

16

88.8

3

18

100.0

18

100.0

0

33.3

9

50.0

12

66.6

3

16.6

3

3

16.6

0

0

-3

-16.6

0

6

33.3

0

0

-6

-33.3

0

15

83.3

18

3

16.6

0

6

33.3

0

-6

'-33.3

0

Boys are prepared in
fishing and hunting.

12

66.6

15

83.3

15

83.3

3

16.6

0

Girls are prepared for
domestic duties.

11

61.1

17

94.4

18

100.0

6

33.3

1

6

33.3

2

11.1

2

11.1

A

-22.2

0

18

100.0

18

100.0

18

100.0

0

3

16.6

6

33.3

13

72.2

15

83.3

18

100.0

18

9

50.0

6

33.3

18

100.0

18

100.0

God for black

0

0

16.6

�

6

0

�

33.6

�

people.
Beliefs

on

death

Death is

33.3

8

44.4

any age.

should die.
One joins ancestors
at death.

All deeds

are

rewarded after death.

Marriage

0

0

16.6

2

11.1

5

0

0

�

27.7

�

motivation

They marry to bear
children

They marry as a
personal decision
They marry to have a

_

16.6

_

6

33.3

-3

-16.6

-6

-33.3

3

16.6

-6

-33.3

3

16.6

7

38.8

-4

-22.2

partner

They marry as a
result of sexual

100.0

18

100.0

�

extravagance

They marry forced
by the age
More

on

0

�

social

behavior

Children

�

5.5

are

generally encouraged

�

in schoolwork.
As their

parents,

most children

are

�

0

3

16.6

7

100.0

3

16.6

0

6

33.3

-3

-16.6

0

18

100.0

0

0

�

illiterate.
The wife is more
active than the

husband.
A widower is

55.5

�

3

16.6

�

-3

-16.6

more

dependent on
domestic duties than
a

10

38.8

widow.

people are
respected and cared
Old
for.

Suspected sorcerers
are

both hated and

rejected.

�

0

�

0

�
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J^riw^'^^^^^'.
chief.
only
nas

Attitudes and Reactions
As

Reported

soon as we

civilities to the chief of the
purposes. Since

our

after the First Two Visits

stepped on the Mao

village

mission

100.0

18

100.0

18

100.0

18

one

was

site for

our

arrival

had

aheady mentioned to

aheady heard about

by a distinctive, warm greeting.

any biblical

people

each.

Accordingly,

allow each group to do its work within

going door-to-door
places

in the

with the host
that

Our

activity during those three visits.

groups of two

and

village.

talking with

a

our

our

posted at Mao

for

security

people through letters, phone

presence in then midst that first

visit

expressed then excitement at

The team members

the site

was

also

were

divided into nine

split into nine research zones

limited space. The team contacted

groups of people

Those diverse environments

conversations.

the

presented our

we

plan was neither to preach nor to have

community members using the three

inspired the

first visit,

and the group of policemen

calls, and messengers, they were not surprised by

day. Rather, people who

our

to

people by

sitting at then various traditional

helped the
research

team

members to interact

questions

as

the

background

Considermg then endiusiasm, they openly indicated then

acceptance of our presence among them.
Since

some

of the team members

were

they could easily hear about the complamts

aheady familiar to die host community,

related to what

they mterpreted as

withdrawal which took place during die former experience in

villagers
die

to

another, die

team

members

true

one

apologized for the late sad memories,

Kimbanguist religious movement of which the majority of

members, die sphitual dihst of die

2007. From

the Mao

God could be sensed by die

harsh

group of

hi

people

multiple

a

spite

of

are

invitations of
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the research team members

endless questions asked
felt with the

by the host community hi need of listeners

during those

and prayers. The

door-to-door visits revealed how unstable

people

spiritual heritage they received from then older generations. The most

disturbing religious concept was the fact that their so-called god and his late divine sons,
known

the

as

trinity members,

any other human

people who

about the

a

divme

God

result of this

wholeheartedly then deep

the

in the minds of the

desire to understand die tmth
of 2007.

curiosity, participants were reassured of the Kikuku church

was

the Mao

merely limited to

through the technical instruments
questions. Findings

sphitual

they started hearing about during the previous visits

responsibility of presenting the gospel to
the research at this stage

from the death. That

identity of God raised many questions

demonstrated

non-dyuig

As

aU buried and had remained in then tombs just like

bemg because they could not rise up

uncertaiuty on the real
Mao

were

people. However, the

the

preparation

of observations, survey

fnst mission of

of the Kikuku church

questionnaires,

and research

from these instruments assisted the Kikuku team to pave the way for

evangelism team that would follow

in the

coming years

with

a

church-planting

project.
For the second

Table 4.2.

seven

question #1,

the report in
and attitudes

assertions that scored 100 percent the fnst tune remained the

Two others mcreased their

changed from

figures to

100 percent: sexual extravagance, which

83.3 percent before die visit to 100 percent after the second visit and the

widow's autonomy also
an

session for research

conceming the Mao people's worldview through their beliefs

revealed that all
same.

data-collecting

changed from

82

percent to 100 percent. Odier figures showing

improvement are the following: joining ancestors

at death from 61.1

percent

to 75
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percent, informal
and informal

The

training of boys

in

fishing

training of ghls in domestic

figures

in Table 4.2

are

and

hunting from 65percent to 83.3percent,

duties from 61 percent to

divided into two blocks. The first

attitudes that scored from 50- lOOpercent. The second presented

50percent.Both,
the mid-test

the first and the second visits

scores

94percent founded.

were

examined at the

highest scores, lOOpercent,

consisted of

figures that were below
same

of the observed attitudes around the first research

items of Table 4.2 with the

one

time to obtain

question.

did not show any

All

seven

change between

the pretest to the mid-test after the observation made at the end of the two first visits.
Attitudes and Reactions

During this
remained the

same.

Reported

last step, which

The host

after the Third and Last Visit

completed the three strategized visits,

villagers

could

offering goods
time and

and money

as was

the

case

in 2007. The team had to exhort them for

avoid continual

third one,

m

disappomtment.

order to face the mission

As

gradually during the dnee

different visits, the

for all dnee

trips.

Contacts continued

challenge

beghmmg of the fnst visit
research

same

same two

specific research zone were kept togedier to

villagers

more

the first two visits, the team

they remained faithful to the nine

their work within the
group of two informants to do

a

m

Since the

preached nor had any biblical activity.

through the

at

and

patience because they did not want to rush the mission without first penetrating

accordingly and

trip

meeting place where visitors

gather for activities, including singing, preaching, praying,

into the whole spectrum that needs to be known

neither

procedure

community expressed its impatience when the people

noticed for the thnd time that the team did not prepare any
and

the

zones

to

allow each

lunited space. In order to leam

people appointed during die

allow diem to visit die

fnst

same

by going door-to-door and talking widi
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groups of people while

sitting

conversations based

the three research

on

in various

places

of the

village.

Interaction

through the

questions was the procedure that promoted

familiarity among both the Mao people within each particular zone and the research team
members
research

appointed there.

Given that the team had to stay in Mao

period of the day,

the team members took

throughout the whole village, visiting people
opportunity repeated

every

habitual limited research
different

sources

Finally,

to

zones.

improve the

care

This extra

randomly.

some

of the

village apart from what they leamed from then
brought more

data needed from all three

either decreased

percent the thu-d;

discover

Such diversified systems

following categories: encouraging

three assertions

and groups of people

Table 4.2 reports that the third time,

impact on Mao people

to 1 1.1

advantage of that time and went

trip, helping team members

characteristics of other parts of the

beyond the fixed

or

some

disappeared.

information from

trips.

attitudes considered to have

These

changes

an

included the

children in schoolwork from 33.3 percent the fnst time

for the

elderly from

conceming marital motivation,

and, the

50 percent to 33.3 percent;

all of which decreased to

zero

(personal

decision from 16.6 percent to zero, natural need of a partner from 33.3 percent to nil, and
peer pressure from 33.3

reachmg

100

percent to zero). Elsewhere, five figures mcreased without

16 percent to 50 percent,
percent: contacting God tin-ough prayer from

possibility of deadi at any age from 33.3 percent to
deadi from 61.1
33.3

77.7 percent, joinmg ancestors at

percent to 88.8 percent, producmg children

as reason

for

for aduldiood from 66.6 percent to
percent to 66 percent, preparation of boys

percent, wife

more

active than die husband in

percent to 72.2 percent. She

is

daily domestic occupation

from

marriage

83.3

from 16.6

busy early moming before everybody gets up

on

die way
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to

fetch water,

comes

back to prepare breakfast, arranges the children before

the garden where she works

Lastly, Table 4.2
to ten

shows

a

lot with the

seven

evening

food preparation

m

leavmg for

perspective

assertions with 100 percent before die first vish

etc.

changmg

items with 100 percent after the thnd
trip.
Research Question #2
What factors led the 2007 Kikuku outreach team to
failure in

Mao people

before and after the visits

to

question was

contributed both
mission team

While
results

(see

percent

are

m

to

trip

assumed failure factors. The

diagnose all the presumed factors diat might have

actively and passively to

the failure

experienced by the

2007 Kikuku

reaching the Mao people.

discussing die issue before die fnst visit,

Table

4.3).

The

categories

inadequate means

die

respondents produced

of travel and premature withdrawal of the Kikuku team
a new

faith and the fears of shame-

oriented people, each with 77.7 percent; The third includes these: uncomfortable

leader's

adultery,

and lack of mission partners, each with 72.2 percent;

being strongly tied to traditional beliefs
that took

with 66.6 percent;

place during a football match with

fifteen assertions had

figures

several

whose numbers range from 50 percent to 100

firom the site with 100 percent; fear of embracing

place,

the

the site?

Pre-visit attitudes and reactions to the 2007
purpose of this

reaching out to

and,

an

(see Table 4.3).

people

incident of fighting

50 percent. Before this first

below 50 percent

meeting

visit, six of the
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Table 4.3. Factors Contributing to FaUure

Factors

Pretest

Mid-Test

Posttest

Difference

Scores

Scores

Scores

Pre-Mid

Reasons

%

N

%

n

%

N

12

66.6

13

72.2

17

94.4

1

14

77.7

10

55.5

9

50.0

2

11.1

3

16.6

8

18

100.0

18

100.0

2

11.1

1

13

72.2

14

n

%

Difference
Mid-Post

Difference
Pre-Post

N

%

5.5

5

27.7

5

27.7

-4

-22.2

-1

-5.5

-5

-27.7

44.4

1

5.5

5

27.7

6

33.3

18

100.0

0

5.5

1

5.5

-1

14

77.7

17

94.4

77.7

15

83.3

17

7

38.8

3

16.6

6

33.3

5

9

50.0

13

n

%

People committed
to their traditional

beliefs.
A

Religious

new

faith

disconnecting one
from his

her

or

ancestors.

Faith in

a

white

religion would be a
betrayal of origins.
Inadequate means
of travel to the site

Logistic

Lack of musical

instruments
Uncomfortable

meeting place
Shameful people
avoiding the open
air meetings.
Meeting in front of
the house of an

Social

unsocial

0

0

�

-5.5

0

-1

-5.5

1

5.5

3

16.6

4

22.2

94.4

1

5.5

2

11.1

3

16.6

2

11.1

-4

-22.2

-1

-5.5

-5

-27.7

27.7

4

22.2

-1

-5.5

-1

-5.5

-2

-11.1

6

33.3

5

27.7

-3

-16.6

-1

-5.5

-4

-22.2

72.2

5

27.7

4

22.2

-8

-44.4

-1

-5.5

-9

-50

1

5.5

6

33.3

6

33.3

5

27.7

0

4

22.2

3

16.6

2

11.1

-1

-5.5

-1

18

100.0

18

100.0

18

100.0

0

13

72.2

15

83.3

17

94.4

2

�

man

Children forbidden
because of fear of
evil unpredictable
events

Fighting during a
football match
A

Historical

religious
adultery

leader's

One team member

abandoning a Mao

�

5

27.7

wife in the past

Unfamiliarity
between the Mao

and the Kikuku

-5.5

-2

-11.1

team

Strategic

Premature

withdrawal of the

0

0

�

Kikuku team

The team lacking
some mission

11.1

2

11.1

4

22.2

partners

This research intended for

the host

community in

order to

respondents to use

provide responses

every

that

are

opportunity to

interact with

free from any doubt. The mid-

test scores, which reveal the responses from the transitional time between the second visit

and the posttest following the third visit shows the following results. All the respondents
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mentioned the inadequate
team

(100 percent)

as

means

of transport and the premature withdrawal of the Kikuku

factors that contributed the most to the failure of the mission. A

group of four factors with the

figure

of 94.4 percent includes

traditionally tied people,

uncomfortable meeting place, the lack of participation by shame-based

people,

and the

lack mission partners. The last response with 50 percent is the fear of
embracing
faith.

Accordmg to the respondents,

less influence

on

the

followmg factors

the failure of the mission:

(33.3 percent),
of an unsocial

a

religious

man

a

team

leader's

(17 percent),lack of musical

separated with his

instruments

and Mao

only six categories with these

side

by side

was

to

evangelize the

Mao

this third research

included the

discover the

Table

indicates that the number of

Question #3
to

appropriate methods
a

evangelize

the Mao people?

the Kikuku church should use

church

planted m then midst.

For

the three fimdamental moments for the data collection

pre-visit assumptions

on

die

possible strategies

questionnaire on die appropriate strategies
on

see

scores.

people effectively and to have

question,

(5.5 percent),and

nine out of fifteen while the mid-

What strategies should the Kikuku church utilize

question sought to

go to the

former Mao wife

people (11.1 percent;

firom 50-100 percent in the pretest

Research

This

by parents to

adultery (22.2 percent), meeting in fi-ont of the house

4.3).Comparing the pretest and mid-test scores

test contained

feU below 50 percent and had

children forbidden

member who

unfamiliarity between the Kikuku team

figures ranging

a new

embracing a white religion (44.4 percent),

fighting during a football match (27.7 percent),
meeting place(22.2 percent),

an

the fiiture of Mao missions.

for the fiiture, the

for die fiiture, and the

mid-study

post-study questionnahe
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While

introducing the research prior to

hesitant attitudes and

an

data

collection,

many

people presented

unwillingness to get involved in the work. That lack of readiness

expressed through then resentment greatly affected the data provided by the respondents

during the pretest. However, this part did not give

details

informants

as

and

over

during the preparation of the

first visit

it

regarding the reluctance

was

aheady being mentioned over

again.

Although the study collected data firom all three questionnahes,
cmcial for Research
visit. Its

of the

Question #3

goals were to

came

discover three

fi-om the final admmistration

answers.

The fnst

was

the most

following the thnd

to find the ideal

visits of the Kikuku outreach team to the Mao site. The second

was

findings

frequency of

to discover

some

Christian groups that could work in partnership with the Kikuku church chosen fi-om
three groups :(1) the Alliance group of Boma with five
Alliance churches of Boma with five
Boma with five

representatives.

representatives,

The third

representatives, (2) the non-

and

(3)

the Christian Ministries of

question specified the appropriate

traditional

methods that may be used to succeed in that mission.
The

fi-equency of visits

permanent stay

participants

to the Mao site included choices fi-om

at the Mao site. Data

chose

only one option,

a

one-day visit to

represented in Table 4.4 indicates that the

which is to post

permanent stay there. The informants

seem

therefore, this response had 100 percent

a

church planter at Mao for

not to consider any other

at the end of the third

trip.

a

ahematives;

a
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Table 4.4.

Frequency of Visits to Mao

Frequency of Visit

Site

Pretest

Mid-Test

Posttest

Difference

Difference

Scores

Scores

Scores

Pre-Mid

Mid-Post

Difference
Pre-Post

to Mao Site

%

N

%

�

6

33.3

�

0

�

0

0

�

0

0

�

�

n

Once

week

a

(every Sunday)

During the weekend (Friday
evening to Sunday)
Two

and

days a week (Wednesday
Sunday)

One week of stay

a

month

(last week)
Two altemative weeks

month

a

(l^A 3"* weeks)

Permanent stay

(post a church

planter at Mao)

0
0

3

16.6

0

12

66.6

16

88.8

%

n

0

�

0

N

%

6

33.3

�

0

�

0

�

0

�

18

100.0

0

�

0

�

%

n

-33.0

0

n

-6
0

0

0

-3

-16.6

0

4

22.2

2

project.

The five

1 Alliance

partnership

11.1

groups

Boma 2 Alliance

were

Church, Boma Alliance

potential partners

with

figure of 100 percent and the Boma District Alliance

participants were allowed to make more than one

Women

6

33.3

Alliance,

Mmistries, and
were

selected to

proposed groups

choice

selected from the

churches with 100 percent

(see

Table

non- Alliance

die Boma Assemblies of God, Boma Revival churches, Boma

Evangelical churches,

and Boma

as

4.5).

churches of Boma that

could be in partnership with the Kdodcu church to carry out the Mao mission

Boma

-16.6

of the Kikuku church: The Boma Alhance Women Mmistries

be the

The five

non-

-3

the Boma Ville Alliance Church, Boma

Boma District Alliance churches. From the five Alliance groupmgs, two

a

0

�

with the Kikuku church to carry out the Mao mission

proposed Alliance

Church,

�

0

�

The second part discovered the selected groups, both Alliance and
which could be in

0

�

0

%
�

project were

Calvary Chapel churches,

Baptist churches. Curiously,

non-Alliance Churches of Boma was chosen by the respondents

none

to be

a

of die

proposed

potential partner
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in the concemed mission

visits

(see

Table

The five

project.

All of them received nil responses after the last two

4.5).

proposed groups

Independent Partners
of Boma, the Full

from the Christian Ministries of Boma

of Boma, the

Gospel

one

second is the Full
scored nil

(see

is the

Gospel

Table

partnership category:

the

of Boma, the Gideons Intemational

Intemational of Boma, and the Interdenominational Pastors'

Council of Boma. Two of the five
church. The first

Scripture Union

were

were

believed to be

Independent Partners

83.3percent.

data indicates four

Boma Alliance Women

Churches, the Independent Partners of Boma,

of the Kikuku

of Boma with 100 percent, and the

Intemational of Boma with

4.5).In total, the

potential partners

The three

organizations

remaining

that fit the

Ministries, Boma District Alliance
and the Full

Gospel

Intemational of Boma.
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Table 4.5. Boma's Potential Partners in the Mao Mission

Potential Partners

Pretest

Mid-Test

Posttest

Difference

Difference

Scores

Scores

Scores

Pre-Mid

Mid-Post

n

%

Boma Ville Alliance Chm-ch

4

22.2

7

38.8

8

44.4

3

16.6

Boma 1 Alliance Cliurch

3

16.6

4

22.2

7

38.8

1

5.5

Boma 2 AlUance Church

6

33.3

7

38.8

7

38.8

1

5.5

0

Boma Alliance Women
Ministries

12

66.6

18

100.0

18

100.0

6

33.3

0

�

Boma Disttict Alliance
Churches

15

83.3

18

100.0

18

100.0

3

16.6

0

�

Boma Assemblies of God

6

33.3

0

�

-6

-33.3

0

�

Boma Revival Churches

1

5.5

0

�

-1

-5.5

0

0

�

0

�

0

�

n

%

n

%

N

%

N

Difference
Pre-Post

%

n

%

1

5.5

4

22.2

3

16.6

4

22.2

1

55.5

6

33.3

3

16.6

-6

-33.3

-1

-55.5

Potential Alliance Partners of
Boma

Potential non-Alliance church
partners of Boma

Boma

Calvary Chapel

0

Churches
Boma

Evangelical Community

Chiffches
Boma

Baptist

Churches

4

0

�

22.2
�

0

�

0

�

0

�

0

�

0

�

0

-4
0

�

-22.2
�

0

�

0

�

0

�

0

�

-4

-22.2

0

Potential Christian Ministries

Partners of Boma

Independent Partners

of Boma

12

Union of Boma

Scripture

0

Gideons hitemational of Boma
Full

Gospel Intemational of

Boma
Boma Interdenominational

Group
Synthesis

0

66.6
�

�

15
0

83.3
�

0

6

33.3

9

9

50

0

50.0

18

100.0

0

�

0

�

15

83.3

0

3

16.6

0

�

0

�

3

16.6

0

�

0

�

3

16.6

6

33.3

-9

-50.0

0

�

33.3

6

33.3

0

�

0

�

9

50

-9

-50

of the Most Prominent

Potential Partners

Independent Partners

of Boma

Boma Alliance Women

Ministries
Boma District Alliance

Churches
Full

Gospel hitemational of

Boma

As

was

the

case

10

55.5

12

66.6

18

1 00.0

2

11.1

6

12

66.6

18

100.0

18

100.0

6

33.3

0

0

15

83.3

18

100.0

18

100.0

5

27.7

0

0

6

33.3

9

50.0

15

83.3

3

16.6

6

with the two

Kikuku church mission to the Mao

Research Question #3

appropriate

for use.

m

preceding factors conceming the

people, only the posttest data was

relation to which traditional

Except

33.3

8

44.4
�

9

50

future of the

cmcial to

answering

evangelism methods were

for the creation of a medical center that could

provide

for the
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first aid with 5.5 percent and sports with 33.3 percent, which

to have less

seem

consideration by the respondents, the eight others ranged from 66.6-100 percent. These
included couples' ministry with 66.6 percent;

care

of the

needy and the aged with 77.7

percent; the creation of chohs and youth club with 83.3 percent; and, house-to-house
visits for various activities, student
all with 100 percent

evangehsm,

Table 4.6. Traditional

involvement, creation of a primary school, and child

(see Table 4.6).

Evangelism Methods
Pre-Test

Mid-Test

Post-Test

Difference

Difference

Difference

Scores

Scores

Scores

Pre-Mid

Mid-Post

Pre-Post

Evangelism Strategies

House-to-house visit for
various activities

Creation of choirs

n

%

N

%

n

%

N

18

100.0

18

100.0

18

100.0

0

6

33.3

9

50.0

15

83.3

3

%

n

0
16.7

3

%

�

33.3

n

0
9

�

0

3

�

0

0

�

0

50.0

Students' involvement

18

100.0

18

100.0

18

100.0

0

Youth club

12

66.6

15

83.3

15

83.3

3

Child

evangelism

18

100.0

18

100.0

18

100.0

0

Couples' ministry

9

50.0

12

66.6

12

66.6

3

16.6

0

3

16.6

Sports

6

33.3

3

16.6

9

50.0

-3

-16.7

6

33.4

3

16.6

9

50.0

12

66.6

14

77.7

3

16.6

2

11.1

5

27.7

18

100.0

18

100.0

18

100.0

0

3

16.6

0

Care of the neediest and the

0

%

16.7

�

�

aged
Creation of a
school

primary

Creation of a first

care

medical center

�

0

-16.6

-3

0

0

�

�

0

-3

-16.6

Summary of Major Findings

Having

a

biblical church

planted among the Mao people is

the Kdadcu church. In all the church attempts towards that

discrepancy between the strong deshe of the

old

came an

challenge

for

experience of

Kikuku church members and their

incapability to accomplish that honorable project.
church through the three
prepare the Kikuku

goal

an

Then

concems

came

diat

this research that aims

were

at die basis of the three
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research questions that had to be deah with. The fnst

base of the Kikuku outreach
the factors to which

suggest
have

a

some

the Mao

planted among them.

smnmarized in the

Out of diese three

of the

knowledge
to

was

find out

was

to

people beheve

hhn

incarnated representative called

through his

"Holy Sphit",

or

questionnaires

came

die

followmg.

oversees

the

aware

outreach team failure. The last

created but also

as

be

strategies that may work well to evangelize the Mao people effectively and

Data revealed that the Mao

�

to

world view. The second

people's

might be attributed the 2007

genume church

findmgs

on

was

the entire universe.

"the

prophet"

or

m a

supreme

bemg who not only

for their

However,

who may be known either

Kunbangu,

"die Afiican

daily life, they refer to

god"

or

else

as

"die black

messiah"
�

�

Livmg people

carry out transactions with the dead

Nine

couples

over

ten

came

according their own testunony.
they live according to

into

The

then sexual

being as

a

m

all domains of life.

result of sexual extravagance

majority never resist the caprices

sensuality. However,

numbers of husbands honor their union

after

by providing for the

of puberty.

coming together,

a

Rather,
few

cultural and civil

requirements.
�

People

The

huge

site of Mao is

grouped at this

are

site

an

agglomeration of five villages that came

supervises

in

at Mao and

village.

The enthe

partnership with all the

reports

to

Angola.

according to then original Angolan five villages which are:

Kiezi, Kinlele, Kimvemba, Kinla and Kinsala. People
leader at the head of each

from

the Boma

are

socially well

structured with

agglomeration has only one

fives leaders of the

villages,

officials, especially to the Mayor.

the

a

chief who

police body posted
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�

The

travehng means

evangelism field on

foot

of the 2007 team

other,

canoe.

Brief, the lack of a motorized

people

not

appropriate because

hard for aU the members of the team

was too

On the

very few

was

felt courageous to travel

the

one

hand.

by the wooden non motorized

of the

canoe was one

on

gomg to the

major barriers of traveling by

then.
Research had revealed that the 2007 Kikuku outreach team did not take

�

time to get familiar with the Mao

rapidly without giving

sufficient

gospel in order to respond to
The

�

it

people.

opportunity to

As

a

people to

of analphabets with

hsten to the message of the

an

according the primary school teachers

situation is that parents neither value the school
�

the

nor

illiteracy rate that may be
at Mao. The

shame-oriented people, many found it uncomfortable

meeting had to be held at the

to

open ah.

lack of a

private meeting place discouraged many to join die meeting.

be

Consequently, the

Respondents believe that die Kdcuku church does not need to be
m

to be

strongly mobilized in
Odier non-Alliance

partnership
project has to

in which the Kikuku church is

included. The Kdcuku church had dien connected die hidden people

Therefore, all churches belongmg to the

in

order to succeed, the

totally supported by the whole Boma AUiance District

resources.

of this

join that new

group of 2007 whose

with the Boma Alliance churches. On die contrary,

reason

motivate then children to attend it.

religious

�

done

evangelism was

responsibly.

community is mostly made

estimated to 99 percent

On the contrary, the

enough

to

the church

Boma AUiance District

are

supposed

order to get involved in the Mao Mission.

potential partners

chosen

by respondents

Intemational of Boma and hidependent Partners of Boma.

are:

Full

Gospel
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION
Problem and

African ethnics

planet are by nature
then
in

a

as

well

as

aU other cultural groups dissenunated aU

attached either

consciously or unconsciously to

daily existence even m the experiences where spiritual

conflicted

adhere

relationship (Paul G.

authentically to

Hiebert

group, that

adherence to the
Afiican local

one

is

uprooted from his traditional

for then

at the moment

daily feh need.

and

myths,

As for the Mao

trinity made

of the three

sons

ministry plans

in

people

seemed to be

of Boma and its

Black

deep sphitual ignorance that should not

community mdifferent. However,

settlement in the area, the Mao

a

of founder. This belief and its web of

imprisoned the Mao people

leave the Boma Christian

people

being worked out by their tradhional

Kimbanguist Indigenous Movement, which claims to have

ramifications have

outreach

supreme powers for

physical world that human mtellect may master and

possibilities

rehgious need is

the

and scientific values coexist

metaphysical sphere where people rely on beliefs, speculations,

mdividuals create several

over

27). None among the Afiican people would

atheism from within unless

beliefs. To fill the gap between the
the

Purpose

the fact is that since their

forgotten for decades

surroundings.

in the Christian

Narratives report that the Kikuku

church, in accordance with the Boma Evangelical School of Theology, became sensitive
to the issue in the

early eighties. They desperately attempted for years to have

planted among the Mao people but could not succeed.
team

resumed the mission

resulted in

a

by starting some visits

In

2007, the

to the Mao

failure and forced them to withdraw. This

new

a

church

Kikuku outreach

site, which unfortunately

continually disappointing

situation
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became

an

academic

become informed
the Mao
the

on

concem

with the purpose of preparing the Kikuku outreach team to

following aspects: the knowledge base

the

people's worldview,

appropriate stoategies

to

the basic factors that made the 2007 outreach team

use

to

Findings
As for the

black God by the

name

religious leaders,

their

Then disinterest

on

succeed in

on

the Mao

philosophers,

and

People's Worldview

those intellectual and

god. However,
as

the black

philosophical

the Afiican

the

on

debates

by Kayongo

and visible

respondents

observed at the very

person to be

naturally acceptable.

may still die

though his

deadi is

of life.

present some supplications
Since that

is understood

Kimbanguist

m

the

on

sense

Kimbangu,

of the

livmg

for die survival of those

body. Conceming the mysteries

After finther

mvestigation, people

hardly bearable because
m

related to death,

of the

showed that

Consequendy,

a

a

young

community hope that

possible transactions between die

dead and die

living person may go to die cemetery to

to the ancestors for tiieh intervention.

everlasting character is applied to

exclusively to Khnbangu and his offspring,
continually remind die

the

beghmmg that people do not find the death of a young

evaporates mstantly. They also beheve

living in all domains

on

business.

everlasting dimension of Kimbangu that they compare to

described

tangible

not then

are

the traditional faith founded

community that continually mteracts with that of the departed
still in this

trinity initiated by then

independent researchers

not decrease then attachment to

are

fail, and

popular Kimbanguist believers, they simply recognize then

trinity does

who

on

planting a church among the Mao people.

of Kimbangu. Discussions

that of the biblical God

of the Kikuku team

common

any deceased human

die leaders of tins

religious

bemg and not

movement

adherents of die heartless actions of die colonialists, die
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trade of the black

people,

By so doing, people

as

Created beings,
made

always

are

from Westem people

and every kind of exploitation

they are encouraged in

and veneration

Genesis 3. From then until

people

the total

A

deeper dimension of this

cormption

or

any other inanimate

that

(42). Individuals

tme God. The Mao

heritage

people

people

do

so

by sinftil

are no

by ignorance,

are

illiterate and

involved in evil

explained by Whale who

completely hnpure

tainted

wealthy,

in such

a

way that

self-interest and

exception. They are victims

his

Creator

consciously to

of then

even

pride

by dismissing the

many decide

declared that

own

reftise the

religious

that is contrary to biblical faith.

Due to this

with the

was

groups

devote themselves to the created elements

himself. If most of the

sphitual inclmation has

of the world. Poor and

situation

are

thing, have been

by the human race since the Fall reported in

of humanity made him

purest ideals and all his honest effort

(119).

revolutionary position.

leamed, industrially developed and undeveloped people

practices.

blacks

religious messages that originate

today's postmodem period,

among aU the

same

a

including human, animal,

worthy of worship

remamed the

eager to hate all the

experienced by the

tragic

situation of the

world, God resolved

patriarchal head of household [Abram]

clan and from all the

a

relationship

and call him away from his idolatrous

places with which its gods were Indeed" (Gen. 12:1) in order to

reveal himself through this
initiated the

"to estabhsh

man as

die

project of redeeming the

only tme livmg God of the universe.

sinner

continually recommends the church to

through the sacrificial

initiate

Just

as

God

death of Christ, he

reaching out mmistries

for the salvation of

unsaved people. Instead of accepting die cohabitation of Christianity widi religions, die
Bible's radical message does not

recognize

another divine

bemg because the

others

are
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human made whhout any creatmg

or

life-sustainmg power.

This research

helped prepare

the local church team for mission that fits with the felt need found in the field because

spiritually lost people deserve not the rejection of the church members but then
compassionate action.
At the call of his
as

fishers of people. The

and unpact all

spheres

followers, Jesus asked them to follow him in order to be tramed

trahung for the

of life of the trainee for

daily perversion of humanity and the
to the

un-evangelized with less

sent. The seriousness

outreach
a

enormous

ministry should both be unavoidable

successfiil work. An

consideration of the

preparation of those who have to

requhed in the training process may implicitly be noticed hi
(Mark 1:17).

intermption with the present involvement to

order that

requires

stmctured

according to

the Lord's way of life.

life, and being shaped by his teaching,

originates

one

a

a new

accordingly bears the spiritual

an

life

way

fi-uit that

(John 15:5).

rely on people's ability before sendmg them into ministry. Rather,

he first declared to them his

recommended

start

be

some

"Follow me" is

By coming to Jesus, following his

from Jesus, the tree of life in whom he remains

Jesus did not

of the

loss of souls often makes individuals msh

of the Lord's words related to outreach: "Follow me"
an

awareness

prayer life

authority in heaven and on

earth

(Matt. 28:18),

(Luke 18:1), provided for die gift of die Holy Spirit (John

14:16; 16:7;Acts 1:14-15), asked for daily sanctification (2Tun. 1:9), mtercedes for a
continual renewal of the heart of his chosen

ones

and for then victory

(IJohn 2:l),and

promised to work alongside with his aposdes in outreach ministry (Matt. 28:20).

The

diat does not start by admission
sphitual reality of this task requhes a permanent trainmg
to

a

school program

to end at

a

graduation ceremony during which a degree

is

granted to
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a

qualified candidate. While the academic dimension works abundantly for the
training of

church ministers, it must not be taken
exclusively.

Preparing the Kikuku indigenous
helps others reconsider the priorities
acceptable
the
to

a

to

Church,

and anunated

by the Holy Sphit,

strength to

required (Barclay 4).

remam

or

her hfe bound to

a

ministry that is

Christ, the founder of

the sustamer. That supematural power

loyal to the Master no matter what

Jesus' method of focusmg

releasmg them into

evangehsm and outreach ministries

in this endeavor. In order to have

God, the minister must have his

witness the

before

church for

die field for reliable

on

die inner

mmistry is

a

gives

cost may be

personality of his disciples

pragmatic paradigm worth

implementmg for a possible change in today's perverted, postmodem community.
The research visits stmctured in
the socio-cultural

sphere

starting a new church
both the
and

among the

knowledge base

of the

systematic technique helped the

community as

un-evangelized.

evangelistic

team

one

of the

Future

team

penetrate

powerfid prerequisites

for

practice will surely consider

conceming the targeted people group

appropriate strategies.

Bridging through
Some

the Mao

the Social

Groups

questions designed with expectation of gathering data by means

people through then social clusters,

helped to get deep
Mao

of the Mao

a

into their

such

community values.

as

families,

age groups and peers

Since the hierarchical stmcture of the

community is strong in the regulation of the relationships

reaching out to them through their family or group

Mbiti(ARP) stipulates that in Africa the

of reaching

between the members,

ties would be

individual has his

and the sacred is found in every aspect of life in such

a

sense

a

genuine option.

of existence in the group

way that individuals risk

living

in
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isolation
as

once

they opt

for

explained by Chua Wee

96) where individuals,
example

be affected

reported

entire group,

and close fiiends

privilege of hdieriting his

(Acts 10:3, 24)

findings revealed that all

submitted to
of every

one

young

a

five

villages

the

opinion leaders

leaders open themselves to the

came

all his

whole social group may

life of a leader. A similar

fi-om his

enthe

experience

is

family.

Tim. 1 :5).

grandmodier (2

that constitute the Mao

of various groups,

are

blessed with

gospel may be
a

profound

families and communities, which

65).Under one chief of the village
life-changing news because

are an

as

agglomeration

one

sense

of the

m

breakthroughs

are

the

gospel,

unifying
Having

because: "We

(Osei-Mensah

many others may

every authentic "Afiican seeks

oneness

through sharing" (Dymess58).

Constantine 's similar

experience made many unconverted folks

was

the

of community. We live in close-knit

sources

context

as

stmctures.

essential part of our culture"

mterested

of power,

well

through their social

participation with the

church, his

on

Thnothy of die third generation had the

chief at the head in order to reach the members

the

shows how

influence

head, those involved in evangelizing these people may target the leaders

single village,

here in Afiica

validity in this Mao community (D-

conceming a jailor who believed with his

mother's faith that

social group

bound to then traditional beliefs. The

are

by the power of the gospel through the

in Acts 16:3 1-34

targeting the whole

God-fearing person with a positive

was a

Elsewhere, through his family Imeage,

Since

hi this case,

(108).

Hian would be of great

as an

of Comelius who

family, relatives,

faith

a new

get closer to

through
Even if

flock into the local

mingled with many other unscriptural practices that marred the

situation. Because die emperor invited his

subjects

to

join his faith,

no one

could oppose
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the situation

as

embrace that

long as they had no apparent loss

new

religion.

At this

in terms of position

J. Herbert Kane reports the

point,

or

wealth when

following:

The alliance between the church and the state brought a measure of prosperity
and prestige, but it hardly enhanced the spiritual stature or strengthened the
moral fiber of the Christian

community.. Individual conversion and personal
longer matters of great concem. Converts entering the
church brought with them then paganism as well as then patrimony. (34)
commitment

.

As for the Mao situation, leaders may be

the

.

were no

approached as

people, but they will not have the responsibility

church members because their

one

of the

as a

waming to

avoid

to

constmctive

African Religion

the

dialogue that draws both

'lAR

')

observes that Afiican

integrity of the community life
of lifestyle. For

rhydun

individuals'

people

a

happened

similar

pit.

in order to

sides closer. John S. Mbiti (Introduction

people

are

sensitive in the

protection of

in order to avoid any disturbance of the traditional

them, the value of an individual existence is confiumed through

relationships

through their

get closer to

What

falling into

Leaders may create confidence between the church team and the
a

to

of forcing individuals to become

society does not fimction in this manner.

during Constantine 's time would serve

facilitate

means

with relatives

social groups will be very

(200).Approachhig members of the Mao people
strategic to

introduce the

new

faith mto then

united chcle.

Unldce other sub-tribes of the

Bakongo whereby any extra conjugal pregnancy is

unwelcome, things look different among die Mao people. Most of die couples

bemg

as a

result of uncontrolled

normal. Both
as

signs

not refiise to

mto

sexuality, but this phenomenon is considered natural

chastity and virginity for a mature person may be assumed,

of sexual

came

dysfimction because

any yoimg person who is

get married. If he does, such

a

person is not

on

and

the contrary,

physically normal must

only disloyal but is

also
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committing a major offence

in the eyes of society

he does

as

participate

in its

contmuity

through child bearing (Mbiti, IAR104). Though it may seem to be a moral perversion,
such practices

are

approved by the belief on life continuity through bearing children.

What matters in this issue is not
made

acceptable by the presence

need to value
sexual

impulsivity.

In

a

came

of children. In such

self-control, which is

observation of Hans
to

really how spouses

a

virtue

together but that then union is

context,

a

a

young person does not

promoted in the Kongo tradition in regards to

certain way, this sexual lawlessness may be justified

Kung that considers people

in

a

by the

dislocated context to be vuhierable

depraved behavior. Among the manifestations noticed in that condition is the loss

both the critical
whole

thinking

community to

and the

objective judgment, leading a group

act without any reference to then rational

of people

of

or a

ability (296).

Sin, according to the Bible, is the basis of the universal depravity that victimizes
the human

community (Rom. 3:23).

taken control of the human

race so

From the Fall of Adam to

they act accordmgly.

various ways in different social groups. Some

developed technology while odiers
while others

m

atheistic locations;

sms are

some m

among illiterate

regulation

on

the size of families revealed

among the Mao

people.

It is

a

culture

a

people of highly

rehgious

envhonments

mdigenous people living m huts

while others in the midst of scholars concentrated in then research

Observation

sin has

Sm may be manifested in

committed within

in extreme poverty;
some

postmodem times,

serious

on

opulent campuses.

problem in die reproduction

whereby spouses

not

only get married

future
traditional mles, but also bear children without any consideration of then

wellbemg.

In diis

governments

as a

twenty-first century, education is regarded by UNICEF
right for children and an obligation for parents.

The DR

and worid

Congo, where
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these children

families,

are

being bom and raised long ago ratified this universal law.

a woman

of an

approximate

age of 22-year-old may be

while the elder may be 9 years old. At that age he will yet bear
several contacts, I

problem

came

among this

suffer trymg to
father with

a

care

to

understand that

people.

large

all others needs met to
If the Mao

no means

provide

are

particularly insensitive

world, neither will

gospel message

a

or

her

in which the offended

acceptable

more

schools and have

rescue

(John

was

community.

soul winners to embark

their mission

is

as

less

incompatible

for reconciliation with

depravity will never pass

people as

a

as an

otherwise, the

This outreach

ministry is the

basic motivation for the

(Buconyori 57).

Respondents presented the couples' ministry as

one

of the

issue of family planning. Such

of the most effective methods for

considered

people

any social group;

divme value of the Mao

depravity and the

people

not sent for the damnation of the sinner

recognition of the intrinsic
on

sinful

3: 17).However, universal

lawlessness would prevail in the human

behavior and its

sinful than other moral

holy God pleads

argument to justify the misbehavior of people in

both to sexual

Any

he knows the burden for

cheating community be

the wicked offender because the Son of man
but for his

they really

situation.

sexually immoral

to

guilty than a criminal one. Any judgmental approach to
with the

as

change the

a

produce normal growth in the children.

people

in the

to

for the school fees in

consequences, this behavior does not make them

living elsewhere

children. After

more

families have not yet been considered

large family in the DRC would sympathize
to

some

mother of five children

A series of dialogues with them revealed that

for these children but have

parents of a low social class

a

In

reachmg die majority of die

a

therapeutic approaches
program would be

active

population

one

of bodi
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genders whose talk converges mostly

on

sexual

experiences. Taken in this evangelistic

perspective, this framework would be very practical for communicating Christian values
related to
power to

sex

among the Mao

rebuke, correct,

people because the Scripture

and train

m

justice

in order to create

17). The preacher of the gospel has to consider
the

fmdings

m

the

same

a new

every person of any

(2Thn.

person

3:16-

morality as m need of

context, the mention of a primary school is very important, but

show that children

Unfortunately,
a

from God with the

transforming power of God received through faith m Christ.
Still

the

comes

most of diem

encouraged to

are

go to school for

do not pursue tiieh studies

a

modem education.

beyond the age

of puberty.

Only

negligible number of them manage to complete secondary school because die parents

do not consider it
this

an

obligation and the

children do not consider it

issue, the Methodist movement may assist

people

m

organizmg various philanthropic

level of their lives
some

(Walker 469).Much has

cultural values among the Mao

m

that

help

by the

lower class

neutral

people uplift the

people while preparing both parents

and then

Although aheady marred

Jesus refers to them when he talks about

and says that God has hidden the divine

revealed them to the little children,

explained that one must change

of God

mysteries

from the wise and the

meaning his disciples (Matt.

1 1 :25).

as

humility

leamed,

and

Elsewhere, Jesus

and become Idee little children in order to enter the

of God because the child is

greatest in the kingdom

love to the

condition, in many cases the Bible considers the children

beings ready for orientation.

kingdom

To deal with

church in terms of changing

children to believe in the universal worth of modem education.
from then innate sinftd

right.

Wesley showed his

activities to
to be done

a

an

excellent pattem of the

humility needed to

(Matt. 18:3-4). Considering then young

age,

one

be the

day,

the
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disciples thought the children's presence was incompatible to the honorable rank of then
Master,

so

they disallowed the

disciples to
reaction

let the little children go to him instead of hindering them. He justified his

by explaining

Certainly,

children to get close to him. In response, Jesus ordered his

Jesus used

kingdom of heaven belongs to

figurative language

that childlike character

recommended

that the

quahfies

by Scripture to

one

in these

to enter God's

but the

kingdom.

be the best moment "to tram

go, and when he is old he will not tum firom it"

used to that

cases

such

a

object of the lessons

Childhood is

two altematives may be

children among the Mao

people.

send all their children to the

pedagogically

child in the way he should

(Prov. 22:6) because he would aheady be

applied to

The church

face the

planter will both

challenge

future status in the

community.

serve as a means

to transmit

little

village through the

people,

a new

but

If the

existing

and to

As

sow

created

by the

the seeds of the

church

early

planter to

gospel message

previously noted, this population is mostly made

are

our

responsibility to take mitiatives
in addition to die
more

in the

of

a

confused, aunless, hopeless, without standards.... [W]e need

then to reach out to them in love with

narratives would be

and then

illiteracy does not have to discourage the church because:"In

godless world, people

evangelized. Thus,

growth

school cannot be influenced at the

primary school may be

knowledge

ones.

to

parents

school at Mao and prepare the children

existing

consider the education beneficial, both for then

stages of mission, then

of raising

encourage the

psychologically to

have the

is

lifestyle.

Practically,

ilhterate

10: 14).

people (Mark

good news

(Gardner 133).

for the creation of hope among the

school,

practical than

of hope"

a

a

children's club and

Sunday school

or a

Christians

non-

youth club widi Bible

Bible

study club to get
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closer
and

to

the

people. Furthermore, the church may organize

writing to have

an

additional

a

traiiung club

instmct adults and

powerful gathering to

for

reading

spread basic

Christian values in the village. The logic of the reasoning in this section has been
partly
affected

by the proposition

of the

respondents

to have the

project of the Mao mission

shifted from the Kikuku church to the

responsibility

which

accomplish such a large undertaking.

naturally has more resources

to

of the whole Boma AUiance

District,

On the 2007 Fadure

Through the dialogues
that he

and the

punctual visits might not give enough tune

deeply from the richness

of the

gospel

experience. People there always
answers

to then life

has remained then

stmggles,

source

practice during those
members to

come

a

and the

was

into then

offering them

an

they needed

unbiblical message. The greatest

respond to the multiple invitations by many family

houses, during which they poured

meeting.

background of that demand was

for which

Later on,

some

Some weeks

the need for

Kimbanguist members who have

a

a

nice

beautiful

out then hearts and asked

clearly manifested then deshe to
they meant by a church was just a

later,

we

understood that the

buildmg to

eluninate the

building for their meetings

conduct may look childish to some, but it fits with the cultural heritage and
for whom the soul winners must

daily

Kimbanguist movement, which is present on site,

through prayer.

hold the

host commuiuty to benefit

sphitual questions

church built among them. At that moment, what

building in order to

the

to

to the

message that should intervene in then

have many

of guidance,

visits

for God's intervention
have

respondents' comments, I understood elsewhere

develop realistic plans

that

are

mocking of

m

Mao. Such

sphitual

lost

contextually consistent.
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Possible Strategies
Three successive visits from Kikuku to Mao took
June with all three groups of respondents

they heard

concem was

about the arrangement made for travel

of adequate

very few

any other. With that

transportation

Most of them

as one

felt courageous

on

ministry at Mao
the

Mao

foot

on

means

the

of travel. As

by a motorized canoe, they maiufested

was

preferred that means

as

too hard for the team. In

by the wooden,

somethmg the

areas

alongside

non-motorized

church must

someone

good paradigm.

else's foundation

converts for

each of you

a

for

question

groups

as a

glory and did not build on

(Rom. 15:20). Once reached, he worked hard among the new
as

he

declared,"[F]or three years

night and day widi tears" (Acts

widi diose churches

purchase

people.

Paul did not work for any human

significant time

become strong in the

canoe.

majority thought that stationing a church planter at Mao

Elsewhere, Paul's strategy of targeting the un-evangelized people
a

of

addition,

the river. In another

would be better in order to have permanent contact with the

pioneer is

soon as

they knew how beautiful and secure the

travel

enough to

and other neighboring

frequency of visits,

making the

of the factors that contributed to the 2007 team failure.

argued that going to

people

While

12, 19, and 26

thought m mind, they could easily point out the lack

Therefore, they upheld the motorized canoe
the

the

would be. This reaction revealed in advance that people

transportation to

on

conceming the idea of visiting Mao, the fnst

then agreement with much enthusiasm because

trip

in 201 1,

prepared for the research.

first contact with the Kdcuku team members

fundamental question that revealed their

place

I

never

20:3 1) in order to make

stopped waming

sure

they had

gospel. Beyond tiiat, he wanted to stay m a permanent connection

by writing to

them: "After tins letter has been read to you,

see

diat it
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also read in the church of Laodiceans and that you in tum read the letter from

IS

Laodicea" (Col. 4:16). hi
on

die

so

domg,

gospel through his letters,

as

Paul wanted die

new

he could not be

permanently present.

preferred to reach out to the un-evangelized

mdigenous

church to have

planter diere

as

messenger to

mentioned

a

and the
to this

the

ones

or

that need urgent

social group

project wants to prepare this

intervention,

m

then midst could

those that may be done

that may be deah with in the ftiture.

Craig Van

as

a

m

die

coming days,

a

deeper understanding of

they become relationally connected to the

The Kikuku church must consider connection with

planting as

discover

help to

Gelder encourages Christians

practice and reminds "that they can actually grow mto

church

Paul

confidently while becommg deeply

her permanence

reconciling power of the gospel

(51).

as

by all die respondents would offer a great privilege to die

approach each Mao

areas

Just

biblically based church planted at Mao. Postmg a church

familiar widi thefr culture. His
the basic

areas, diis

churches to remain concentrated

new

people

long-term task for which they need God's

other"

for the sake of

mtervention to build

a

solid church.
The

respondents believe

that the Kikuku church does not need to be in

with the Boma Alliance churches. On the contrary, in order to
be

totally supported by the whole Boma Alliance

included. The Kikuku church will then become
the church
can

be

resources.

to

District in which the Kikuku church is
channel to connect the hidden

involve itself in the Mao mission. In contrast,

chosen from the non-Alliance churches to be
over

succeed, the project has

people to

Therefore, all the churches belonging to the Boma Alliance District

strongly mobilized to

have observed

a

partnership

decades that these

a

partner

non- Alliance

m

the Mao mission.

churches

no

church

was

Respondents

proposed in the

survey
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questionnaire have

never come

together for an evangelical activity of that nature

in

Boma. Other potential partaers selected by the respondents, the Full Gospel

Ministry of

Boma and the

different

evangelical

Independent Partners

churches and

of Boma, have members who

sympathize with other Christian gatherings
Implications

As

long

as

fightmg remains

m

of the

with local churches in order

this central Afiica

condition of the dislocated.

how willfid many church leaders are,
whose

requirements

exceed then

surround

reaching out to

the Mao

one

resources

orgaiuzations may work together

As

a

pleas,

the church is

Findings

long as

supposed to be

have revealed that

need to engage
Christian

a

church in

a

organizations

church, the best would be

no

matter

project
and other

to share the

success.

people must be

a

whole Boma Alliance District

church, with

a

cooperative

reasonably in presenting this Mao project to

be found the

continue to

show that the valuable deshe of the Kikuku church of

to succeed. Leaders of the Kikuku

remain

not

others who may join forces for its

Practically, findings

have acted

they do

resources.

independent sympathizing people
project with

region, people will

speak out conceming illegal wars based mostly on

selfishness. However, apart fi-om all kinds of official

spiritual

in Boma.

Findings

be dislocated and live in inhuman conditions. Christian

sensitive to the

belong to

indicated

this

and

a

concem

humble

in order

sphit, will

higher stmcture m which will

by this research. By so doing, the Kikuku church will

of the constituents of this group and the district office will take the dhection

of this Mao outreach

Remaining

project.

faithful to hs tradition, the

located in Boma supervises

some

Congo Alliance Church headquarters

mission fields among the Bateke

people

and has

some
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extended mission activities in the

Kivu.

Moreover,

following provinces: Bandundu, Equator, Katanga,

this denomination has mission activities in Guinea

Conakry,

an

and

Afiican

country. The involvement of Boma District to take the responsibility of the Mao mission
in response to these

people's

need and to the Lord's commission is not then

Limitations of the
The focus of this

study was to

people with the gospel. Many facets

Study

enable the Kikuku church to reach out to the Mao

could be submitted under research, but this

particularly with the preparation of the Kikuku team.
field

always requures

heard about

going to Mao,

could not take

pride

to be

which

in joining

a

a

they thought would be

Kikuku church

insignificant visible resources
That factor

refiised to

was

the

Due to

then too lunited to get
we

a

was

same

day.

was

reach out to the Mao

of the mission to

as

the

majority

availability of

then needed to delve

deeper mto

at Mao

helped us to

leam

It

Had I had

during

more

spontaneously reveal to

values that

They

people

shnply to three Sundays.

stayed even two to three days

core

they

church.

shortened

shame-based group of people, they could not

distant

irrelevant commitment.

of facilities and

That would have

deah

and finances.

deeply acquainted with the research population.

of the aspects of then socio-cultural
time

indigenous

a

one

difficult when

was

comparing the requhements

for the visits

could have

instead of retummg the
As

project to

deficiency in terms

length of time

enough provision,

of this

an

team

greatly influenced the number of the participants

participate.

respondents,

equipment,

part of the respondents'

because of its unrealistic character when
the

Research undertaken in

sacrifices in term of human resources,

Persuading Kikuku villagers

strange.

a

each visit

than

we

outsiders

diey might consider taboo.

did.
some

More

such tmdis. Even before his ascension, die
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disciples who lived with the Lord Jesus

for 3 ^/a years stiU had to ask whedier he

ready to reestabhsh the kmgdom of Israel as ii was

change was yet then basic

concem

in

spite

the past

m

That

(Acts 1:6).

of all the wonderful

mysteries

was

kingdom

of the

resurrection and the various
appearances of the resurrected Lord that should have
corrected then distorted
perspective in this matter. Thus,

Mao

a

longer time in the midst of the

people would have revealed more of then intrinsic personality and helped the

outreach team to act

accordingly.
Unexpected

Observations

Considering the previous experience of the Kikuku church at that site,
be amazed

by the

team. These

enthusiasm and openness with which the Mao

unanticipated reactions

The team members

gained confidence in the mission,

people was reawakened. Thus,
eagemess to work at this

achievements

found in the field

from

a

hesitant

starting stage,

expected in the

which

spirit,
was

people

one

received the

produced two surprising
and the

the team

expectation
was

would

effects:

of the Mao

instantly rearmed with

believed to open the way to great

future among the Mao

people through the

efforts of the

Kikuku church.
The second

surprising attitude

observed

was

the

respondents'

reaction to the

proposition of creating partnership with some Boma Alliance churches. Being involved in
church-planting research,
their basic

I knew that the Boma Alliance Churches

evangelical goals by leaving aside the Mao people

surrounding sites. However, I thought much

were

missing one

of

and other unreached

should be done before

persuading the Boma

church leaders conceming this forgotten responsibility. Curiously, all the respondents
does
believed that the Kdcuku church

not need to be in

partnership with the Boma
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Alliance churches.

On the contrary, in order to

Alliance District in which the
fullness

church is included,
the hidden

Kikuku church is included must support the

supported by the whole

must be

people

to the church resources.

organize

Boma Alliance District.

Therefore,

District

be

supposed to

mission. Once tiiis
church

resources

together for that

played the role of a channel to

Due to dieh proximity

connect

compared to die odiers,

activities at Mao under the supervision of die

all the churches

belongmg to the Boma Alliance

strongly mobilized in order to participate fully in the Mao

partnership

will have

some

project in its

Boma Alliance District in which the Kikuku

hi this case, the Kikuku church

die Kikuku church may

are

succeed, they thought, the whole Boma

is

implemented,

multiplied as

die

goal remains

still die same, but die

all the Boma Alliance churches will work

end.
Recommendations

Several ideas for fiirther research have

ethnographic research can help
District churches

can

take

fi"om this

project.

The field of

discover how the interested members of the Alliance

advantage of the kinship ties

the Kikuku church and the Mao to
I also

come

found between the members of

evangelize these people.

suggest that research related to children's and youth ministry may be

developed m order to have youth living die biblical values

and preparing them for

tomorrow's church.

Lastiy, additional research may be conducted m the
purpose of providmg

a new

lives of couples with the basic

understandmg of the family in terms

of family

plannmg,

parental responsibility, and children's rights for a total reshuffle of the Mao people's

perception on sex, reproduction, and youth training.
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Out of this research

people's worldview,

a

generated some ethnographic insights to understand a

were

diagnostic approach to

discover

some

weaknesses that may block

a

missionary commitment, and pragmatic methods to evangelize an unreached group
effectively.
My fnst recommendation
mission

responsibilities

Boma Alliance District

would jom for the

asks the Boma Alliance District to take

over

the Mao

of the Kikuku church. This shift from the Kikuku church to the

erupted from the question lookmg for potential partners that

success

of the

project. Therefore, suggestions were

framed with the

Boma Alliance District at the head of the Mao mission and the Kikuku church

as one

of

its constituents.
Instead of repeating the
Mao

people,

same

unfortunate scenario of failing to reach out to the

my second recommendation is that the Kikuku

components of the Boma Alliance District, would

act

church, which is

one

of the

realistically by presenting the

project to this higher church structure in order to have enough resources

to succeed in this

particular mission.
My thnd recommendation requhes

supervision of die Boma Alliance

that all the churches united under the

District will dien need preparation to become

acquainted with the new responsibility of participatmg m die openmg
field.

They will need

conception

a

mission committee to function

new

mission

research office for the

and execution of the activities at the Mao she. As

must consider the mission

on

as a

of a

a

determined group,

project as a long-term enterprise whose

success

they

depends solely

God's mput to those who avail diemselves to endure all kmds of sacrifices for die sake

of the Mao people.
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Fourth, I recommend that the church work diligently towards
the church
Mao

planter, which

people,

that is

to

is

stop with the continual moving from Kikuku

trustworthy starting

a

Partnership

permanent stay of

fundamental factor for penetrating the cultural

a

contextually relevant. Consequently,

site for

a

of the

in mission

a

to Mao and to start

church planter needs to be

starting stage,

a

church

posted at the Mao

ministry among the natives.

enterprise helps

to unite resources in order to

power to achieve tremendous results that could not be attained otherwise.

this

of the

core

acquhe

Therefore,

at

my fifth recommendation is to ask the mission committee that will be

created to contact the Full

Gospel Ministry of Boma,

of Boma, and to invite the students in the mission

to select

some

Independent Partners
each with its

department to join

contribution for the Mao mission.

Furthermore, I recommend that the evangelical churches ministering
reconsider their outreach visions in order to insert the

ministerial programs for the

spread of die gospel.

awareness

areas

of this

ftiture mission committee to share its

acquired by asking the

may be

The

surroundmg

in Boma

in then

phenomenon

plans with

other

evangelical bodies existmg in Boma in order to petition dieh cooperation.
As

a

religious but also

shame-based people group, I recommend

a

emphasis be placed on both door-to-door and intercessory
penetrate die heart of die
same

mood,

Mao

I recommend diat

people whose deshe
a

mmistries

m

a

particular

order

gradually to

for prayer is very sensitive, hi the
extreme shame-

meeting place be prepared where diese

tiieh privacy is respected.
based people may feel comfortable and where
Due to then endiusiasm

musical

over

histruments and choirs for

die music, I recommend startmg

a

band of traditional

lively smging that would powerfiiUy attract crowds

at
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the meetmg place. Such

give then- hves

to

gatherings would help present the gospel regularly until many

Christ.

I also recommend

a

couples' ministry that would be

one

of the most effective

methods for reaching the majority of the active population whose behaviors converge

mostly on

sexual

Such

overindulgence.

gathering would be

a

good platform to

convey

sexually related Christian values.
Postscript
One wonders
Mao

people

for many,

why it takes

among the

such

targeted people

reaching out to

unreached

a

long time

groups. One of the

peoples

has

never

multiplying monthly within towns where churches
have to lift up their eyes and
from the

hearing

see

at

of the sound and

a

livmg message

made the lame walk, gave

blind,

hearing to

the

say that

no one

such

a

way "that

that would be written"
not

gospel.

"He fed the

even

showed

hungry,

such

(John 20:31)

Churches

benefited

compassion to

healed the

an

mvolvement would be

the whole world would not have

(John 21 :25).The ultimate purpose

of these

in order to inherit etemal life. He acted

as a

all

sick,

eyes of the

(Coleman, Mind of the Master 92).

The

performed by Jesus
beyond human

room

signs

but to make them "believe that Jesus
simply to fascinate people

of God"

never

are

The central character of

could record in then fiiUness all the miracles

during his lifetime. John estunated that

capacity in

of the

have

deaf, cleansed the leper, opened the

cast out demons and raised the dead"

scripture

people who

that,

Gathering places

aheady been planted.

during his lifetime,

people by ministering to their various needs:

may be the fact

reasons

been urgent.

have

certain distance

the biblical message is Jesus Christ, who,
the

for churches in Boma to consider the

for the books

and wonders

is the

servant,

was

Christ, the Son

always
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searching from one place to

another to meet

a

person

or a

group of people with needs

that he could assist them. He declared, "[T]he Son of Man did not
to serve"

beyond their ghettos

of willingness to

serve

and

them,

sympathetic hearts

Christian ministries. I will
bestow this

in Boma churches could lift up then

plan to target the un-evangelized people

as

demonstrated by

Intemational Leaders program sharpened my

can

to be served but

(Matt. 20:28), which was plainly observed in his lifestyle. Through this present

academic exercise, I hope that
eyes

come

so

as an

expression

Jesus.My training through the Beeson

servant

leadership perspective in the

continually pray for the heart of a servant leader. Only Jesus

gift through his spiritual power.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER TO THE MAO HEAD OF THE VILLAGE

Concem: Mao Trip
Dear

Sir,

As I

already mentioned to you on the phone, I would like to inform you now that a team
of twenty-one people, including myself, 12 Kikuku villagers, 6 students, and 2 crew

members, is ready to travel to

Mao for research I

am

conducting with the Kikuku

outreach team at Mao. This work is both for academic and church purposes. We
planning three trips fixed for the dates of 12, 19, and 26 June 201 1
.

I

hope you will pass this information to

With much respect,
Matundu Zulu,
In charge of Intercultural Practicum

all the

villagers.

are
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APPENDIX B
LETTER TO THE KIKUKU CHURCH SENIOR PASTOR

Concem: Mao Mission
Dear Sir,
I

hereby would like to remind you that the

nearer.

Mao mission

project we talked about is getting

The Kikuku team members will travel with six mission students for then

practicum in the course of Intercultural Ministry. Both groups will participate as
respondents in the research I am conducting with the Kikuku outreach team at the Mao
site in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Ministry at
Asbury Theological Seminary. We plan three trips fixed for the dates of 12, 19, and 26
June 2011.

Tmsting in your cooperative

sense, I ask your prayers for God's favor.

Sincerely in Christ,
Matundu

Zulu,

In

of Intercultural Practicum

charge
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APPENDIX C

LETTER TO THE PRINCIPAL OF BOMAEVANGELIC ALSCHOOL
OF THEOLOGY

Concem: Mao Trip with Mission Students
Dear

Sir,

hereby would like to present the project of the Mission Department to travel to Mao
as a practicum in the course of Intercultural Ministry. In
addition to that purpose, they will participate as respondents along with the Kikuku
members in the research I am conducting with the Kikuku outreach team at the Mao site
in partial fulfillment of the requhements for the degree of Doctor of Ministry at Asbury
Theological Seminary. We plan of three trips fixed for the dates of 12, 19, and 26 June
I

with six mission students

2011.

Tmstmg

in your

cooperative

Sincerely in Christ,
Matundu Zulu

sense, I

am

looking forward to hearing fi-om you.
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APPENDIX D

QUESTIONNAIRE
The

study focused on three questions that flowed logically from the problem,

which presents the great need of preparing the Kikuku church for the Mao mission. The
three research
team

at this level had to

questions provided

conceming the Mao people's worldview,

to the 2007 outreach

reach the Mao

the

knowledge

of the Kikuku

suspected to have contributed

the factors

failure, and the proposed strategies that the Kikuku team may use to

people

in the ftiture.

Question 1

Research
1.

assess

What is the

knowledge

the beliefs and

base of the Kikuku church outreach team

practices

of the Mao

people

regarding

before and after the visits to the

site?

The

investigations helped to bring understanding to

mission team concemmg the Mao

people's

the

worldview

knowledge base

as

of the Kikuku

understood before and after the

visits to the site.
What do

people

believe about God and death?

Instmction
and say

as

much

on

as

the

you

questionnahe:

can

Please read every

under the belief on God and the life after death:

accordmg to the Mao people?
do they commimicate with hhn?

1. Who is God

2. How
3. What

are

the

causes

single probe question protocol

of death?

4. Where do people go after death?
5. How do the living relate with die dead?
6. How does one behave in the perspective
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Questionnaire
Instmctions for completing the questionnahe: Please read die

followmg and chcle

the number that best
represents your view.
7. Which of the

give

your

following motivations most lead die youth to get married"?
opinion ticking [yes] or [no].

Expansion of die

clan dnough children
Personal decision
Natural need of a partner

Please

Yes UNo ?
Yes QNo ?
Yes QNo ?

Sexual extravagance

Yes QNo ?
Yes UNo ?

Age pressure
8. How do most of the married

couples come together?
marriage partner?
Any other information conceming die marriage partnership?
What is the educational system of the Mao
people?

9. What

10.
11

.

are

12. How

are

13. How

are

the roles of each

children motivated for school?
elderly treated by others?
14. How is thehcommunity life organized?
15. Any other information on behefs?
16. Any other information on
community life?
the

Research Question 2
What factors led the 2007 Kikuku outreach team to failure in
the Mao

people

before and after the visits to the site? The

factors that contributed
Kikuku mission team
Mao
1

actively and passively to

as

the failure

reaching out to

mvestigations diagnosed all

experienced by the 2007

presented by the team members before and

after the visits to the

people.
.

What social factors made the 2007 Kdadcu outreach team fail to reach Mao

people?

2.

What historic factors made the 2007 Kikuku outreach team fail to reach the Mao

people?
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3.

What

4.

What

logistic
people?

factors made the 2007 Kdcuku outreach team fad to reach the Mao

strategic
people?

factors made the 2007 Kikuku outreach team fail to reach the Mao

May you find any other factor of any nature?

The

followmg

might be responsible for the failure
opinion by ticking either yes Gor noQ.

factors

mission team. Give your

Religious Factors
People are hooked to their traditional beliefs as a group
Any new faith would disconnect one from his ancestors
Embracing a white religion would be a betrayal of origins

Logistic Factors
hiappropriate means

of the 2007 Kikuku

Yes QNo ?
Yes QNo ?
Yes QNo ?

Yes UiNo ?

of travel to the site

Lack of music instruments

Yes QNo ?

Uncomfortable meeting place

Yes QNo ?

Social Factors

Shameful

Yes ?No ?

people avoiding the open ah meetmg
unsocial

in front of a house of
Children constramed for evil unpredictable events
an

Meeting

man

Historic Factors

Yes ?No ?

Fighting during a football match
A religious leader's adultery
A team member who abandoned

Strategic Factors
Unfamiliarity between the Mao
Premature

Yes ?No ?
a

Mao wife

some

m

the past

and the Kdcuku team

wididrawal of die Kdcuku team

The team lacked

Yes ?No ?

Yes ?No ?

mission partners

Yes ?No ?

Yes ?No ?
Yes ?No ?
Yes ?No ?
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Research Question #3
What

strategies

should the Kikuku church utilize to

evangelize the

Mao

people?
The

investigations helped discover the appropriate strategies that may be used by the
Kikuku mission team in the future to evangelize the Mao people effectively.
Ministry Partnership
1 Which of the
.

church in

following selected Boma Alliance groups may be partners of the Kikuku
reaching the Mao people? Give your opmion by tickuig the appropriate boxes.

Boma Ville Alliance Church

Yes QNo ?

Boma 1 Alliance Church

Yes QNo ?

Boma 2 Alliance Church

Yes QNo ?

Boma Alliance Women Ministries

Yes QNo ?

Boma District Alliance Churches

Yes QNo ?

Why

have you chosen those ones?

2. Which of the

following

selected

partners of the Kikuku church in
the appropriate boxes.

non-Alliance

reaching

Churches of Boma groups may be
people? Give your opmion by ticking

the Mao

Boma Assembhes of God

Yes UNO ?

Boma Revival Churches
Boma Calvary Chapel Churches

Yes QNo ?
...

Evangelical Churches
Boma Baptist Churches
Why have you chosen those ones?
Boma

Yes UNo ?
Yes UNo ?
Yes UNo ?

the

followmg selected Christian Ministries of Boma may be partners of
Kdcuku church m reaching the Mao people? Give your opinion by tickmg die appropriate
3. Which of the

boxes.

Independent Partners of Boma
Scripture Union of Boma
Gideons Intemational of Boma
FuU Gospel Intemational of Boma
Boma Interdenominational Pastors' Council

Why have

you chosen those ones?_

Yes UNo ?
Yes UNo ?

Yes UNo ?
Yes UNo U
Yes UNo ?
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Frequency of Visit
4.

Considering the Kikuku church resources, what frequency of visits to Mao would be

the best for

rooting the gospel

in that

new

field? Give your

opinion by ticking the

appropriate box.
Once

a

week

(every Sunday)

Yes QNo ?

During the weekend (from Friday evening to Sunday)
Two separate days a week
(Wednesday and Sunday)
One week of stay a month (last week of die
month)
Two altemative weeks at Mao (l'^& 3rd weeks of die
Permanent stay (post a church planter at
Mao)

Why do

Yes GNo ?
Yes QNo ?
Yes UNo ?

month)

Yes QNo ?
Yes UNo ?

you consider this to be the best?

Traditional

Evangelism

Methods

5. Which of the followmg may be the best means for
buildmg a relational bridge between
the Kdcuku team and the Mao people in order to
evangelize them effectively? Give
your

opinion by ticking the appropriate boxes.
House-to-house visit for various activities
Creation of choirs

Yes ?No ?

Students' mvolvement

Yes QNo ?

Yes UNo ?

Youth club

Yes UNo ?

Child

Yes QNo ?

evangelism
Couples' ministry
Sports
Care of the neediest and the

Yes QNo ?
Yes UNo ?

aged

Yes UNo ?

Creation of a primary school

Yes UNo ?

Creation of a medical center

Yes UNo ?

List five other methods that yoii think may work better to reach the Mao
the reason of each. Are there any other means? (Please list them bellow)

people

and

give
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